BOARD OF DIRECTORS SPECIAL MEETING NOTICE
The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) Board of Directors will
convene a Special Meeting on:
Thursday, October 5, 2017
4:30 PM
PLEASE NOTE MEETING DATE, TIME AND LOCATION
Isaac Newton Senter Auditorium
County Government Center
70 West Hedding Street
San Jose, CA 95110

SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA

To help you better understand, follow, and participate in the meeting, the following
information is provided:


Persons wishing to address the Board of Directors on any item on the agenda or not on
the agenda are requested to complete a blue card located at the public information table
and hand it to the Board Secretary staff prior to the meeting or before the item is heard.



Speakers will be called to address the Board when their agenda item(s) arise during the
meeting and are asked to limit their comments to 2 minutes. The amount of time allocated
to speakers may vary at the Chairperson's discretion depending on the number of
speakers and length of the agenda. If presenting handout materials, please provide 25
copies to the Board Secretary for distribution to the Board of Directors.



All reports for items on the open meeting agenda are available for review in the Board
Secretary’s Office, 3331 North First Street, San Jose, California, (408) 321-5680, the
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday prior to the meeting. This information is available on
our website, www.vta.org, and also at the meeting. Any document distributed less than
72-hours prior to the meeting will also be made available to the public at the time of
distribution. Copies of items provided by members of the public at the meeting will be
made available following the meeting upon request.

SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA
VTA Board of Directors
Thursday, October 5, 2017

In accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Title VI of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, VTA will make reasonable arrangements to ensure meaningful access to
its meetings for persons who have disabilities and for persons with limited English
proficiency who need translation and interpretation services. Individuals requiring ADA
accommodations should notify the Board Secretary’s Office at least 48-hours prior to the
meeting. Individuals requiring language assistance should notify the Board Secretary’s
Office at least 72-hours prior to the meeting. The Board Secretary may be contacted at
(408) 321-5680 or e-mail: board.secretary@vta.org or  (408) 321-2330 (TTY only).
VTA’s home page is on the web at: www.vta.org or visit us on
Facebook at:
www.facebook.com/scvta. (408) 321-2300: 中文 / Español / 日本語 / 한국어 / tiếng
Việt / Tagalog.
NOTE: THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS MAY ACCEPT, REJECT OR MODIFY
ANY ACTION RECOMMENDED ON THIS AGENDA.

70 West Hedding St., San Jose, California is served by bus lines *61, 62, 66, 181, and Light Rail.
(*61 Southbound last trip is at 8:55 pm for this location.)
For trip planning information, contact our Customer Service Department at (408) 321-2300
between the hours of 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
on Saturday. Schedule information is also available on our website, www.vta.org.
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SPECIAL MEETING AGENDA
VTA Board of Directors
Thursday, October 5, 2017

1.

CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
1.1

2.

Roll Call

PUBLIC COMMENT
This portion of the meeting is reserved for persons desiring to address the Board of
Directors on any item within the Board's jurisdiction. Speakers are limited to 2 minutes.
The law does not permit Board action or extended discussion of any item not on the
agenda except under special circumstances. If Board action is requested, the matter can
be placed on a subsequent agenda. All statements that require a response will be referred
to staff for reply in writing.

3.

SPECIAL MEETING ITEMS
3.1.

4.

OTHER ITEMS
4.1.

5.

DISCUSSION -Review and discuss supporting information related to tunneling
methodology for Phase II of VTA’s BART Silicon Valley Extension Project.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN
The VTA Board of Directors Special Meeting will adjourn to the regular VTA Board of
Directors’ meeting scheduled for Thursday, October 5, 2017, at 5:30 p.m. in the Board of
Supervisors’ Chambers, County Government Center, 70 West Hedding Street, San Jose,
California.
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3.1

Date:
Current Meeting:
Board Meeting:

September 29, 2017
October 5, 2017
October 5, 2017

BOARD MEMORANDUM
TO:

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority
Board of Directors

THROUGH:

General Manager, Nuria I. Fernandez

FROM:

Director - Engr & Transp Program Dev., Carolyn M. Gonot

SUBJECT:

Supporting Information Related to Tunneling Methodology for Phase II of
VTA’s BART Silicon Valley Ex
FOR INFORMATION ONLY

At the September 22, 2017 Board Workshop, a fundamental question was raised: does the singlebore tunneling methodology meet all the technical requirements? The attachments below provide
background and demonstrate that the single-bore tunneling methodology meets or exceeds all the
technical requirements for safety, constructability, operability, and maintainability.
On October 7, 2016, VTA commissioned the Single Bore Tunnel Technical Studies to provide
detailed verification of the findings of the prior Single Bore Feasibility Study in relation to the
tunnel optimal diameter, track alignment, depth of stations, passenger vertical circulation,
operations, tunnel and station ventilation, emergency egress, and cost and schedule. These Single
Bore Technical Studies were intended to incorporate BART criteria and input, in terms of
operations and maintenance and closely follow BART Facility Standards (BFS), and other
applicable standards and regulations including National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 130.
To that extent, the Summary Design Criteria and Key Assumptions was established at the onset
of the project as a basis for the study.
The objective of the Summary Design Criteria and Key Assumption document (Attachment A) is
to define and document the key criteria, design parameters and assumptions governing the single
bore concept so that it: (1) meets industry standards for safe application of large bore Tunnel
Boring Machine methods, and (2) accommodates critical functional, operational and
maintenance requirements for both, running tracks as part of two BART mainline guideways
operating in two directions, and underground stations, while fully complying with BART and
industry safety standards. The draft Summary Design Criteria and Key Assumptions was
presented to BART as the first step of the studies and was finalized after BART comments on the
draft version were incorporated. Minor updates were made as part of ongoing coordination with
BART.

3.1

The BART Silicon Valley Phase II Single Bore Technical Studies Summary Report was
completed on April 10, 2017 and is included as Attachment B. All report exhibits can be made
available upon request. The findings of the technical studies conclude the single-bore
methodology option meets or exceeds all listed criteria.
In presenting the studies at the September 22, 2017 Board Workshop, some key comments were
raised. Attachment C summarizes VTA’s responses to comments received at the workshop.
VTA and BART staff will be prepared to review and discuss this information with the Board at
the Special Meeting.
Prepared By: Carolyn M. Gonot
Memo No. 6247
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BART Silicon Valley, Phase II
Single Bore Tunnel Technical
Studies
SUMMARY DESIGN
CRITERIA AND KEY
ASSUMPTIONS

FINAL, REV 1
January 20, 2017
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List of Acronyms

ACI

American Concrete Institute

ADA

Americans with Disabilities Act

AISC

American Institute of Steel Construction

ANSI

American National Standards Institute

AREMA

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way

ASCE

American Society of Civil Engineers Association

ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials

AWS

American Welding Society

BFS

BART Facilities Standards (R3.03)

CALTRANS

California Department of Transportation

CBC

California Building Code

CPUC

California Public Utilities Commission

GBR

Geotechnical Baseline Report

NFPA

National Fire Protection Association

SEM

Sequential excavation method

SVRTP

Silicon Valley Rapid Transit Project

TBD

To Be Determined

TBM

Tunnel boring machine

USDOT

United States Department of Transportation

USGS

United States Geological Survey

VDE

Vehicle Dynamic Envelope
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SUMMARY DESIGN CRITERIA AND KEY ASSUMPTIONS
1 Background, Purpose and Project Description
BART Silicon Valley Phase II Extension project is a 6-mile extension from the current Phase I Berryessa Station terminus through
Downtown San Jose to a new station and terminus in Santa Clara. This extension includes 4.8 miles of running tunnels through San
Jose; four stations of which three are underground (Alum Rock, Downtown San Jose, and Diridon), and one at grade station (Santa
Clara); two intermediate ventilation structures and East and West tunnel portals.
In 2008, the tunnel design elements had been advanced to an approximate 95 percent completion level featuring twin bored tunnels,
two cut-and-cover ventilation structures, and 33 mined cross-passages. Design for the three cut and cover underground stations is
at an approximate 65 percent completion level. The downtown San Jose Station includes a cross-over cut and cover structure east of
the station box.
In 2014, VTA restarted the planning efforts for Phase II with an update to the project environmental studies. As part of this planning
effort, and inspired by continuously ongoing community and public inputs, as well as by recent advances within the tunneling industry
including a surging technology development in mechanized tunneling, VTA initiated a detailed review of the previously designed
project elements including the project alignment, stations configuration and positioning, and construction approach and methodology.
This review included an assessment of the developments in mechanized tunneling and lessons learned from recently constructed
project and those that are under construction, especially since 2008. Through this review process, interest in a single bore tunnel
concept transpired and grew primarily due to its ability to address growing community, businesses and third party concerns related to
construction impacts to downtown San Jose.
VTA’s Single Bore Feasibility Study (EPC, 2016) concluded that a single bore construction option did not exhibit any fatal flaws,
offered potential schedule and cost advantages, exhibited good potential for control and management of construction risks, and
reduced construction impacts to streets, utilities, businesses, residences, historical buildings and general public. Based on results of
the Feasibility Study, VTA concluded that a single bore tunnel has merit and deserves further evaluation.
On October 7, 2016, VTA commissioned the Single Bore Tunnel Technical Studies to provide detailed verification of the findings of
the prior Single Bore Feasibility Study, especially in relation to tunnel optimal diameter, track alignment, depth of stations, passenger
vertical circulation, operations, tunnel and station ventilation, emergency egress, and cost and schedule. These Single Bore
Technical Studies are especially intended to incorporate BART criteria and input, especially in terms of operations and maintenance,
and closely follow BART Facility Standards (BFS), and other applicable standards and regulations including NFPA 130.
The objective of this Summary Design Criteria and Key Assumption document is to define and document the key criteria, design
parameters and assumptions governing the single bore concept so that it:(1) meets industry standards for safe application of largebore TBM methods, and (2) accommodates critical functional, operational and maintenance requirements for both, running tracks as
part of two BART mainline guideways operating in two directions, and underground stations, while fully complying with BART and
industry safety standards.
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2 Governing Codes, Standards and Guidelines
All design and analyses performed in evaluating the configuration and functional and operational feasibility of a Single Bore Tunnel
concept for guideway and stations shall conform with and satisfy the current version of the BART Facilities Standards (R3.03,
January, 2016) primarily in terms of BART safety, operations and maintenance standards. Discrepancies between 2008 BFS and
those currently utilized are outlined under the Remarks column.
Reference Standards
and Codes
(current editions)

[1] BFS, R3.0.3, BART Facilities Standards, Rev. 3.03, January 2016
[2] CBC, Section 433: Fixed Guideway Transit Systems
[3] CBDS CALTRANS Bridge Design Specifications
[4] 2013 San Francisco Amendments to the 2013 CBC
[5] 2012 International Building Code (Basis for 2013 California Building Code)
[6] CALTRANS Seismic Design Criteria (SDC)
[7] Los Angeles Metro Rail Design Criteria, Section 5 Appendix
[8] USDOT - FHWA, Technical Manual for Design and Construction of Road Tunnels – Civil Elements
[9] AREMA, Manual for Railway Engineering
[10] ASCE, Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures Standard ASCE/SEI 7-10
[11] ACI-318 Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete
[12] ACI-224R, Control of Cracking in Concrete Structures
[13] AISC Steel Construction Manual 14th Edition
[14] AWS Structural Welding Codes D1.1 and D.5
[15] ASTM Standards
[16] NFPA Standard for Fixed Guideway Transit Passenger Rail Systems (NFPA 130)
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3 Design Criteria and Key Assumptions
3.1

Geotechnical

Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Remark

Source/Reference

Subsurface Geologic
Conditions

Existing geotechnical data are judged to be
adequate and sufficient for the Single Bore
Study

With adjustments to the alignment,
conditions may vary from those
previously predicted for the reference
twin bore alignment, but generally will
not change dramatically.

Geotechnical Data Report
Phase Two 65% Engineering
Design Investigation, HMM/B
January 31, 2008
65%Engineering Phase
Geotechnical and Seismic
Design Criteria Report for
Underground Stations,
HMM/B, February 2009

Groundwater
Conditions

Existing water level data along the alignment
are sufficient for evaluating conditions for the
Single Bore Study

Consideration should be given to
potentially destabilizing upward
hydraulic gradients in the regions with
artesian conditions as well as potential
obstructions from existing wells (water
supply or monitoring).

Silicon Valley Rapid Transit
Project Tunnel Segment
Hydrogeology Report, HMM/B,
August 2005.

Dewatering

Ground support concepts identified for tunnel
and stations shall be generally impervious and
not require large scale dewatering beyond the
immediate excavation or cause significant
drawdown outside the excavation.

Suitable shoring systems include
concrete diaphragm walls constructed
using slurry methods or secant piles.
Excavation Support shall be selected
to limit groundwater control measures.
If groundwater drawdown outside the
excavation greater than 2 feet,
recirculation wells will be considered.

BFS R3.03
Criteria
Structural
Earth Retaining Structures

Excavation Methods

Guideway tunnel in soil below the groundwater Static load design conditions and
table shall be excavated by a pressurized-face excavation methodology
shielded tunnel boring machine (TBM).
Shafts, caverns and mined excavations for
structures other than guideway tunnel such as
cross passages and station connections shall
be constructed using sequential excavation

International Tunneling
Association, ITA Working
Group No. 2 "Guidelines for
the Design of Shield Tunnel
Lining," Tunneling and
Underground Space
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Remark

methods (SEM or NATM) with the appropriate
ground support and improvement methods.

Source/Reference
Technology, Vol. 15. No. 3,
2000

Tunnel Lining

The final lining of all excavations shall be
reinforced concrete, either cast-in-place,
precast or shotcrete.
Where cast-in-place or shotcrete is used, a
sectioned waterproof membrane shall be used
between the final lining and the initial support
of excavation.
Precast segments shall be bolted and fully
gasketed to provide water tightness.

Tunnel Curvature

The minimum turning radius for set-out of a Active articulation shall be specified
single bore tunnel constructed by pressurized
face TBM shall be no less than 22 times the
TBM bored diameter.

Current industry experience.

Seismic Design of
Tunnel and Stations

Tunnel and station structural systems shall
consider ground motions and potential fault
creep anticipated based on previous 65%
Engineering Phase Geotechnical and Seismic
Design Criteria Report.

Hashash, Y.M.A., Hook, J.J.,
Schmidt, B., Yao, J.I. (2001).
“Seismic design and analysis
of underground structures,”
Tunneling and Underground
Space Technology, Vol 16, No.
4, Pergamon.
Central Area Stations 65%
Engineering Phase
Geotechnical and Seismic
Design Criteria Report for
Underground Stations,
February 2009.

Ground Improvement

Ground improvement shall be employed as
Suitable methods include cement-soil
necessary in areas where excavations connect mixing, jet grouting, and ground
with single bore tunnel to control groundwater freezing.
and ensure excavation stability (vent shafts,
station entrance/egress structures).
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Remark

Source/Reference

The initial support systems for underground
excavations in soil shall be designed for
existing and potential future overburden
pressures, full hydrostatic pressure, surcharge
loads and interaction with adjacent
excavations.
Design of cut-and-cover tunnels and retaining
structures at the interface with bored tunnel
shall consider load transfer at the interface,
including TBM cutter head forces and jacking
forces.
Appropriate ground stabilization measures
shall be designed at the interfaces of cut and
cover or retaining structures with bored tunnel
to prevent excess loss of ground during
construction.
U-Walls will be used at locations where top of
trackway subgrade is below the ground water
table.

Locations where connections are
needed for the tunnels may be
candidates for excavation using mining
practices.

BFS R3.03
Criteria
Structural
Earth Retaining Structures
and
BFS R3.03
Criteria
Structural
Cut and Cover Underground
Structures

Minimum depth of the tunnel shall be evaluated
using parametric analyses that consider
geologic material being excavated, depth,
tunnel curvature, volume loss and appropriate
settlement trough width parameters for the
prevailing subsurface conditions.
Method(s) used for calculation of surface
settlements caused by tunneling shall include
the empirical approach pioneered by Schmidt
and Peck (1969), and more recently updated
by Mair et al. (1996).

To the extent possible, ground
deformation limit criteria used in the
twin-bore study will be considered and
used in the single-bore evaluation.
These include a settlement limit of less
than 1-inch at the ground surface,
angular distortions less than 0.002;
and horizontal strain less than
0.00075.
Some areas along the alignment may
tolerate settlement beyond these
criteria; however this initial single-bore
study will focus on criteria previously

Any proposed use of ground freezing shall
include an assessment of surface movements
caused by freeze and thaw effects
Excavation Support

Surface settlement
due to tunneling

Structures below the water table will be
checked to ensure adequate
resistance to buoyant uplift.

Silicon Valley Rapid Transit
Project Tunnel Segment
Property Protection Study,
February 2006
Silicon Valley Rapid Transit
Project Tunnel Segment
Settlement Effects on Caltrans
Facilities, June 2006
Peck, R.B., 1969 Deep
Excavations and Tunneling in
soft ground, State of the Art
Report, state of the Art Volume
Proceedings 7th International
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Remark

Source/Reference

advanced and will apply these at key
locations along the alignment.

Conference Soil Mechanics
and Foundation Engineering,
Mexico City.
Mair, R.J., Taylor, R.N. and
Burland, J.B., 1996. Prediction
of ground movements and
assessment of risk of building
damage due to bored
tunneling. Geotechnical
Aspects of Underground
Construction in Soft Ground
(eds R.J.Mair and R.N.Taylor),
Balkema, Rotterdam, 713-718.

Surface settlements
due to station
excavations

Relatively stiff diaphragm wall technology will
be used to minimize excavation related
settlement for station entrances and ancillary
structures

Movement of stiff walls still occur, but
can be managed with structurally
stiffer excavation support walls

Clough and O’Rourke, 1990,
Construction-Induced
Movements of In Situ Walls,
ASCE Special Publication No.
25, pp 439-470.

Surface Settlement
Building protection
measures

Potential settlement impacts to structures will
be evaluated at key locations along the
alignment where tunnel and surface
excavations are near existing structures.

Criteria developed during the 65%
Design of the Twin Bore tunnels will
be referenced.

Mair, R.J., Taylor, R.N. and
Burland, J.B., 1996. ibid.
Boscardin and Cording 1989,
Building Response to
Excavation-Induced
Settlement, Journal of the
Geotechnical Engineering
Division, ASCE, Vol. 115, No
1, pp. 1-21.
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Tunnel Diameter

Key criteria and assumptions to be applied in determining the inner and outer diameters of a single bore tunnel to carry two mainline
BART guideways operating in two directions are the following:
Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Remark

General requirements

1A. All designs shall provide not less than the
minimum clearances as specified in this
section.

BFS R3.0
Introduction
Common Requirements
Trackway Clearances

Guideway Operating
Configurations

Requirement (e) for twin pocket tracks
Single bore tunnel shall accommodate two,
within tangent section of tunnel
structurally separated, fully BART-VDEcompliant guideways in the following operating requested by VTA.
configurations:
a) Vertically stacked.
b) Side-by-side
c) Vertically stacked with side platforms in
station
d) Vertically stacked with turnouts and ramp
for single crossover
e) Vertically stacked with pocket tracks with
partition wall and emergency walkways

VTA, 2016

Vehicle Dynamic
Envelope

Section 6 – Vehicle Dynamic Envelope

BFS R3.0
Introduction
Common Data
Train Data

Tunnel Clearances

Tunnel shall be sized for the largest of the neat
internal diameters (IDN) determined applying
the BFS Tunnel Clearance Criteria below to the
Guideway Operating Configurations listed
above.
Figure 9 - Rectangular Subway Clearances
Figure 10 - Circular Tunnel Clearances
(Tangent Track)

Basic clearance requirements to be
determined by adding 2 inches to the
VDE taken from the Dynamic
Clearance Envelopes.

Source/Reference

BFS R3.0
Introduction
Common Requirements
Trackway Clearances
Request for Variance from
BFS No. P0501-P100-RFV-DI0087, dated 7/22/2008
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Remark

Source/Reference

Figure 11 - Circular Tunnel Clearances
(Walkway on Outside of Curve)
Figure 12 - Circular Tunnel Clearances
(Walkway on Inside of Curve)
Station Platform
Clearances

3. Clearances for trackways at station
platforms shall be as shown in Figure 13 Station Platform Clearance Diagram

BFS R3.0
Introduction
Common Requirements
Trackway Clearances

Additional Clearances
for Horizontal
Curvature

4A. Additional lateral clearances shall be
provided to accommodate car body overhang
on and within 60 feet of horizontal curves.
4B. Additional lateral clearances shall be
provided at turnouts as shown in Figures 14,
15 and Table 2.

BFS R3.0
Introduction
Common Requirements
Trackway Clearances

Construction
Tolerances and
Allowances

Additional tolerances and allowances to be
added to the neat internal diameter (IDN)
determined for the largest of the single bore
guideway configurations:
a. 3” radius annulus allowance for fire
protection
b. 2” radius lining construction tolerance
c. 3” radius mining tolerance
d. 6” blast standoff –NOT included

Industry practice
Need for additional blast standoff
clearance (6 inch) to be determined;
blast standoff typically based on tunnel
future threat and vulnerability
assessment
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Alignment and Trackwork

Key criteria to be utilized for alignment and trackwork design are the following:
Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Design Speeds

Maintain design speeds shown in 65% C330
Key 65% Twin Bore design speeds:
plans as a minimum, with consideration of BFS
• Approved Request for Variance:
Section 5.2-Design Speeds.
36 mph curve east of Diridon
BFS Design Speeds (Section 5.2)
Station.
•

Mainline: 80 mph optimum, 70 mph
allowable, 50 mph minimum with
approval

•

Stations: 50 mph

•

Special Trackwork: 36 mph (No. 15
allows this)

•

Vertical: 80 mph optimum

Remark

•

Generally, 70-75 mph elsewhere,
except 50 mph at curves near
stations.

Source/Reference
BFS R3.0.3
Criteria
Civil – Trackway
Request for Variance
from BFS No. P0501P100-RFV-DI-0032, dated
9/19/2005

Use No. 15 Crossover for design.

Track Type

Section 6- Track Forms
Ballasted track in U-wall sections
Direct Fixation Track in tunnel and
underground stations.

BFS R3.0.3
Criteria
Civil - Trackway

Track Alignment

Section 8- Track Design for horizontal
alignment, vertical alignment, superelevation,
and special trackwork.
Key assumptions/criteria:

BFS R3.0.3
Criteria
Civil - Trackway

•

Minimum 1000’ radius

•

Ea max = 6” preferred, 8.25” ultimate

•

Eu max = 2.75” preferred, 4.5” ultimate

•

Min grade: 0.3% in bored tunnel

•

Max grade 3% preferred, 4% ultimate

•

Stations and Crossover grades: 1%
max
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Structural

Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Major structures:

General
Requirements

•

Portals – Earth retaining structures

•

Cut-and-cover tunnels

•

SEM tunnels

•

TBM tunnel and stations

•

Facilities – above ground structures

A. Structural integrity
For reinforced concrete structures shall be
confirmed by the Strength Design method in
accordance with Ref [11] and Ref [13].
•

Tunnel liner shall be designed to resist ground
and hydrostatic pressures derived from the
Geotechnical Baseline Report (GBR), surface
loads comprising roadway/sidewalk live load
and existing structures foundation loads.

•

Station platforms to resist dead load and live
load, and designed in accordance with Ref [11].

Remark

Source/Reference
BFS R3.0.3
BFS R3.0.3
AREMA
AREMA
BFS R3.0.3
BFS R3.0.3

•

Track slab and support brackets to resist dead
load (including allowance for fire protection) and
train loads corresponding to:
(1) Single train live load + impact with fully loaded
platform,
(2) Two trains on adjacent tracks (no platform), one
of the trains with impact,

BFS R3.03

•

Internal partitions to resist loads from train
operation (piston effect, derailment) and
emergency conditions (smoke exhaust
ventilation) as specified in Ref [1], and designed
in accordance with Ref [11].
B. Serviceability shall be confirmed by the
Allowable Stress Design method in accordance
with Ref [11] and Ref [13].
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C. Durability for 100-year long term performance
shall be confirmed in accordance with Ref [11].
•

Watertightness shall be confirmed in
accordance with Ref [12]. For cut-and-cover,
SEM and TBM tunnels, and shall meet water
intrusion limits specified in Ref [1] shall apply.

•

Corrosion control systems may be required
where the environment has been determined to
be corrosive and/or carries stray currents. In the
vicinity of potential stray currents, a corrosion
control system may be required to mitigate
potential effects of stray currents, internal and/or
external. Reinforcement for segmental concrete
lining shall be detailed such that no electrical
conductivity exists across the circular joint.

•

Temperature, shrinkage and creep effects shall
be mitigated in accordance with Ref [10].
Fire Life Safety shall be confirmed by ensuring
structural integrity and structural fire durability in
accordance with Ref [11] and Ref [16], for fire
hazard to be postulated.
Seismic resiliency of the cut-and cover, SEM
and TBM tunnels shall be confirmed by groundstructure interaction analysis in accordance with
methodology outlined in Ref [1], “CriteriaStructural, Seismic Design”, Section 6.4.
For above ground facilities structures, Ref [1],
“Criteria-Structural, Seismic Design”, Section
6.5 shall apply.
Blast effect prevention shall be confirmed by
providing:
Stand-off space of 6” (TBD) to the face
of liner, and/or
Implementing preventive security measures.

D.

E.

F.
(1)
(2)
Loads

BFS R.3.0.3

Need for additional measures for
blast resistance to be determined

See Section 3.1 Geotechnical for
Building Protection
SVRTP – Central Area
Guideway, 65% Submittal
Combined GBR, Rev. 0

Dead Load per unit weight of materials
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Live Load for earth retaining and underground
structures per Ref [1], “Criteria-Structural, Cut-andCover Underground Structures”, Section 4.
Flotation need not be considered for the SEM and
TBM tunnels.
For underground structures:
Static - Dead load plus ground and hydrostatic
pressures from Geotechnical Baseline Report
(GBR), surcharge loads from existing structures and
surface loads.
Seismic - Deformation (ovaling/racking) strains from
ground-structure interaction analyses.
For earth retaining structures, per Ref [1], “CriteriaStructural, Earth Retaining Structures”
Load Factors and
Loading
Combinations

Ref [1], “Criteria-Structural, Cut-and-Cover
Underground Structures”, Section 4
A. Station platforms:
Static - Dead load plus live load.
Seismic – Inertial force by response spectrum
analysis
B. Track Slab and Support Brackets:
Static – Dead load
Train loads from Ref [1] as follows:
(1) Vehicle weight with crash load
(2) Vertical impact per Ref [5]
(3) Wheel load distribution per Ref [1]
(4) Transverse impact per Ref [1]
(5) Centrifugal force per Ref [1]
(6) Longitudinal force per Ref [1]
(7) Derailment vertical and horizontal
forces per Ref [1]
(8) Platform dead Load and Live Load,
where applicable

BFS R.3.0.3
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Seismic – Inertial force by response spectrum
analysis

Waterproofing

3.5

Per Ref [1], “Criteria-Structural, Cut-and-Cover
Underground Structures”, Section 5.

Architectural and Passenger Circulation

Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Reference Standard

1.3. Design of station shall comply with the principal
standards listed below as applicable:
CBC,
NFPA 101, 130 & 220,
CCR Title 8 & 24,
ADA,
ASME A17.1

Patronage/Ridership

2.1.B Peak demand shall be based on AM and PM
peak hour demand. Peak 15-min flow data shall be
used for sizing.
RFP Attachment B Ridership Tables
Ridership Forecast for Year 2035 – Average Weekday
Ridership:
Alum Rock/ 28th Street: 10,300
Downtown San Jose: 24,300
Diridon: 9,500
Santa Clara: 7,900
Total: 52,000
PM Period Ridership Forecast for Year 2035:
Alum Rock/ 28th Street: 200 on, 1,200 off, 1,400 total
Downtown San Jose: 2,900 on, 1,000 off, 3,900 total

Remark

Source/Reference
BFS R3.0.3

Provided peak period is peak
hour demand per VTA.
Additional peak hour
ridership was provided by
VTA for the accurate egress
calculation.

BFS R3.0.3
Single bore technical study
RFP attachment B BART
SCOA 2013
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Remark

Source/Reference

Per BFS 5.3.B platform width
shall provide a minimum of 5
sf/person under the worst
scenario established by the
District, however we
recommend 10 sf/person.

BFS R3.0.3

Diridon: 1,100 on, 700 off, 1,800 total
Santa Clara: 700 on, 700 off, 1,400 total
Level of Service

Table 2.3 Design Capacity Requirements
(Square Footage for Level of Service)
Area

Quantitative Measure

Open
Concourse

11.5 sq ft per person (LOS B)

Queuing/
Platform

5 sq ft to 7 sq ft per person
(LOS C)

Passageways
One-way

15 passenger per min per ft
(LOS D)

Two-way

12 passenger per min per ft
(LOS C)

Stairways

Train Load

One-way

11 passenger per min per ft
(LOS D)

Two-way

8.5 passenger per min per ft
(LOS C)

Escalators

67.5 passenger per min

Platforms

7 sq ft per person (LOS C)

2.4 2000 passengers = 200 passengers per car x 10
cars per train
RFP 2500 passengers = 250 passengers per car x
10 cars per train

RFP requirement is more
BFS R3.0.3
stringent than BFS. This RFP
Single bore technical study
criterion has been confirmed by RFP attachment B
the new car program as the
appropriate number to use.
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Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Remark

Source/Reference

Headway

2.5 In accordance with service plan by the district.
Minimum headway is 2.0 min.

Planned peak headway for
the study is 6 minutes per
VTA.

BFS R3.0.3

Fire Separation

3.3.2 Station public occupancy shall be separated
from station ancillary occupancy by minimum 2-hour
fire-rated construction.

BFS R3.0.3

BFS R3.0.3

Materials and Finishes 3.4. Aesthetics should have a welcoming and timeless
quality.
Materials for the purpose of visualization the station
will be selected from the following appropriate
sections:
3.4.3 Floor Materials,
3.4.4 Wall and Column Cladding Materials,
3.4.5 Ceiling Materials,
3.4.6 Door Materials and Schedule,
3.4.7 Railings
Concourse/Concourse 4.1.A Public area minimum overhead clearance shall
Design Elements
be 10 ft; can be reduced to 8 ft 6 in minimum at
localized critical points such as beams or signs.
4.1.D Paid and free areas shall be separated by
barriers, tickets gates for passenger circulation and
service gates for station staff; 5 ft in height, seethrough type, non-climbable.
The following elements and their criteria will be
considered for station planning and sizing:
4.4 Station Agent Booths
4.5 Service Gates
4.6 Automatic Fare Collection (consist of five primary
elements: ticket vending machines, addfare machines,
transfer machines, bill changers, and fare gates)

Overall size of elements will be
accordance with the previous
design development in the
Architectural Confirmation
station drawing sets.

BFS R3.0.3
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Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Queuing
Distance/Runoff

4.2 Minimum queuing distances:

Remark

Source/Reference
BFS R3.0.3

Table 4.2
Minimum Queuing Distance Requirements
Escalator (from
escalator newel)

15'-0” (pending study result)

Stair

15'-0” (pending study result)

Fare Gate

15'-0” (pending study result)

Elevator

8'-0”

Transfer Machine

8'-0”

Ticket Vendor

6'-0”

Add Fare Machine

6'-0”

Parking Control
Machine

6’-0

Change Machine

6’-0”

4.3 In addition to the required queue space, an
additional 10 ft surge space shall be provided to stair
and escalator landings that feed fare gates.
Patron Amenities and
Concessions

4.7. Amenities shall not impede normal and
emergency passenger circulation or visual
supervision.
The technical study shall include: toilet rooms, map
cases, information boards, benches, and
concessions/other commercial uses.

Overall size of elements will be
accordance with the previous
design development in the
Architectural Confirmation
station drawing sets.

BFS R3.0.3

Employee Facilities

4.8. The following elements will be considered in the
technical study for planning and sizing: staff break
room, staff toilet room, police department facilities,
maintenance and engineering station office, janitor’s
rooms, storage room, and trash area.

Overall size of elements will be
accordance with the previous
design development in the
Architectural Confirmation
station drawing sets.

BFS R3.0.3
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Platform

5.3.A. Platform length: 700’ (10 cars x 70’ per car)
Per Figure 13 – Station Platform Clearance Diagram:
Minimum width at continuous obstruction: 10’-0”
Minimum width at non-continuous obstruction: 8’-0”
Minimum vertical clearance: 8’-0”
All critical platform clearances for this study will follow
the dimensions in BFS Common Requirements,
Figure 13- Station Platform Clearance Diagram
Slope:
Finished surfaces of platforms shall be sloped at a
maximum of 1% and a minimum of 0.3% from the wall
towards the platform edge.

Station Ingress,
Circulation and
Vertical Circulation

6.3 Passageway/Portal
Minimum width of passageway = 8 ft.
6.5.1 Code Requirement – Station Ingress and Egress
Facilities
D.1. Provide sufficient means of exit to evacuate the
station occupant load from platforms in four minutes or
less.
D.2. Station shall provide means to evacuate from the
most remote point on the platform to a point of safety
in six minutes or less.
D.4. No point on the station platform shall be more
than 300 feet from a point of safety.
D.5. Underground station platforms shall have a
minimum of one exit within 20 feet from each end.
Routes from platform ends into underground
guideways shall not be considered an exit.
D.7. Exit hatches shall not be used as a means of
egress from underground stations.
Vertical Circulation:
Provide 8’-6” minimum headroom above vertical
circulation elements. 10’-0” is preferred.

FINAL, REV 1 1-20-2017
Page 17

Remark

Source/Reference
BFS R3.0.3
BFS Common Requirements,
Figure 13- Station Platform
Clearance Diagram

Per NFPA 130 the 6 min and 4
min test will compute the
capacity and travel speed for
stairs and escalators as:
Capacity: 1.41 p/in-min
Travel speed: 48 ft/min

BFS R3.0.3
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Remark

Source/Reference

Stair:
8.0 – Public min.= 5’-6”; Em. Service min =3’-8”
Plat. to track min. = 2’-10” (2’6” with variance)
Min. landing length= 4’-6”
Nominal Egress Capacity:
2-way=8.5p/m/f (LOS C)
1-way=11p/m/f (LOS D)
Escalator:
9.0 Min. nom. Width= 48”, 3 flat steps
Nominal Egress Capacity:
100 fpm = 4500 p/hr (75 ppm) (preferred)
For planning, use max esc capacity (2x nom.)
Min. space b/w WP and pit = 12’-0”
Elevators:
10.0 At least one elevator to serve all levels, duplicate
Two elevators will be provided
for stations serving more than 15,000
for paid zone.
Elevator machine rooms no farther than 100’-0”
Machine room sf = 150% req. by NEII
Ancillary Facilities

15.0 The following elements will be considered in the
technical study for planning and sizing:
Train Control Room: Should be sized 30% over
necessary designed capacity.

Overall size of elements will be
accordance with the previous
design development in the
Architectural Confirmation
station drawing sets.

BFS R3.0.3

Battery Room: Adjacent to TCR, not to be located
under means of egress.
Train Control and Comms HVAC Room
Traction Power Substation
Emergency Mgmt. Panel Room: Min. 7’X7’
Standby Generator Room: Exhaust air vent and
exhaust piping to not be in public view
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Ventilation and Fire / Life Safety

The following are criteria and assumptions that represent variance from work that has already been developed to advance twin bore
tunnels and cut and cover stations. The majority of criterion and assumptions developed in the following earlier reports will be
utilized with updates from more recent standards and code editions:
-

Systems Segment Subway Ventilation Design Basis Report, October 2006
Design Codes, Standards and Criteria Milpitas and Berryessa Stations, June 7, 2010

Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Remark

Source/Reference

Design Fire Growth
Rate

Medium fire growth rate is utilized instead of BFS
instantaneous fire growth rate

Medium growth rate is implemented to Station fire hazard
harmonize single bore evaluation with analysis
previous analysis.
BFS R3.03
Criteria

Mechanical Line
Sections 6.2
Annular Critical
Velocity

110% of critical velocity in annulus area

Single bore configuration with
subdividing wall important to limiting
ventilation plant size requirements

BFS R3.03
Criteria
Mechanical Stations and
Station Sites 2.2.3,B,1,d

Air Velocities Minimum

The airflow along the evacuation routes within an
incident tunnel during a fire shall be a minimum of
440 fpm with all fans running. The airflow rates and
associated velocities at specific locations along the
evacuation route outside the incident tunnel and
within enclosed cross-passages and trainways shall
be engineered to meet required critical velocities to
prevent backlayering of smoke, for the purpose of
safe evacuation and providing a tenable
environment along the path of egress from a fire
incident.

BFS
NFPA 130:
7.2.1.1
7.2.1.2

Fan Plant Design Shafts ventilation fan
concept

Multiple fan trackway plants may have a combined
plenum on trackway side and separated shafts from
the fans to the surface discharge

BFS R3.03
Criteria
Mechanical Line Sections
6.4.A.4
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Fan Plant Design –
Noise

80 dBA for Center of Business and 54 dBA for
residential, whichever is less, as measured 10 feet
from the intake

Vent Structure
Location

Maximum spacing between vent shafts shall be
3,000 ft

3.7
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Remark

Source/Reference
BFS R3.03
Criteria
Mechanical Line Sections
6.5, A, 1

Single bore tunnel configuration
provides opportunity for longitudinal
ventilation shaft routing to remote
ventilation plant

BFS R3.03
Criteria
Mechanical Line Sections
6.6

Systems

Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Train Control
Clearance

11.1 Train Control Clearance Requirements
Train control clearance requirements shall be as defined
herein, and any deviations to these requirements must
be approved by the Chief Maintenance and Engineering
Officer, or his or her designee.
All wayside equipment located along the tracks shall be
installed outside the defined Clearance Envelope.
11.3 Switch Layouts and Switch Control
A. Track Switch Layouts. A clear space shall be
provided at each point of switch to facilitate mounting of
the switch and lock movement. This space shall be 6
feet by 8 feet centered approximately at the point of
switch with the long dimension parallel to the stock rail.
11.4.4 Lateral Positioning of Signals
A. Fixed signals shall be placed to the right of the track
governed, except with specific case by case approval of
BART Engineering; and only on the left most track of
any group of tracks, where no confusion is possible.
B. High signals shall be so mounted that no part of the
signal mast, ladder, or supporting structure, shall be
closer than 8’ 0” from the centerline of any track, and

Remark

Source/Reference
BFS R3.03
Criteria
Electronics
Automatic Train Control
System
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Remark

Source/Reference

Source/Reference

shall conform to requirements of Standard Position
Drawings A, B or D; with Drawing A the preferred
standard.

3.8

Civil/Drainage

Topic

Criterion / Assumption

Remark

Underdrains

8.1 Underdrains shall be used under the track slab at
station platforms.
8.4 The minimum inside diameter of underdrain pipe
shall be 6 inches for lengths less than 500 feet. For
lengths exceeding 500 feet the minimum diameter shall
be 8 inches.
8.10 Water accumulating on track slabs in station areas
shall be drained by a small semicircular or U-shaped
channel formed in the concrete invert at each track
centerline. Inlets shall be provided at intervals to collect
the flow into the storm drainage system.

Assume that underdrains between BFS R3.02
stations may follow the slope of
Criteria
the bored tunnel (0.30% min).
Civil
Drainage

Station Track Slab
Drainage

10. Water accumulating on track slabs in station areas
shall be drained by a small semicircular or U-shaped
channel formed in the concrete invert at each track
centerline. Inlets shall be provided at intervals to collect
the flow into the storm drainage system.

BFS R3.02
Criteria
Civil
Drainage

Pumping Stations

4.1 A. The use of pumping stations and mechanical
systems shall be avoided to the extent feasible.
Feasibility in this case shall not be based solely on the
comparison of initial capital outlays for the mechanical
system and gravity system. Future maintenance costs
shall be a primary consideration and design shall be
approached with a view to reduce such costs.
Consequently, a thorough economic analysis shall be
made to justify the use of pumping stations and
mechanical systems. When such an analysis favors the

BFS R3.02
Criteria
Civil
Drainage
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Remark

Source/Reference

use of pumping stations and mechanical systems,
design shall be based on the factors and considerations
specified below.

Sump Pumps

4.1 C. Pump stations shall be installed at low points in
subway line sections and roadway undercrossings as
required.

BFS R3.02
Criteria
Civil
Drainage

5A. Sump pumps shall be duplex type with alternator
and shall automatically activate with water influx.
5B. The total required pumping capacity shall be sized
to discharge storm water at a rate greater than a 100year, 30-munite intensity, design storm or water from fire
suppression in the trackway (1,000 gpm minimum total
capacity), whichever is greater. Discharge piping shall
be sized such that the fluid velocity does not exceed 10
ft/sec fluid velocity with both pumps operating.

BFS R3.03
Criteria
Mechanical
Line Sections
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No.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Category
Design Criteria

Question/Comment
Page 7 of Criteria for Tunnel Clearances
references RFV #87 - all appears to be
acceptable
Page 9 of Criteria for Design Speeds
references two approved RFV's -for
clarity, please specify the relevant
variance numbers

Page 9 of Criteria for Design Speeds
references 27mph at #10 turnouts - CPUC
requirements have changed. The new
maximum speed thru a #10 is reduced to
18 mph.
Page 14 of Criteria for Train Load
references the RFP requirements for 250
passengers/car and also mentions the need
to confirm the capacity of the new cars.
Latest information from new cars program
indicates that 250 is the appropriate
number to assume
Page 19 of Criteria for Ventilation and
Fire/Life Safety references RFV #96 however, this variance was rejected by
BART in 2007, see attached file, due to
violations of NFPA Section 7.2.1 (2). In
order to demonstrate there is no code
violation, please provide a calculation for
determining critical velocity following
industry standards

Response
Noted.

Please note:
• 36 mph curve: P-0501P100-RFV-DI-0032.
• Will remove reference
to No. 10 crossover, as
this single bore study
will utilize No. 15
crossover only
Noted. Will remove reference
to No. 10 crossover as this
single bore study will utilize
No. 15. crossover only.
Will update criteria to state
that new cars program indicates
that 250 passengers/car is the
appropriate number to assume.

The ‘Air Velocities –
Minimum’ provision of the
Criteria for Ventilation and
Fire/Life Safety will be
modified as follows:
1. Under
Criterion/Assumption
column, the text:
‘Incident tunnel
during a fire shall
have a minimum
velocity of 150 fpm’,
will be DELETED and
replaced with the
following text: ‘The
airflow along the
evacuation routes
within an incident

Page 1
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No.

Category

Question/Comment

Response
tunnel during a fire
shall be a minimum of
440 fpm with all fans
running. The airflow
rates and associated
velocities at specific
locations along the
evacuation route
outside the incident
tunnel and within
enclosed crosspassages and
trainways shall be
engineered to meet
required critical
velocities to prevent
backlayering of
smoke, for the
purpose of safe
evacuation and
providing a tenable
environment along the
path of egress from a
fire incident.’
2. Under Source
/Reference column the
text: ‘Request for
Variance P0501-P100RFV-D1-0096’,
will be DELETED and
replaced with the
following text:
‘BFS
NFPA 130:
7.2.1.1
7.2.1.2’
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The BART Silicon Valley Phase II Extension project is a 6-mile extension from the current
Phase I Berryessa Station terminus through Downtown San Jose to a new station and terminus
in Santa Clara. This extension includes 4.8 miles of running tunnels through San Jose; four
stations, of which three are underground (Alum Rock, Downtown San Jose, and Diridon), and
one at grade station (Santa Clara); two intermediate ventilation structures, and East and West
tunnel portals. In 2014, VTA restarted the planning efforts for Phase II with an update to the
project environmental studies. As part of this planning effort, and inspired by continued ongoing
community and public concerns about disruption during construction, as well as by advances
within the tunneling industry (in particular developments in larger-diameter, soft ground
mechanized tunneling in urban settings), VTA initiated the single bore feasibility and technical
studies.
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Project elements studied include the project alignment, station configurations, emergency
egress and ventilation. If found to be a viable alternative to the twin bore configuration, VTA
would evaluate the risks under a separate contract and decide on the preferred construction
option. VTA’s Single Bore Feasibility Study commissioned in 2016 examined the feasibility of
using a single bore with station platforms in the tunnel as a way to reduce surface disturbance
at the stations. The study concluded that a single bore construction option was technically
feasible for the prevailing ground conditions, and did not exhibit any fatal flaws.
On October 7, 2016, VTA initiated the Single Bore Tunnel Technical Studies (The Studies) to
provide detailed verification of the findings of the prior Single Bore Feasibility Study, especially
in relation to tunnel diameter, track alignment, depth of stations, passenger vertical circulation,
operations, tunnel and station ventilation, and emergency egress. Findings of The Studies,
presented in this report, address these tasks and incorporate BART input, while closely
following BART Facility Standards (BFS) and provisions of NFPA 130, especially in terms of
operations, maintenance, and safety. The findings are of pre-conceptual nature and with a
primary objective of making sure:
a. the single bore methodology for tunneling and use at the
Downtown San Jose Station is feasible and practical,
b. BART Facilities Standards can be met,
c. BART comments are addressed, and
d. no fatal flaws are identified in terms of BFS compliance.
Key findings of The Studies are presented in this Executive Summary, and described in more
detail in the sections that follow.

Task A. Tunnel Profile
The primary objective of the Tunnel Profile tasks is to confirm the diameter and depth for the
single bore and use these findings to assess the optimal tunnel alignment plan and profile to
minimize project environmental impacts and reduce the station footprint within downtown San
Jose.

A.1

Single Bore Diameter

The Single Bore Feasibility Study arrived at a preliminary minimum inside tunnel diameter of
40.21 feet. Further and more detailed evaluations performed for The Studies indicate that a
slightly larger minimum internal diameter of 41 feet is desirable to satisfy the minimum
clearances and vehicle envelopes stipulated in the BFS through all of the necessary guideway
configurations and transitions along the project alignment. For BART’s operationally preferred
track alignment, which maximizes utilization of ‘side-by-side’ rather than ‘stacked’ track
configuration (see Exhibit 0.2), the tunnel section at transitions between the two track
configurations essentially governs the minimum tunnel diameter.
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The 41-foot minimum tunnel diameter meets BFS requirements for the standard vehicle running
clearance envelope over the length of each transition (four total) between stacked and side-byside track positions. Additional space allowances comprise a radial tunnel construction
tolerance of six inches to account for normal variations in the precast concrete segmental liner
construction and TBM steering tolerances. The critical section meets the BFS safety and
maintenance provisions, accommodating walkways and provisions for cross passages, and is
adequate in terms of BART systems space planning within the running tunnel environment (see
Exhibit A.2).
A 41-foot tunnel inside diameter provides for prudent design allowances for future design
development of elements that are of ‘advanced design nature’ and not defined by the scope of
The Studies, including:
a. Structure fire resistance.
b. Stand-off distances to accommodate threat assessment/vulnerability criteria as may be
adopted by VTA and/or BART in the future.
c. Additional clearances and seismic design details as may be required where the tunnel
crosses the Silver Creek Fault Zone.
d. Provision for floating slab track that may be required at certain locations along the
guideways to minimize impacts of noise and vibration to overlying sensitive structures
and facilities.
Redundancy is a desired attribute of modern systems that can be applied to both structural and
operational aspects. Although not a specific feature impacting the diameter of the single bore,
the diameter of the tunnel structure itself may contribute to system redundancy as follows:
a. Structural redundancy concerns the primary members of a structure, in this case the
tunnel liner. By their nature, tunnels are continuous structures, and inherently redundant
by virtue of the three dimensional load resisting ability of the tunnel liner.
b. The single bore tunnel accommodates cross-passages for emergency egress between
guideways, without having to mine outside the circular bored tunnel. The result is a more
continuous and uniform structural system that better responds to seismic deformations.
c. Operationally there is no difference in redundancy between a single bore dual guideway
tunnel with separated guideways and a twin bore tunnel configuration. In both cases, if
one guideway is damaged or becomes inoperable, both guideways are affected, as one
guideway (non-incident) is always needed for safe emergency egress per NFPA 130.

A.2

Single Bore Depth

The Single Bore Feasibility Study arrived at a preliminary minimum depth of cover of 65 feet.
Further, more detailed evaluations performed for this study indicate that a shallower minimum
cover depth of 50 feet is reasonable and appropriate for evaluation of a single bore tunnel.
These detailed evaluations took into consideration:
a. site specific geologic and groundwater conditions and variations along the reference
alignment determined from available data,
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b. seismic factors such as fault proximity and liquefaction potential,
c. potential for obstructions, and most importantly,
d. settlement effects on surface structures resulting from tunneling using the latest
generation of pressurized face tunnel boring machines and best operating practices,
Key findings for each of the considered factors are summarized below.

A.2.1

Available Subsurface Data

Results from earlier extensive geotechnical investigations of the Phase II right of way for the
twin bore configuration are used in The Studies. Since the 65% design was completed,
however, a number of important changes in criteria, seismic considerations, and TBM
technology have occurred. The detailed design will need to revisit and assess per these
changes for any of the tunnel construction alternative methodologies. Although there is a large
amount of existing investigation data already available, if a deeper profile is selected, additional
deeper borings at 10 to 15 critical locations will be necessary to adequately characterize
subsurface conditions for design and contract geotechnical baseline purposes.
Ground conditions have a significant influence in the specification of a TBM. A more detailed
evaluation of the new profile stratigraphy will be needed to determine if the resulting changes in
the anticipated fractions of coarse and fine alluvium that would be excavated along a deeper
tunnel profile make the use of an Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) TBM or a Slurry TBM more
suitable.

A.2.2

Groundwater and Obstructions

Groundwater in the Santa Clara Valley is a major source of domestic, industrial, and agricultural
water supply, and changes to the groundwater basin have caused significant subsidence (up to
13 feet in downtown San Jose). The development of alternative water supplies has been
required to offset the reliance on groundwater and arrest the settlement within the valley. The
tunnel alignment traverses some of the oldest parts of San Jose where the original water supply
consisted of shallow wells. These wells, if not anticipated and encountered by a TBM, could
hinder tunneling. To further evaluate the potential for obstructions, a formal well survey should
be conducted as part of a comprehensive final design assessment. The presence of wells is
generally less likely within public right of way.
The presence of groundwater along the tunnel profile is not an issue for modern pressurizedface tunnel boring using watertight, gasketed, precast tunnel linings, and the tunneling process
itself generally does not impact the quality or level of the encountered groundwater. However, at
stations, shafts, and any mined excavations outside of a bored tunnel, the presence of
groundwater is a significant construction consideration. Where excavation dewatering cannot be
used due to high permeability, subsidence risk, water supply impact, or other restrictions, it will
be necessary to employ some combination of watertight diaphragm shoring systems, cementsoil mixing, jet grouting, chemical grouting and/or ground freezing.
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All other factors being equal, the deeper the excavation, the greater the acting groundwater
pressure, and therefore, the more robust or extensive the required control measures and final
lining. In addition, the groundwater will impose higher groundwater pressures on the tunneling
operations due to the increased depth of the single bore profile. Overall, the magnitude of
increase will be on the order of one bar of pressure or less, and a single bore TBM and its
concrete lining can be readily designed to accommodate this relatively minor additional
pressure.

A.2.3

Faulting and Seismicity

The Santa Clara Valley is bounded on east and west by the Hayward/Calaveras Fault system
and the San Andreas Fault zone, respectively. These fault zones are the most significant
seismic sources near the Phase II alignment, but there are additional smaller faults such as the
Silver Creek Fault that is crossed by the project alignment very near the location of Coyote
Creek. While the dominating seismic sources are expected from the major faults, the Silver
Creek Fault may impose additional risk factors, including potential creep and basin effects, for
the tunnel seismic response.
A relatively recent 2010 US Geological Survey evaluation implies that Silver Creek Fault may be
capable of a creep rate of up to 2 millimeters per year (vertical or horizontal). Over the 100-year
service life of the Phase II project, this could amount to upward of 200 millimeters (8 inches). At
the crossing of the fault, it may be necessary to introduce a seismic joint around the tunnel liner,
or special segmental liner details, in order to accommodate the estimated long-term creep along
the fault.
The track configuration in the tunnel is such that, near Coyote Creek, the tracks are positioned
side-by-side, and there is flexibility in terms of allowable space in the tunnel to re-align them as
required. In final design, the tracks may need to be positioned farther away from the center wall
to allow flexibility to shift them in both directions (toward or away from the walkway) based on
the creep direction. In addition, the tracks would need to be periodically realigned over longer
distances to maintain design speeds while accommodating the progressive creep, a practice
presently employed by BART where the Berkeley Hills tunnels cross the Hayward Fault.
It is important to note that the current tunnel diameter provides adequate space to
accommodate the additional BFS seismic clearance requirements, and maintains the same
side-by-side configuration for a minimum of 1,000 feet on either side of Coyote Creek.

A.2.4

Surface Settlements Due to Tunneling

Based on the following considerations it was determined that a minimum depth of 50 feet
(between ground level and top of the tunnel) is required for a single 45-foot outside diameter
bore constructed using the latest state-of-the art modern pressurized face TBM and tunneling
practices to control ground losses and minimize settlements:
a. Geological and hydrogeological conditions at multiple critical locations along the
alignment.
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b. Settlement analyses performed for the estimated prevailing soil types within and
immediately above the tunnel horizon.
c. Allowances for additional settlements due to station excavation.
d. Etimates of potential building impacts.
The settlement profiles analyzed indicate that a 50-foot cover depth, combined with a TBM
volume loss performance of 0.3% or less, should generally meet accepted tolerable building
settlement criteria. Such ground loss performance (or better) is now being achieved throughout
the world with larger-sized state-of-the art TBMs.

A.3

Single Bore Alignment: Plan and Profile

The horizontal geometry of the S1 and S2 tracks for the single bore tunnel is accommodated
primarily within the 65% twin bore design pre-defined corridor, as reflected in Exhibit A.1
Alignment Plan and Profile Drawings. Through early discussions with BART staff, it was noted
that a side-by-side, same level track configuration is preferable to a stacked configuration, as it
more closely resembles existing configurations in the BART systems (Exhibit 0.2). As such, the
extent of side-by-side track configuration has been maximized – at the East Portal, between
Alum Rock and Downtown San Jose Stations, and west of Diridon Station to the West Portal.
The tracks are maintained in a vertical stacked configuration at all stations to accommodate
stacked platforms, and between Downtown San Jose Stations and east of Diridon Station due to
insufficient distance between stations to accomplish a horizontal or vertical transition (see
Exhibit A.2 Typical Sections). The transition from horizontal side-by-side to a vertical stacked
configuration is accomplished considering the vertical and horizontal geometric constraints while
satisfying BFS requirements. Consequently, the specific geometry and length of each transition
varies along the alignment.
As reflected in the Typical Sections (Exhibit A.2), the direct fixation track utilized within the
bored tunnel currently assumes the use of resilient ties, consistent with BFS standards.
A high-level run time analysis to assess travel times through the single bore indicates that the
single bore alignment provides shorter travel times for all runs, primarily due to the shorter
overall length (approximately 600 feet) of the single bore alignment. East of Downtown San
Jose Station, the change from a No. 10 scissor crossover to a No. 15 allows a higher crossover
speed, which helps to offset its location farther east from the station (2,000 feet). For trains
utilizing the crossover, the location is anticipated to limit the maximum speeds between Alum
and Downtown San Jose Stations to 50 mph, rather than the 70 mph possible on the previous
design alignment. This results in a three second penalty in travel time to westbound trains, and
a one to two second benefit to eastbound trains (Exhibit A.4). Trains bypassing the crossover,
as would be typical during normal operations, would realize no travel time impact, and would
see an overall improvement in run time ranging from 10 to 15 seconds resulting from the shorter
alignment.
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Task B. Station Configuration
The DTSJ station design concept distributes the station and platform access points between two
entrances (Figure B-1). One of VTA’s existing properties within the Mitchell Block, a parcel of
land on Santa Clara Street with a building currently used as a Chase Bank and VTA offices, is
used as main western entrance. The proposed configuration of the DTSJ Station west entrance
consists of an open entrance shaft housing the vertical circulation elements.
The shaft provides direct sightlines from the platform adit to the exits at street level. Passengers
would be able to see all areas of the station entrance shaft and orient themselves within the
greater urban context, making wayfinding exceedingly intuitive (Figure B-2). To the east, two
smaller sized parcels on Santa Clara Street, between 1st and 2nd Streets, are designated for the
secondary entrance. This entrance is centrally located between the two LRT stations and allows
for convenient transfer between the two modes. These two entrance locations more evenly
distribute passengers, while still complying with egress, ventilation, and code requirements.
For the vertical bi-level configuration at each station, the platforms are stacked and serve one
trainway each. The 41-foot tunnel internal diameter, determined for the critical section at
transitions, provides an allowance of 15-foot 6-inch wide by 8-foot (unobstructed) high platform.
Also, there are provisions for lighting, select signage, and additional finish surfaces within the
station section, which accommodates vehicle clearance envelope and guideway elements
(Figure B-3).
Figure B-1: DTSJ Station - Recommended Site Plan
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Figure B-2: DTSJ Station West Entrance - Section

While a larger station depth represents a departure from traditional cut-and-cover subway
station configurations, there are numerous examples of deep transit stations within the United
States. The recently opened 34th Street-Hudson Yards Station on the No. 7 Line subway
extension in New York City is located 95 feet below street entrance level. The deepest metro
station in the United States, Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority’s (WMATA) Forest
Glen Station, runs 196 feet deep and is accessed exclusively with high speed elevators.
In addition to BFS criteria, the station needs to comply with provisions of CBC and NFPA 130.
The following requirements were found to be the most restrictive and governed the station
access and egress planning:
a. Evacuation of the station occupant load from the platforms in four minutes or less.
b. Evacuation from the most remote point on the platforms to a Point of Safety in six
minutes or less.
c. No point on the platforms shall be more than 300’ from a Point of Safety.
d. There shall be a minimum one exit within 20’ from each end of the platforms.
Ventilation requirements for the station and platforms are also a determining factor for the
station layout. Ventilation equipment and exhaust shaft layouts were coordinated during The
Studies to ensure proper allocation for these components underground and at grade. Additional
information regarding the ventilation design can be found in Section 6.3 Fan Plant Conceptual
Design and Layout for Single Bore Configuration.
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Figure B-3: Single Bore Platform Rendering
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Task C. Station Egress
Evacuation and emergency egress systems and facilities for underground transit systems must
be designed to facilitate patron self-rescue activities and responsible agency response
procedures. BFS and applicable state and national codes and standards, including NFPA 130,
provide the governing prescriptive and performance-based criteria that were applied to develop
and assess the emergency egress measures and systems for a single bore dual guideway
tunnel and station configuration.
During a tunnel fire incident, the tunnel ventilation system must provide smoke and fire hazard
control to establish a tenable environment indefinitely at the defined Points of Safety – along the
identified emergency egress/incident response paths in the tunnel and within specific
passageways and circulation areas in each underground station. Proper functioning and
maintainability of the tunnel ventilation system and its capability for smoke and fire hazard
control must be demonstrated by detailed engineering analysis.
For transit stations throughout the United States, it has been deemed impractical to evacuate
deep stations to the street in six minutes. Thus, solutions that meet national professional design
standards have been developed for such cases that are applicable to this project. Key sections
of NFPA 130 (2014) employed in evaluating the single bore configuration define performance
standards to establish Points of Safety, rather than prescriptive solutions:
a. Section 5.3.35, the Point of Safety definitions include an enclosed exit that leads
to a public way or safe location outside of the station, trainway, or vehicle.
b. Section 5.3.1.2 requires the design of a means of egress to be based on an
emergency condition requiring evacuation to a Point of Safety.
c. Section 5.3.4 permits the concourse in an enclosed station with an emergency
ventilation system to be defined as a Point of Safety when designed to provide
protection for the concourse from exposure to the effects of a train fire at the
platform, as confirmed by an engineering analysis.
In addition, our review of the applicable codes establishes the following:
a. Point of Safety is specifically a safety feature that is identified for buildings using
performance-based requirement language, and not prescriptive parameters.
b. The standards and codes do not preclude designs that utilize ventilation systems
for establishing Point of Safety.
c. The 2016 CBC has a new Section 443 for fixed guideway transit and passenger rail
systems which requires that NFPA 130 and CBC provisions shall apply. Section 443
requirements and Chapter 35 standards do not preclude the design of a concourse
Point of Safety supported by an emergency ventilation system.
To analyze station emergency egress scenarios for a single bore with stacked guideways and
platforms connected to an adjacent off-street station, a prototype station was developed. It was
determined that queuing at the bottom of escalators and stairs within shafts that house the
vertical circulation elements (VCEs) must be evaluated to confirm the time duration required to
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clear both upper and lower platforms during an emergency. Ventilation system operation and
makeup air flow from the surface through the shaft are key elements for establishing a tenable
environment from the lateral passageways to each station platform, all the way to the street
level, and thereby allowing the passageways and shaft concourse areas to be defined the
Points of Safety under NFPA 130.
The ventilation system modeling for both the station environment and the system wide network
flow conditions discussed under Task D was completed utilizing computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) and subway environmental simulation (SES) applications, respectively, to identify Point of
Safety locations within the station areas (including platforms) and the running tunnel guideways.

C.1

DTSJ Station Egress

Two analyses of emergency egress from the Downtown San Jose Station (West) were
prepared:
a. an initial spreadsheet-based analysis, and
b. a simulation of an evacuation using Legion Spaceworks software.
Both analyses were conducted pursuant to criteria in the NFPA 130 Standard for Fixed
Guideway Transit and Passenger Rail Systems, which is referenced in the BFS. The key criteria
are to be able to clear the station platforms in four minutes or less and for everyone to reach a
Point of Safety in six minutes or less.
Evacuation analysis and simulation for the Downtown San Jose Station confirmed that the
station layout would comply with NFPA 130 requirements to clear the platforms in four minutes
or less, and to reach a Point of Safety in the corridors leading to the emergency stairs or the
station entrances in six minutes or less. The design also meets BFS by having exits near both
ends of each platform and multiple exit routes from each platform.
In summary, both the spreadsheet analysis and Legion simulations confirm that the conceptual
site specific plan for the DTSJ Station provides sufficient capacity to meet BFS and NFPA 130
requirements.

C.2

Tunnel Egress

The egress walkway width, cross-passage location, and geometry (especially the crosssectional area of an enclosed guideway) are the key elements that impact the pedestrian flow
capacity for self-evacuation and rescue operations within the tunnel. The single bore tunnel
houses both track guideways and has three types of track configurations – side-by-side,
stacked, and transition sections – each with a unique cross-passage layout.
Cross-passage configuration for the side-by-side guideway resembles cross-passages in a cutand-cover box tunnel configuration, with a center wall, as shown in the BFS, and does not need
further evaluation. Stacked and transition guideway sections, however, introduce crosspassages with stairwells, which are not addressed in the BFS. These configurations were
evaluated for expected performance in comparison to side-by-side guideways. The entire single
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bore alignment has a total of 76 cross-passages: 51 configured side-by-side and 25 that include
a stairwell.
Evacuation flow modeling developed for incident response train operations in the running
tunnels confirmed that pedestrian flow conditions are established by guideway emergency
walkway flow conditions. Simulation output included in Exhibit C.4 shows where congested flow
conditions created by potentially misunderstood or confused evacuation paths can lead to
blockages in the passenger flow that typically becomes a bottleneck for the entire evacuation
process. Widened stair widths included in the model were effective at maintaining flow from
incident guideway to non-incident guideway where rescue train would be positioned.
Based on pedestrian flow calculations and agent-based pedestrian flow simulations, enhanced
stair widths of 48 inches ensure good evacuation performance at the relatively short sections of
stacked tunnel configuration. The widened stairs perform similarly to cross passages of the
conventional, side-by-side, center wall design.
In summary, the tunnel egress analyses for the various cross passage and guideway
configurations required for the single bore concept, indicate that structures and systems
can be designed with the longitudinal fire/smoke protected corridors to provide evacuation
flow conditions equivalent to those prescribed by BFS.
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Task D. Ventilation
The traditional ventilation system configuration, already applied throughout the existing
underground BART system, consists of ventilation shafts and fan plants located at both ends of
the station to control both tunnel and station ventilation. Fan plants include isolation and control
dampers designed in a simple configuration to allow reversible ventilation fans to be operated in
a push/pull tunnel ventilation mode or a station exhaust mode. Normal ventilation modes for the
tunnel segment include piston effect ventilation, congested tunnel ventilation assist operations,
and maintenance tunnel ventilation assist operations.
The single bore, dual-guideway, tunnel ventilation network of segregated guideways and station
platforms, mimics traditional system configurations and incorporates state-of-the-art designs
developed according to BFS. Piston effect ventilation capacities of the single bore system will
be slightly different from traditional design; however, we anticipate that no special design
elements will be required in detailed design development. We also expect that the single bore
ventilation assist conditions represented by congested and maintenance operations will only
slightly vary from traditional design according to BFS, due to the potential opportunity to relocate
or eliminate the midpoint ventilation plants.
The original (2008) ventilation design is based on a medium-growth rate fire per BFS R2.1.
For comparative purposes, a medium-growth rate fire was also used to assess the single bore
ventilation concept in The Studies. Since the original (2008) design was completed, BART has
stipulated an instantaneous fire growth rate in BFS R3.03 (this requires implementation of
mechanical ventilation in a station, in combination with other measures to provide a tenable
environment for the evacuation period).
The single bore tunnel configuration with segregated guideways for each direction and a
dividing structure (concrete wall and slab for ‘stacked guideway’ configuration, or concrete wall
only for ‘side-by-side’ guideways), has a ventilation network configuration that closely resembles
that of the twin bore ventilation system. At the same time, the single bore configuration
introduces the fundamental changes to tunnel ventilation network configuration and station
ventilation conditions, out of which the following are the most significant:
a. With a segregated ‘stacked guideway’ configuration there is an increase of tunnel
ventilation plant efficiency in terms of its ability to develop airflow in the incident bore.
b. The tunnel ventilation plant’s ability to mitigate fire hazards developed from a BART train
fire is enhanced by the passive fire protection features of the platform access
passageways. These passageways have a reduced cross-sectional area and are
generally located at lower elevations and closer to platforms (as compared to a
traditional ‘cut and cover box’ station design’ with a concourse accessed by stairs
leading from center platform).
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Tunnel Ventilation Systems

The most significant controlling factor for tunnel ventilation system design in the emergency
ventilation mode is the tunnel cross-sectional area. The tunnel airflow velocity is determined
from BFS requirements and/or the velocity necessary to control smoke (achieving critical airflow
velocity). The critical airflow velocity is the velocity of ventilation air flow down the tunnel toward
the fire capable of developing sufficient momentum to counteract the buoyant plume forces
generated by fire hot gases, flowing up the tunnel after reaching the tunnel ceiling. Below critical
velocity, the buoyant forces will cause part of the smoke plume to flow back into the direction of
egress; therefore, the longitudinal ventilation airflow must be at critical velocity to offset the fire
buoyant forces and push all smoke to the downstream side of the fire.
Establishing critical velocity of the ventilation airflow is crucial to ensuring a tenable environment
is maintained in the evacuation path. The required airflow is the product of this required velocity
and the cross-sectional area at the fire incident location. The cross-sectional area at the fire
incident location is the annular area made up by the tunnel cross-sectional area, reduced by the
BART vehicle cross-sectional area. For the single bore dual guideway configuration that
includes divider walls and ceilings, this area is approximately 114 ft2, providing industry
standard flow requirements and hydraulic characteristics. Therefore, the ventilation plant
requirements for the single bore meets industry standard configurations.
The SES tunnel ventilation network analyses of the single bore guideways conclude that the
required ventilation flow capacities are very similar to the 2008 twin bore flow capacities. There
are, however, minor escalations in the fan horsepower to address small increases in operating
pressures. The Studies simulation results shows that the longitudinal air flow volume (adequate
to maintain air velocities above the critical velocity needed to prevent smoke backlayering) could
be established with the original (2008 concept design) ventilation plant operations, adapted to
the single bore configuration. Therefore, The Studies concluded that the ventilation
requirements for the single bore concept were similar to the twin bore alternative, primarily
because the enclosed guideway cross-sectional areas were similar for both tunneling methods.
As with the twin bore configuration, the current alignment and distance between the stations
requires two additional independent ventilation structures to comply with BFS stipulated
maximum ventilation zone length of 3,000 feet. This maximum ventilation zone length is based
on train control requirements to minimize operating headways while preventing two trains in the
same ventilation zone. Two trains operating in the same zone creates an unsafe operating
condition for non-incident train when longitudinal ventilation flows are established during pushpull ventilation operations. The single bore configuration creates an opportunity to eliminate
these midpoint ventilation structures with an additional airflow pathway in the non-trainway
galley (adjacent to guideways but separated by divider wall), achieving the same functional
ventilation zone separation. This is an opportunity that requires further analyses.
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Station Ventilation Systems

Plant capacity sized for running tunnel fire hazard ventilation is sufficient for station ventilation
demands. Fan selections are checked for increased single bore station exhaust operating
pressures to account for high velocity transverse duct flow conditions. Running tunnel ventilation
flows for train fire hazards within the tunnel, along with tunnel network fugitive air flow
conditions, establishes ventilation plant peak flow demand.
Ventilation and other fire safety system preservation of self-evacuation is the most important
component to limiting fire hazard exposure to patrons within the system. Tunnel ventilation
operations are initiated when either a fire detection system or manual fire alarm is activated. For
the single bore station configuration, segregated platform occupancies and specific platform
access adits are the key elements to establishing a ventilation scheme, as follows:
a. Initial automatic ventilation response establishes transverse exhaust ventilation at the
“backwall” opposite the platform for train fire locations along the entire length of platform.
b. Subsequent fire command intervention and operation of ventilation systems can
augment transverse exhaust with station-end exhaust to affect longitudinal ventilation
flows and limit the spread of fire hazards.
Advanced numerical modeling of the single bore ventilation concept demonstrates that the
single bore configuration, with dual segregated guideways, performs similar to conventional twin
bore system, constructed with cut and cover (box) stations. A lateral access to stacked
platforms station configuration provides several features that enhance fire/life safety aspects for
patrons, service crew, and first responders:
a. The self-evacuation process for patrons includes lateral movement always away from
buoyant fire hazards (smoke) developed above the platform and the trainway itself.
b. Platform and trainways for northbound and southbound trains are always separated by
fireproofed structure (incident and non-incident trainway and platform are always fireseparated and housed within their own fireproofed enclosure).
Therefore, CFD modeling of the single bore station confirmed that ventilation system equipment
operates in a similar manner to the twin bore concept. Station ventilation is accomplished via
the ventilation equipment/fan plant nearest to fire incident location operating in exhaust mode,
with the fan plant at the opposite side of the platform operating in supply mode. However,
adjacent stations would all be operating in exhaust to create station net flow conditions in
exhaust. The incident station net exhaust conditions will establish fresh air makeup flows from
the surface headhouses, at both entrances, down to the platfom levels, and provide for the
following:
a. Fresh air supply is established along the entire length of the egress path(s),
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b. Air velocities required for effective smoke control will be provided at the interface
between the headhouse/entrance shaft with both platform levels, upper and lower,
actively preventing smoke inflows into the headhouse egress paths
The simulation results confirmed that the access passageways (adits) between both platform
levels and the entrance shaft connecting to the upper and lower platforms are Points of Safety.
This finding presents a competent design solution when considering egress queuing conditions
developing from stairs, during emergency conditions. The single bore ventilation system
provides adequate fire hazard mitigation and meets 4-minute and 6-minute evacuation criteria
for clearing the platform and arriving to Point(s) of Safety. Ventilation systems are capable of
maintaining Point(s) of Safety indefinitely; those extend from the platform edge entering the
connection adit (between the platform and the station headhouse vertical circulation structure/
entrance shaft), throughout the entrance shaft along egress paths. Egress calculations
demonstrate that evacuation flows, including queuing for pedestrian flows at the base of stairs
and escalators, comply with design standards for platform to clear in four minutes and station
occupants to reach Point(s) of Safety within six minutes.
In addition, fire hazard analyses identified the following additional features of the single bore
ventilation system:
a. The functioning ventilation system at the incident station has the ability to limit fire
hazard exposure to occupants of each headhouse for up to 13 minutes after fire ignition,
assuming sole operation of incident station fan plants (all other station ventilation plants
are off). Refer to Exhibit D.6- Appendix F (780 sec image).
b. There is an opportunity to establish a longitudinal duct at the side of the incident tracks,
opposite to, and away from, the platform, capable of pulling smoke away from occupied
areas and extracting it directly through the duct/shaft system of the affected station.
Development of fire hazards in the form of high temperature gas and smoke within the platform
are exacerbated by the limited ceiling volume available for smoke storage. To add redundancy
to the active ventialtion system, the following passive (built-in) fire protection elements could be
added to mitigate conditions on the platforms, where low ceiling volume limits the available
smoke storage above the occupied zone. These elements limit the ceiling plume jet and
minimize ambient air mixing with dense smoke plume being generated at the fire source:
a. Platform edge downstand
b. Transverse platform downstand
c. Platform entry ceiling smoke baffle
Inspection of the CFD modeling results indicates that the platform edge downstands and entry
celling smoke baffles are the most effective at maximizing available safe egress time for both
the platform and headhouse areas. These elements are effective even with the incident station
ventilation not functioning. With the ventilation system operating, they enhance safe patron exit
while meeting BFS and NFPA 130 requirements.
The single bore concept with stacked platform configuration is viable for future design
development. While the deeper station geometry increases the time for occupants to reach the
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public right of way at surface that is ‘open to the outside air’, active and passive components of
the ventilation system are capable of establishing tenable environment along the entire path(s)
of emergency egress down to the transit platform levels.
The active system maintains a teneable environment for an indefinite period of time, meeting
BFS and NFPA 130, as well as local and state ordinances. The passive system enhances the
effectiveness of the active system and provides for a tenable environment along the egress
paths for a limited amount of time, even if the ventilation system does not start immediately.
Numerical modeling demonstrated that the passive elements ensure a continuous tenable
environment along path of egress during the period of time when ventilation systems are
developing full capacity operation.
In combination, the active and passive elements of the single bore ventilation/fire life safety
systems are very effective, and provide for a ‘fail safe’ approach that is sensitive to BART safety
requirements, practices, and policies.
Also, the single bore dual trackway layout has several different options for ventilation plant
configuration at the station and midpoint ventilation shaft locations to capitalize on unused
underground tunnel volume and eliminate the need for construction of large fan plants outside
the tunnel envelope. Due consideration must be paid to equipment access, space for
maintenance, and paths for removal and replacement of equipment, to facilitate BART safety,
operations and maintenance requirements.
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1 Background, Purpose and Project Description Executive Summary
The BART Silicon Valley Phase II Extension project is a 6-mile extension from the current
Phase I Berryessa Station terminus through Downtown San Jose to a new station and terminus
in Santa Clara. This extension includes 4.8 miles of running tunnels through San Jose; four
stations, of which three are underground (Alum Rock, Downtown San Jose, and Diridon), and
one at grade station (Santa Clara); two intermediate ventilation structures; and East and West
tunnel portals.
In 2008, the tunnel design elements had been advanced to an approximate 95 percent
completion level, featuring twin bored tunnels, two cut and cover ventilation structures, and 33
mined cross-passages. Design for the three cut and cover underground stations is at an
approximate 65 percent completion level. The downtown San Jose Station includes a crossover cut and cover structure east of the station box.
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In 2014, VTA restarted the planning efforts for Phase II with an update to the project
environmental studies. As part of this planning effort, and inspired by continuously ongoing
community and public inputs, as well as by recent advances within the tunneling industry
including a surging technology development in mechanized tunneling, VTA initiated a detailed
review of the previously designed project elements including the project alignment, stations
configuration and positioning, and construction approach and methodology. VTA recognized
that over the past two decades, TBM diameters were becoming larger and the machine control
and other systems were becoming more developed allowing state-of-the-art improvements;
those permitted soft ground tunneling to be carried out with less risk and with greater efficiency.
Therefore, the VTA’s initiated project review included an assessment of the developments in
mechanized tunneling and lessons learned from recently constructed projects and those under
construction, especially since 2008. Through this review process, interest in a single bore tunnel
concept grew, primarily due to the single bore’s ability to address growing community, business,
and third party concerns related to construction impacts to downtown San Jose.
VTA’s Single Bore Feasibility Study (EPC, 2016) concluded that a single bore construction
option did not exhibit any fatal flaws, offered potential schedule and cost advantages, provided a
good potential for control and management of construction risks, and reduced construction
impacts to streets, utilities, businesses, residences, historical buildings, and the general public.
Based on the results of this study, VTA concluded that a single bore tunnel construction
methodology has merit and deserves further evaluation.
On October 7, 2016, VTA commissioned the Single Bore Tunnel Technical Studies (The
Studies) to provide detailed verification of the findings of the prior Single Bore Feasibility Study,
especially in relation to optimal tunnel diameter, track alignment, depth of stations, passenger
vertical circulation, operations, tunnel and station ventilation, emergency egress, and cost and
schedule. The Studies are intended to incorporate BART input, especially in terms of operations
and maintenance, and closely follow BFS, and other applicable standards and regulations,
including NFPA 130, in terms of safety of BART operations. The findings of The Studies are of
conceptual nature and with a primary objective of making sure the single bore methodology is
feasible and practical; BART comments have been addressed; and no fatal flaws have been
identified in terms of compliance with BFS and leading industry practice, codes and standards,
for safe application of this construction methodology in construction.
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2 Design Criteria and Key Assumptions
At the onset of The Studies, a Draft Summary Design Criteria and Key Assumptions document
was established to define key criteria, design parameters and assumptions governing The
Studies, communicate those with VTA and BART, and incorporate their comments.
The main purpose of the document is to ensure the single bore method under study:
a. meets industry standards for its safe application in construction
b. accommodates critical functional, operational and maintenance requirements for both,
underground stations and running tracks (as part of two BART mainline guideways
operating in two directions)
c. fully complies with BART and industry safety standards
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The Final Summary Design Criteria and Key Assumptions document was provided to BART on
November 7, 2016, after BART comments on draft version of the document were incorporated
and represents the basis for The Studies. Minor updates were made as part of ongoing
coordination with BART, and have been included as Rev 1 in Exhibit 0.1.
The document provides references to BFS chapters governing key design parameters, calls
upon industry codes and standards for work elements not addressed by BFS (Key
Assumptions), and outlines discrepancies between 2008 version of BFS (R2.1) and those
currently in use (R3.03) for comparative purposes.
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3

3.1

Single Bore Diameter

The Single Bore Feasibility Study arrived at a preliminary minimum inside tunnel diameter of
40.2 feet. Further and more detailed evaluations performed for The Studies indicate that a
slightly larger minimum internal diameter of 41 feet is desirable to satisfy the minimum
clearances and vehicle envelopes stipulated in the BFS through all of the necessary guideway
configurations and transitions along the project alignment. In general, the guideways are always
in one of four configurations: side-by-side (as occurs in most running tunnel, at each of the two
portals and at the crossover), vertically stacked, vertically stacked with side platforms (as occurs
at each of the three stations), or transitioning from side-by side to vertical configuration or
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vice-versa (as occurs at four zones over the extent of the tunnel alignment). See Exhibit A.1 for
details.
Determining the minimum internal diameter of the single bore tunnel is governed by the
following factors:
a. BFS Compliance. For the operationally preferred track alignment, which would
maximize utilization of ‘side-by-side’ rather than ‘stacked’ track configuration (as desired
by BART, see Exhibit 0.2), the tunnel section at transitions between the two track
configurations essentially governs the minimum tunnel diameter. The 41-foot minimum
tunnel diameter meets the requirements of the BFS standard vehicle running clearance
envelope for the most critical two-over-two track configuration at transitions between
stacked and side-by-side track positions. These conditions occur over zones of varying
lengths, as shown on the alignment plan and profile (Exhibit A.1) at a total of four
locations along the tunnel alignment. Additional space allowances to arrive at the inside
tunnel diameter for this configuration comprise (Figure 3-1): a radial tunnel construction
tolerance of six inches to account for normal variations in the precast concrete
segmental liner construction and TBM steering tolerances (also, an additional radial 3inch tolerance to allow for fireproofing or a sacrificial concrete layer is provided as
explained below).
b. Safety of BART Operations and Allowance for Maintenance Activities. The critical
section at transitions meets the BFS safety and maintenance provisions –
it accommodates walkways and provisions for cross passages – and is adequate in
terms of BART system space planning within the running tunnel environment (refer to
tunnel section with provision for system elements, Exhibit A.2).
In addition, the safety of BART operations and BART maintenance activities requires
that each of the tunnel typical sections, for various track configurations, accommodates
the fire life safety requirements of BFS and NFPA 130. For this purpose, a continuous
escape route (emergency walkway) is provided from incident to non-incident guideway
along the tunnel alignment (refer to typical tunnel sections, Figures 3-3 to 3-5). The
walkways are used by maintenance personnel to provide full access to each guideway
along the tunnel alignment. Per BFS, these emergency/maintenance walkways require
cross-passages every 300 feet between incident and non-incident guideways, which are
also provided (refer to Section 5, Task C - Emergency Egress and Response, for more
details). For side-by-side track configuration, the cross-passages are secured by
standard BART sliding doors in the center wall that separates two guideways. For
stacked track configuration, as well as at transitions, the cross-passages require stairs
and stair enclosures, and are accompanied with refuge/stand-by areas to accommodate
rescue operations of disabled passengers. During conceptual tunnel space planning for
BART typical systems, it was confirmed that space for wayside equipment access and
maintenance could be provided along both guideways within the single bore. Where
concrete plenums are introduced for ventilation purposes, access hatches may be
utilized to allow for maintenance access and periodic inspection of the tunnel liner.

3-
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c. Design Allowances. The critical tunnel section accommodates prudent design
allowances for future design development of elements that are of ‘advanced design
nature’ and not defined by the scope of The Studies. The allowances include the
following additional structural and track considerations:
i. Provision for structural fire durability.
ii. Stand-off distances along the tunnel guideways to accommodate threat assessment/
vulnerability criteria as defined by VTA and BART in the future.
iii. Consideration of details required by tunnel seismic design.
iv. Provision for resilient track that may be required at certain locations along the
guideways to minimize impacts of noise and vibration to overlying sensitive
structures and facilities.
Structural and other considerations determining the allowances are further explained in
paragraph 3.1.1 below.
Considering all of the above, the final interior diameter of the tunnel at critical section at
transitions (Figure 3-1) is obtained by:
a. determining an optimum interior envelope that accommodates the governing guideway
configuration, including car clearance envelopes and third rail placement;
b. enlarging it by adding to the radial allowances for construction tolerances, fireproofing,
and blast stand-off distances as listed in Table 3-1 below; and then
c. checking it for BART spatial system requirements, safety, and maintenance provisions.
The exterior radius is obtained by adding an assumed 2-foot thickness allowance for the onepass, precast concrete segmental tunnel liner.
As noted above, Figures 3-3 to 3-5 depict other typical track configurations within the running
tunnel, which do not govern the tunnel size but are shown for clarity and to facilitate
understanding of the overall space planning along the tunnel alignment and the tunnel
operational, safety, and functional needs. Figure 3-3 depicts the tunnel at typical side-by-side
configuration, Figure 3-4 shows the configuration at the cross-over, and Figure 3-5 shows
typical stacked-train configuration at the location of the cross-passage. Approximate locations
where these sections occur are shown on track alignment sheets in Exhibit A.1.
For the vertical bi-level configuration at each station, the platforms are stacked and serve one
guideway each. The 41-foot tunnel internal diameter, determined for the governing section at
transitions, provides an allowance of 15-foot 6-inch width by 8-foot (unobstructed) height for the
platform (Figure 3-2). This section is typical for all three stations along the alignment. The
platform width exceeds, and nearly doubles, the 8-foot minimum platform width as required by
BFS; therefore, the platform space provided improves the station Level of Service for the most
critical ridership time (15-minute peak), as further explained in Section 4, Task B - Station
Configuration.
For annotated text and dimensions on Figures 3-1 to 3-5 please refer to Exhibit A.2.
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Table 3-1: Radial Tunnel Construction Tolerances

Description

Location
Tunnel

Station

N/A

6 inches

Fire Protection

3 inches (2)

3 inches (2)

Blast Protection

TBD (3)

6 inches (4)

Mining Tolerance

4 inches (5)(6)

4 inches (5)(6)

2 inches (6)

2 inches (6)

Architectural Finish

Liner Construction Tolerance

Notes:
(1) Clear of any obstructions.
(2) Allowance for additional concrete cover or fireproofing material applied over
exposed surface of liner and underside of intermediate track slab.
(3) Standoff space provided by false lining along exposed surface of liner in
accessible areas of the tunnel to be determined.
(4) Standoff function assumed to be provided by the architectural finish.
(5) Due to deviations of the TBM form the true alignment.
(6) Based on approved Request for Variance N. P0501-P100-RFV-DJ-0087,
Submitted: 7/22/2008. (The construction tolerances are appropriate for precast
concrete segmental liner application in bored tunnel)
Figure 3-1: Two-Over-Two Tracks at Transitions from Side-By-Side to Stacked Configuration
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Figure 3-2: Stacked Configuration at Station

Figure 3-3: Typical Side-By-Side Configuration
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Figure 3-4: Side-By-Side Crossover Configuration

Figure 3-5: Typical Stacked Configuration
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3.1.1 Structural Considerations
The following explains critical structural, clearance and redundancy considerations assessed as
part of the tunnel diameter task. Minor adjustments to the final tunnel diameter could arise in the
final design based on more detailed analyses of the following effects:
a. Dimensions assigned to both i) corbels supporting upper structural deck, and ii)
separations of structural slabs from the tunnel one-pass liner, have been preliminarily
assessed. They include provisions for extreme case loading events such as fire,
explosion, and earthquake deformations, that affect structural integrity and impact
service life and durability of the tunnel segmental liner and interior structures.
b. Structural integrity and durability of the tunnel liner and interior structures during a
design fire event is enhanced by provision of a layer of a fire protection material or
additional sacrificial concrete cover (refer to Table 3-1).
c. For blast protection from an intentionally introduced explosive, a stand-off space is
employed to shield the accessible portion of the tunnel liner along the tunnel alignment
from a blast event in the areas of both the running tunnel and the stations. Blast
protection stand-off spaces allowed on other transit tunnel projects vary, however a 6inch stand-off distance has been applied for design of at least one underwater transit
tunnel and is found reasonable. A project-specific threat analysis would need to be
performed at later time, and tunnel vulnerabilities to credible and approved threats
assessed, along with appropriate structural mitigation measures (usually in conjunction
with security measures).
d. The tunnel will be designed to resist low- and high-level earthquake motions associated
with long and short recurrences, respectively, so as to maintain its integrity and
serviceability. Per BFS and the FHWA Design Manual for the Construction of Road
Tunnels, the design of the liner as the tunnel primary supporting structure should be
performed by the racking/ovaling method (at a later time) to ensure structural integrity for
both levels of earthquake motions.
e. The internal structures comprising the structural slab which supports the upper level
track and the station platform, non-load bearing walls, and ventilation duct slabs are
typically isolated from the primary structure (segmental liner) so as to accommodate the
seismic deformations of the liner. However, this approach may result in deformations
and some track misalignment following a maximum design seismic event, which is
typically addressed as part of a post-event inspection and maintenance program. The
structural dimensions assumed would accommodate such seismic details within the
single bore.
f.

Between Alum Rock and Downtown San Jose Stations, the tunnel alignment crosses the
Silver Creek fault, an approximately 60-mile long fault that parallels Coyote Creek. The
width of the strike-slip fault is estimated at 10 feet and the relative movement over time
(creep) across the fault zone is estimate by the USGS to be 0.08 of one inch per year (2
millimeters per year), which would result in an 8-inch relative displacement over the 100year design service life of the system per BFS. At the crossing of the fault, it may be
necessary to introduce a seismic joint around the tunnel liner, or special segmental liner
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details, in order to accommodate the estimated long-term creep along the fault. The
track configuration in the tunnel is such that the creep could be accommodated
operationally and the tracks re-aligned periodically. Special track details will need to be
accommodated in this area. Specifically, near Coyote Creek, the tracks are positioned
side-by-side, and there is flexibility in terms of allowable space in the tunnel to re-align
them as required. In final design, the tracks may need to be positioned farther away from
the center wall to allow flexibility to shift them in both directions (toward or away from the
walkway) based on the creep direction. In addition, the tracks would need to be
periodically realigned over longer distances to maintain design speeds while
accommodating the progressive creep, a practice that is presently being employed by
BART where the Berkeley Hills tunnels cross the Hayward Fault. It is important to note
that the current tunnel diameter provides adequate space to accommodate the additional
seismic clearance requirements per the BFS, and maintains the same side-by-side
configuration for a minimum of 1,000 feet on either side of Coyote Creek.
g. Redundancy is a desired attribute of modern systems that can be applied to both
structural and operational aspects. Below, some aspects of redundancy are addressed
for a single bore tunnel. Although not a specific feature impacting the diameter of the
single bore, the diameter of the tunnel structure itself may contribute to the system
redundancy consideration, as addressed below:


Structural redundancy concerns the primary members of a structure, in this case
the tunnel liner. By their nature, tunnels are continuous structures, and inherently
redundant by virtue of three dimensional load resisting ability of the primary
system.



A single bore tunnel accommodates the cross-passages within the interior
structures that are separated from the segmental concrete liner, therefore this
system tends to respond better to seismic deformations.



From an operational perspective, there is no difference in redundancy between
single and twin bore configurations. If one guideway is damaged or becomes
inoperable, both guideways become inoperable, as there is no available space
for safe emergency egress per NFPA 130.
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Single Bore Depth

3.2.1 General Geologic Conditions and Tunneling
Considerations Relevant to Tunnel Depth
The Phase II alignment right of way was extensively studied in earlier investigation stages for
the twin bore configuration and the results obtained are used for purposes of The Studies. Since
the 65% design was completed, however, a number of important changes in criteria, seismic
considerations, and TBM technology have occurred. Key issues that a detailed design will need
to address for any of the tunnel alternatives are briefly discussed below.
The geologic setting of the Santa Clara Valley consists of a sedimentary basin bounded by the
Santa Cruz Mountains on the west and the Diablo Mountains on the east. Basement rocks
present across the basin consist of Cretaceous Franciscan formation in the central and western
portion of the alignment and Miocene/Pliocene sedimentary rocks at the eastern end of the
alignment. The boundary between these basement rocks appears to be delineated at the North
Silver Creek Fault. Above these basement rocks, the valley has filled with Quaternary and
Holocene alluvial and bay margin deposits consisting of clays, silts, sands, and gravels, and a
variety of combinations thereof. These deposits were placed in coalescing alluvial fan deposits
created during different depositional periods with relatively calm deposition producing finegrained clay and silt deposits, and periods with higher energy deposition producing sand and
gravel deposits. As is typical with alluvial deposition, lateral continuity of a given strata is not
extensive, as the depositing streams migrate back and forth over the alluvial fans. Some broad
trends can be discerned, however on a large scale within the basin.
The deeper unconsolidated sediments within the valley are typically sands and gravels and
comprise the primary groundwater storage and production zones in the valley. This primary
aquifer is overlain throughout most of the valley by a thick regional aquitard that was deposited
during a calmer depositional period. Overlying the regional aquitard is another sequence of
coarse-grained sediments commonly called the Upper Aquifer within the valley. The Upper
Aquifer is in turn overlain by generally finer grained deposits up to the surface, where human
activity has modified the near surface area now classified as fill.
At the eastern portal of the proposed tunnel the ground consists primarily of fine-grained
Holocene and Pleistocene sediments. These ground conditions dominate the tunnel profile from
the portal through the Alum Rock Station. As the alignment proceeds from Alum Rock Station
toward downtown, the tunnel horizon skirts along the top of the Upper Aquifer zone, described
above, where, at the low point of this segment, the alignment is expected to encounter the
sands and gravels of the Upper Aquifer in 20-30% of the tunnel face at the invert. This condition
continues to the Downtown San Jose Station and Crossover where coarse-grained sands and
gravel occur much higher in the tunnel profile. From the Downtown San Jose Station to the west
portal of the tunnel, the ground conditions will be highly variable consisting of intermittent sands
and gravel deposits surrounded by finer grained sediments.
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In the event that the diameter and/or depth of the tunnel(s) changes during the next design
phase to optimize the overall project, the ground conditions of the new tunnel alignment and
horizon need to be confirmed. There is a tremendous amount of investigation data available for
the existing twin bore profile, however, if a deeper profile is selected, additional investigation in
certain areas or around key structures may be necessary to supplement the investigation and
mitigate risks associated with locations that are not fully characterized.
Ground conditions have a significant influence in the specification of a TBM. A detailed
evaluation of the new profile stratigraphy will be needed to confirm if the geology indicates a
strong indication for an Earth Pressure Balance (EPB) TBM or a slurry TBM. The proportion of
sand and gravel deposits would be expected to go up if the profile intersects more of the Upper
Aquifer unit, therefore a slurry TBM may be the optimum choice for tunnel excavation.
A great deal of subsurface data has been collected along the alignment. Assuming a single bore
tunnel would follow generally the same alignment, the existing geologic data should provide
great benefit to the single bore design. Because the depth of a single bore tunnel will likely be
greater than the twin bore, it is important to evaluate the single bore alignment with the extent of
investigation to make sure that investigations reach to depths relevant to the single bore study.
Typically, the depth of investigation for a tunnel project would reach to a minimum of 0.5 to
1 tunnel diameter beneath the tunnel horizon. Throughout most of the proposed alignment, the
depth of investigation generally encompasses the tunnel profile depth, but does not typically
extend 0.5 to 1 tunnel diameter below.
During the previous phases of investigation, many deep borings were planned at the proposed
station sites due to anticipated cut and cover construction and dewatering needs. Some of the
borings extend to over 150 feet depth and are valid to provide data for the single bore
alternative. The other previous borings for the tunnel sections, however, were focused on the
twin bore configuration, and only extend to about 20 feet below the planned twin bore tunnel
bottom. Therefore, as the single bore alternative extends to great depths than the twin bore
configuration, these borings are limited in providing the overall characteristics of the subsurface
for tunneling construction.
For this reason, while the subsurface conditions are not expected to vary significantly from the
alluvial stratigraphy revealed by the existing data, additional investigation in 10 to 15 locations
will enable evaluation of the deeper conditions where existing data barely covers the single bore
profile depth. There are also a few locations where minimal investigation was performed (e.g.
west of Diridon Station as the alignment turns under Stockton Street), and additional
geotechnical information should be gathered for final design. Addition investigation will also be
needed adjacent to vent structures and other key tunnel features. Overall the existing
investigation data is sufficient to demonstrate the ground conditions are suitable for a single
bore tunnel.
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3.2.2 Hydrogeology and Groundwater Conditions
Groundwater in the Santa Clara Valley is a major source of domestic, industrial, and agricultural
water supply. The aquifers and active recharge basins developed by the Santa Clara Valley
Water District (SCVWD) to manage and maintain sufficient water supply serve as large-scale
conveyance systems for much of the water in the basin. Over the nearly 100 years that the
SCVWD has been maintaining the groundwater basin, they have observed significant
subsidence (up to 13 feet in downtown San Jose) and developed alternative water supplies to
offset the reliance on groundwater supply and arrest the settlement within the valley. The
SCVWD continues to monitor water levels throughout the valley and also monitor settlement
through individual instruments called multiple point borehole extensometers, as well as through
remote satellite monitoring using InSAR technology (see Figure 3-6). The valley remains
somewhat vulnerable to future settlement in the event that water imports decrease and the
reliance on locally produced groundwater increases
Figure 3-6: Groundwater levels and subsidence in the Santa Clara Valley

The tunnel alignment traverses some of the oldest parts of San Jose where the original water
supply consisted of shallow wells completed in the Upper Aquifer. Up until the 1970s it was not
a requirement to register or obtain a permit to have a personal well on one’s property. As such
there is a significant risk that a TBM may encounter obstacles posed by well casings should any
old or abandoned wells be in the path of the machines. The SCVWD maintains a database of
known water wells in the district and a map showing locations of known wells was produced in
the Silicon Valley Rapid Transit Project Tunnel Segment Hydrogeology Report (August 25,
2005). The alignment will be compared with this map to evaluate known potential obstructions
posed by existing wells. Because registration of wells was not required before the 1970s, many
property owners along the alignment may not have notified the SCVWD, or may be unaware
that they have wells on their property at all. In other cases, they may rely on groundwater wells
for onsite irrigation of other supplies.
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To further evaluate the potential for obstacles or groundwater impacts due to tunneling, a formal
well survey can be conducted as part of the design development to develop a comprehensive
assessment of presence of water wells along the tunnel alignment. An alignment well survey
can be obtained in part by a Phase 1 Environmental Assessment of the alignment. Additional
information can be obtained from the SCVWD, and coordination of the well survey with that
agency is sure to develop the most reliable and locally-informed evaluation.
During the investigation for previous phases along the alignment it has been noted that artesian
water pressures have been observed in places. This condition exists when aquifers below the
ground surface are hydraulically connected to aquifers along the edges of the valley at higher
elevations. In this case the water pressures in the valley are increased due to the connection
with aquifers above the valley resulting in water pressure that causes the column of water to rise
above the ground surface. This condition is well known in the north-central part of the Santa
Clara Valley, but has also been observed at locations along or near the tunnel alignment.
Along eastern part of Santa Clara Street, ejection of water with sand and gravel was
encountered at certain locations along the alignment during geotechnical investigations (drilling
and boring), specifically after the cone was extracted. A boring performed for the pumping test
program encountered upflowing water and drill casing was added to stabilize the condition. In a
standpipe monitoring well (near the junction of E. Santa Clara Street and 12th Street), the water
upflowed above the pavement surface on Santa Clara Street in March, April, and May 2006
(after the winter rain season).
Upward hydraulic gradients caused by artesian conditions can be managed, but must be well
delineated and understood so that tunnel and station excavations can accommodate the
potential for water pressures to create “soft” or “running“ ground conditions during the
excavation. To evaluate this condition, monthly water levels can be measured in project wells
and piezometers to document seasonal fluctuations of the groundwater and provide the data to
develop appropriate design accommodations. Monthly monitoring of the wells was performed by
previous geotechnical consultants between 2005 and 2010, including vibrating wire piezometers
and standpipes. The monitoring task was taken over by VTA after 2010. Most of the existing
monitoring wells are still accessible, but many wells located on the city streets (in pavement
area) have been concealed by the roadway maintenance work performed by the city at various
times.
The groundwater conditions will impose higher groundwater pressures on the tunneling
operations due to the increased depth of the single bore profile. Overall, the magnitude of
increase will on the order of one bar of pressure or less, and a single bore TBM and its concrete
lining will need to be designed to accommodate this additional pressure.
The above discussions on the existing boring depths, groundwater conditions, and the
relevance to the lower profile of the single bore alternative are also applicable to the vertical
cylindrical shafts/station access associated with the single bore. The shafts are tangent to the
single bore, and located outside of the public right-of-way. Excavation shoring, bottom stability,
dewatering, and protection of existing buildings/facilities in the congested downtown
environment are significant construction considerations.
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3.2.3 Faulting and Seismicity
The Santa Clara Valley is bounded on east and west by the Hayward/Calaveras Fault system
and the San Andreas Fault zone, respectively. These fault zones are the most significant
seismic sources near the Phase II alignment, but there are additional smaller faults to carefully
consider (Figure 3-7). Other smaller faults within the valley have been mapped, including the
Stanford Monte Vista fault on the west side of the Valley and the Silver Creek Fault in the
eastern portion of the valley. The proposed alignment crosses the Silver Creek Fault very near
the location where the alignment crosses Coyote Creek.
While the major seismic sources are expected to be from the major faults, the Silver Creek Fault
in particular may impose additional risk factors that will need to be addressed, including
potential creep and basin effects for the seismic response of the tunnels and structures.
Figure 3-7: Faults present in the project vicinity (SVRT Central Area Stations 65% Geotechnical and Seismic Design
Criteria Report for Underground Stations, EarthTech, AECOM and Kleinfelder, January 2009)

Holocene activity on the Silver Creek is not well documented, however Quaternary
displacement has been observed in seismic profiles that cross the fault. Offset seismic reflectors
have been correlated with stratigraphic zones dated using Carbon14 methods to help constrain
the timing of offset. The resolution of reflectors in younger sediments is not adequate to confirm
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or deny Holocene offset. Further evaluation of the potential creep and seismic potential along
the Silver Creek Fault needs to be performed as the Phase II design continues.
During previous investigation phases, there was a Summary Discussion for Silver Creek Fault
(Geomatrix, September 2004) contained in the appendix of final Tunnel Segment Report on
Seismic Ground Motions prepared by HMM/Bechtel SVRT (Report No. P0503-D300-RPT-DE012, May 3, 2005). The study indicated the fault displacement, from a deterministic approach, at
a mean estimate of 2.4 feet for the mean maximum magnitude of M 6.7. The study should be
updated based on more up-to-date ground motion models and information.
As stated previously in Section 3.1.1, a relatively recent 2010 US Geological Survey evaluation
of the offset reflectors implies that Silver Creek Fault may be capable of a creep rate of up to 2
millimeters per year (vertical or horizontal). Over the 100-year service life of the Phase II project,
this could amount to upward of 200 millimeters (8 inches). It is clear, however, that in the event
of fault creep impacting the tunnel, the single bore provides sufficient space in which to
periodically realign the tracks to accommodate creep offset. Fault creep has impacted other
BART facilities in the Bay Area, and this would likely be an issue to further characterize and
manage through the final design of the project.
The Silver Creek Fault also delineates the west side of what is known as the Evergreen Basin in
the eastern portion of the Valley. Another indication of potential recent (Holocene) activity on the
Silver Creek Fault results from groundwater level observations on either side of the fault. The
fault appears to provide a low conductivity hydraulic barrier that impedes later groundwater
movement from the eastern foothills into the central Santa Clara Valley. Groundwater drawdown
west of the fault does not appear to continue east of the fault, suggesting that an intact barrier
(the fault) is providing this boundary, implying that the boundary extends upward into the
younger shallow saturated sediments of Holocene age. The geology of the Evergreen Basin is
distinctly different than in the Valley to the west, with alluvial and sedimentary deposits that are
much thicker (Figure 3-8). Such different thicknesses and materials have been known to locally
amplify the seismic response to structures that overlie a basin, imposing “basin effects” on the
seismic response. The potential importance of basin effects along the alignment will also need
to be evaluated during the final design of the project.
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Figure 3-8: Geology of Evergreen Basin, Section A – AA (Wentworth, Williams, Jachens, Graymer and Stephenson,
2010, USGS Open File Report 2010-1010)

In addition to these site-specific issues related to seismicity, the USGS has recently further
developed a regional seismic prediction model to include the effects of interaction between
interrelated fault zones. The result of this new model is that probabilities of significant seismic
events have increased, the potential impacts of which will also need to be included to update
the seismic design for the project to the most recent standards.

3.2.4 Seismically Induced Liquefaction Potential
Seismically induced liquefaction is an issue in sands that are saturated (below the groundwater
table) and lose their strength when subjected to strong earthquake shaking. The soils along the
alignment that are most susceptible to liquefaction are the deposits of saturated sand fill soils
and the relatively shallow natural sands in the vicinity of Coyote Creek and the Guadalupe River
(20 feet to 30 feet below the ground surface) and to a lesser degree at the station locations. In
general, the tunnel alignment is below these materials and seismically induced liquefaction from
these shallow deposits should not impact the tunnel structure, however it may impact some of
the appurtenant structural features (including stations) which are supported in or through these
soils.
During the design performed for the project in 2009 (65% Engineering Phase, Geotechnical and
Seismic Design Criteria Report for Underground Stations) detailed liquefaction evaluations were
performed at the locations of the Alum Rock, Downtown San Jose, and Diridon/Arena stations1.
Following are the conclusions:
a. The potential for liquefaction is limited to the upper 20 feet to 25 feet of the soil profile
(loose surface deposits and fills).
b. Liquefaction susceptibility is low below a depth of approximately 25 feet.

1

Central Area Stations, 65% Engineering Phase Geotechnical and Seismic Design Criteria Report for Underground
Stations, Issued for Use, VTA Silicon Valley Rapid Transit Corridor. February 2009.
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c. Settlement associated with liquefaction would primarily affect the ground surface
adjacent the station (entrances and ventilation structures) with limited effects on the
station “box” itself.
d. The liquefaction settlement in the upper soils is on the order of 1 inch to 3 inches. The
consequences of such movement is to temporarily increase the earth pressure against
walls in the upper soils and induce a downdrag on the upper part of the walls following
liquefaction.
e. The walls of the station will be designed considering these effects.
In the time since the previous 65% design (2008) the seismic design inputs and procedures
have evolved such that revisions to seismic evaluations are needed during detailed design. The
liquefaction analyses will need to be re-evaluated using any new subsurface exploration and
testing information, changes to the seismic design input (revised ground motions and
associated levels of shaking based on current criteria), and changes to alignment and station
location.

3.2.5 Evaluation of Tunnel Profile Depth
Task A of The Studies scope includes evaluation of the optimum tunnel depth and advancing
the evaluation from that presented in the Single Bore Feasibility Study. The single bore
alignment in the Feasibility Study closely followed the alignment developed for the 65% design
for twin bore tunnel and included a settlement evaluation based on a tunnel excavation volume
loss parameter of 0.5%. As a result of these assumptions, the Feasibility Study tunnel profile
was generally 1.5 diameters below grade and included an alignment that deviated significantly
from the public right-of-way in a few places to minimize the length of the station approach adits
between the single bore and the station entrance shafts. These locations are the Coyote Creek
Crossing, approaching and leaving Diridon Station, and in the broad “S-curve” west of Diridon
Station to align the tunnel under Stockton Avenue. The alignment developed for purposes of
The Studies was optimized to avoid known underground obstructions under Coyote Creek and
in the vicinity of the SR 87/Guadalupe River Crossing. Additional modifications to the track
alignment and crossover configurations are discussed in Section 3.3. The remainder of this
section focus on the geologic conditions and volume loss influences on potential tunnel depths.
A parametric analysis evaluated the influence of ground loss and geologic conditions with tunnel
depth. The overall geologic profile developed for the 65% twin bore design was used as it
includes a great deal of high-quality geotechnical information. The final single bore tunnel
alignment may deviate from the twin bore alignment, but geologic conditions represented in the
twin bore profile appear to be reasonably consistent with potential alignment adjustments. While
there is a great deal of good information for this evaluation, additional geotechnical data will
need to be collected in existing data gaps (where the new alignment deviates from the twin bore
alignment, near the large “S-curve” west of Diridon Station) and near key underground
structures along the ultimate final alignment to be developed during final design.
The single bore tunnel depth is expected to be deeper than the twin bore tunnel depths due to
the larger size of the tunnel and typical industry conventions for tunnel cover depths. By moving
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to a lower profile, the single bore tunnel will encounter more granular ground in the eastern
portion of the alignment, and these granular materials typically behave differently than finegrained ground with respect to potential settlement. The Studies focused on assessing the
impact of the deeper geologic conditions on the potential settlement estimates published for the
twin bore study. The criteria used to evaluate potential settlement issues are the same as those
used for the twin bore design, namely maximum settlement of 1 inch at the ground surface,
angular distortion less than 0.002 and horizontal strain less than 0.00075.
Tunnel related settlement is typically evaluated assuming the shape of the settlement trough
perpendicular to the tunnel follows a Gaussian distribution, following the method developed by
Schmidt (1969)2 and O’Reilly and New (1982)3. One of the key parameters in this approach
relates to the “volume loss,” which corresponds to the volume of extra material excavated as the
ground surrounding the tunnel excavation responds to the excavation activity. The settlement
analysis also uses a parameter called the trough width factor “i” to help quantify the Gaussian
distribution and this factor is equal to the product of tunnel depth and a factor “k”. The k-factor is
dependent on the type of geologic material being excavated by the tunnel, as discussed below.
The Feasibility Study assumed a volume loss parameter of 0.5%, which is based on a long
history of tunnel excavation using TBMs with a broad range of operating parameters. The
volume loss value is typically quantified as a percentage of the overall face area. Modern TBM
technology has advanced in recent years to the point that with good operations, volume losses
of 0.2% to 0.3% are more typical today, especially for larger diameter tunnels, and excavation
operations can be controlled to reduce the volume loss even further under certain
circumstances.
To evaluate a potential range of tunnel-related settlement, a parametric analysis was performed
by varying the volume loss, k-values, tunnel depth and geologic conditions at each depth. One
of the key geologic factors for each section is the relative percentage of granular ground
conditions versus cohesive ground conditions. Granular ground will typically be more prone to
running conditions than cohesive ground, and the shape of the estimated settlement trough will
therefore be slightly different, and is described by a “trough width” factor. The calculated results
are compared to the settlement criteria established in the twin bore 65% design and also used
in the Feasibility Study.
The sections chosen for the parametric analysis of potential settlement were selected from each
station structure (Alum Rock station STA 608+00, Downtown station STA 698+00 and 704+00,
and Diridon station STA 736+00), as well as one section for other key locations along the
alignment that were sensitive to settlement (McKee Rod undercrossing STA 596+00, Coyote
Creek crossing STA 642+50, Guadalupe River Crossing STA 726+00, and the crossing under
the I-880 embankment toward the west end of the tunnel STA 828+00). In general, the section
analyzed coincided with the section having the highest percentage of granular material in and

2

Schmidt, B. 1969, Settlements and ground movements associated with tunneling in soils. PhD Thesis, University of
Illinois, Urbana.
3 O’Reilly, M.P. and New, B.M. 1982, Settlements above tunnels in the United Kingdom – their magnitude and
prediction. In: Tunneling ’82 London, IMM. Pp. 173-181.
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above the tunnel horizon, thus providing a “maximum” estimated settlement estimate based on
the least favorable stratigraphy.
The empirical trough width factor is equal to the tunnel depth times the k-value. Because kvalues for granular ground are typically in the 0.2 to 0.4 range, while for cohesive ground can be
between 0.4 and 0.6, the geologic material exposed in the tunnel face and the region 0.5 tunnel
diameters above will dominate the trough width factor for a given location. For each section
location analyzed, the geologic materials present in the tunnel face and 1/2 tunnel diameter
above were used to estimate the dominant k-value for each depth evaluated. A representative
k-value was then selected for each section based on the geologic material near the tunnel face
and settlement estimates were calculated for different volume loss values, as described below.
Maximum estimated settlement values calculated in the parametric analysis were compared to
the vertical settlement criteria outlined above, whereas angular distortion and horizontal strain
were estimated for “typical” buildings along the alignment. The potential building impacts were
evaluated using the criteria cited above and applied to an idealized building configuration
described as follows. The key location for potential building impacts is typically between the
building front and the first load-bearing wall or columns. With Santa Clara Street having a typical
width of about 65 feet and sidewalks typically 15-foot wide, the distance from the tunnel
centerline (coincident with the Santa Clara Street centerline) to the typical building face would
be approximately 45 feet. It was assumed that the next closest bearing wall or column would be
another 20 to 30 feet, approximately 65 to 75 feet from the tunnel centerline. Ground movement
estimates at these locations were compared to the angular distortion and horizontal strain
criteria as additional criteria for potential settlement impacts.
Using this approach, the results of the parametric analysis are presented in the following
figures.
Figure 3-9: Results of Parametric Analyses
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Based on the settlement analyses at the section locations evaluated during this study, the
geologic and tunneling conditions in the western portion of the alignment appear to be slightly
more susceptible to tunnel related settlement than the eastern portion of the alignment. The
settlement profiles analyzed from these sections indicate that at all depths, a volume loss
performance of 0.3% or less should meet the settlement criteria for overall settlement, angular
distortion, and horizontal strain. The results of the parametric analysis between stations 726+00
and west of Diridon Station indicate that the geologic conditions in this area are more granular
than in the eastern part of the alignment, and thus the cover needed to meet settlement criteria
increases slightly in this area. It should be noted that the area west of Diridon is also the
location of horizontal curve that may be more challenging to tunnel through and maintain tight
control of volume loss. Additional studies should be performed to estimate additional impacts
due to shaft and adit construction, and the total impacts compared to settlement, angular
distortion, and horizontal strain criteria.
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Single Bore Alignment: Plan and Profile

The horizontal geometry of the S1 and S2 tracks for the single bore tunnel is accommodated
primarily within the 65% twin bore design pre-defined corridor, as reflected in Exhibit A.1
Alignment Plan and Profile Drawings. The mainline tracks have two primary configurations
within the single bore tunnel, the first of which is a side-by-side configuration comprised of
horizontally parallel tangent tracks and concentric curves at the same vertical elevation. At
every underground passenger station, the tracks transition to a stacked configuration to
accommodate side platforms located one above the other at a consistent vertical separation.
The transition from horizontal side-by-side to a vertical stacked configuration is accomplished
considering the vertical and horizontal geometric constraints while satisfying BFS requirements.
Consequently, the specific geometry and length of each transition varies along the alignment.

3.3.1 Horizontal and Vertical Geometry
The horizontal and vertical geometry has been designed in accordance with BFS requirements,
and with consideration of existing constraints such as bridge footings, right-of-way, minimum
depth of cover over the TBM, and location of low points. Further details of this geometry are as
follows:
a. Horizontal Geometry
i. Minimum radius (R)=1,000 feet
ii. Speed (V): 65% twin bore design speeds are maintained as a minimum, including an
approved Request for Variance for a 36 mph curve immediately east of Diridon
Station. Design speed varies through curves, but 80 mph is maintained where
possible on the mainline and 36 mph through special trackwork.
iii. Length of Spiral: BFS requirements are maintained based on curve radius and
superelevation.
iv. Superelevation: BFS requirements are maintained in consideration of design speed.
v. Length of tangent = 100 feet minimum maintained per BFS
b. Vertical Geometry
i. Maximum Grade: 3.5% (at East Portal)
ii. Minimum Grade: 0.3% is maintained throughout the tunnel profile in consideration of
minimum drainage slopes.
iii. As described in the previous section, 50-foot depth of cover over the tunnel is
maintained at underground stations, though the depth increases to up to 70 feet
between Alum Rock and Downtown San Jose Stations. While a deeper tunnel
between the stations has the benefit of minimizing certain risk factors, foundations
for existing bridge structures within Santa Clara Street, such as those at Coyote
Creek and Guadalupe River, also play a key factor in determining the intermediate
tunnel depth. As much as possible, low points are located near stations or vent
structures, for convenience of pump station access.
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3.3.2 Typical Sections
Through early discussions with BART staff, it was noted that a side-by-side, same level track
configuration is preferable to a stacked configuration, as it more closely resembles existing
configurations in the BART systems (Exhibit 0.2). As such, the side-by-side configuration is
maximized where possible: at the East Portal, between Alum Rock and Downtown San Jose
Stations, and west of Diridon Station to the West Portal. However, the tracks remain at a
stacked configuration at all stations to accommodate stacked platforms, and between
Downtown San Jose Stations and east of Diridon Station due to insufficient distance between
stations to accomplish a horizontal or vertical transition (see Exhibit A.2 Typical Sections).

3.3.3 Track Type
As reflected in the Typical Sections (Exhibit A.2), the direct fixation track utilized within the
bored tunnel currently assumes the use of resilient ties, consistent with BFS standards. A more
comprehensive Noise and Vibration Study should be completed later during detailed design
stages, to confirm whether any additional noise mitigation measures are necessary in
consideration of both BART operational and maintenance activities.
Due to fault creep (as described earlier in this section), special ties may be necessary at the
Silver Creek fault crossing to facilitate periodic track realignment.

3.3.4 Station Platform Location
The single bore alignment contains three underground stations, with side platform locations
identified as follows:
a. North side platform at Alum Rock
b. North side platform at Downtown San Jose Stations (West)
c. South side platform at Diridon Station (North)

3.3.5 Special Trackwork
Special trackwork crossovers are an important part of BART’s operations, and are generally
located in close proximity to stations. The single bore alignment contains two crossovers,
generally consistent with the twin bore alignment. These facilities are located as follows:
a. No. 15 scissor crossover east of Downtown San Jose Station, on side-by-side, same
level tracks. It is located approximately 2,000 feet east of the station platform, as tracks
must transition from stacked, at the station, to side-by-side, before the scissor crossover
can be utilized. A detailed rendering of the cross-passages related to this transition is
shown in Exhibit A.3.
b. No. 15 single crossover beyond the west portal, on side-by-side, same level tracks. The
location is generally consistent with the previous design.
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3.3.6 Run Time Analysis
A high-level run time analysis was performed to assess travel times through the single bore.
The single bore alignment provides shorter travel times for all runs, though this reduction in run
time is primarily due to the shorter overall length (approximately 600 feet) of the single bore
alignment. The revision from a No. 10 scissor crossover to a No. 15 east of Downtown San Jose
Station allows a higher crossover speed which helps to offset its location further away from the
station. For trains utilizing the crossover, the current layout is anticipated to limit the maximum
speeds between Alum and Downtown San Jose Stations to 50 mph, rather than the 70 mph
possible on the previous design alignment. This results in a three second penalty in travel time
to westbound trains, and a one to two second benefit to eastbound trains. Trains bypassing the
crossover, as would be typical during normal operations, would realize no travel time impact,
and would see an overall improvement in run time ranging from 10 to 15 seconds resulting from
the shorter alignment. See Exhibit A.4 for more information.

3.3.7 Comparison with Single Bore Feasibility Study
The alignment presented in the Single Bore Feasibility Study has been analyzed, and key
improvements made as follows:
a. Maximized side-by-side, same level track configuration by revising the following
locations:
i. Side-by-side configuration south of Berryessa Station is carried through the east
portal and closer to Alum Rock Station
ii. Alignment transitions back to side-by-side configuration west of Alum Rock Station,
through scissor crossover, to immediately east of Downtown San Jose Station
iii. Alignment transitions back to side-by-side configuration west of Diridon Station and
continues up beyond west portal
b. Decreased depth of cover at stations from 70 feet to 50 feet based on analysis
presented in Section 3.2.
c. Revised platform positions for Alum Rock and West Downtown San Jose Stations to be
located on the north side of the alignment. Downtown San Jose Station platform is
shifted along Santa Clara Street to center on proposed entrance locations as presented
in the Station Layout in Section 4.
d. Elimination of the back to back horizontal curves at Coyote Creek is maintained and the
alignment has remained within public right of way as clearance below the existing bridge
foundation to top of tunnel is sufficient to accommodate.
e. Side-by-side track configuration allows the use of a standard scissor crossover east of
Downtown San Jose Station, instead of the ramping concept shown in the Feasibility
Study. Crossover is revised from a No. 10 to a No. 15 to allow higher design speeds.
Tracks will transition from side-by-side to stacked just west of the crossover, as they
approach Downtown San Jose Station. The distance from station platform to crossover
is approximately 2,000 feet.
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The Diridon North Station platform location is shifted to be within Santa Clara Street.
This allows the reduction in severity of the horizontal S-curve west of Diridon Station and
reduces the footprint outside of public right-of-way. Radius for this curve also increased
from 1,000 feet to 1,100 feet.

g. Though the tunnel profile is currently shown to have approximately 50 feet of cover
under Stockton Avenue, there are opportunities to lower the tunnel as needed, shifting
the low point from its current close proximity to the west portal to the mid-point
ventilation structure.
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Crossover Configuration and Operation

The crossover configuration proposed for this study is a No. 15 scissors crossover located
2,000 feet east of the (West) Downtown San Jose Station, as noted above. This special
trackwork is a typical installation in the BART system that permits speeds of up to 36 MPH. The
special trackwork will facilitate operational movements, including single tracking and turnback of
revenue and maintenance vehicles as required.
At this location the special trackwork is accommodated where the tracks are at same level –
side-by-side with the appropriate separation that will accommodate the required emergency
walkways for each track as required by BFS. This location can be easily accessed from the
Downtown San Jose Station for any required maintenance.
In the Feasibility Study, the recommended movement (crossover) from one level to the other
level was accommodated by installing a turnout to peel off the mainline and vertically ramp
upwards/downwards to the opposite level, as the mainline tracks are stacked throughout. This
would eventually converge with the opposite track through another turnout. Due to the limited
available space inside the tunnel, this configuration requires a sharper turnout angle to separate
from the mainline within a short distance, which necessitated the use of smaller (No. 10)
turnout, and thereby limited speed to approximately 25 MPH through this resulting facility.
The use of a side-by-side No. 15 scissors crossover would accommodate a faster speed of up
to 36 MPH, which would permit current and future operational requirements. Further, the sideby-side No. 15 scissors crossover would:
a. simplify installation by allowing the use of typical BART components,
b. ease operational planning with the presence of familiar trackwork configuration, and
c. save time for maintenance due to familiarity with the facility and the advantage of using
compatible spares parts in the maintenance inventory.
The current track geometry would also not preclude the ability to increase this crossover from a
No. 15 to a No. 20, nor changing the configuration from a scissor to a universal crossover if
desired by BART. This would allow for increased operational speeds for trains making the
movement through the turnout, and decreased maintenance thanks to the simplified special
trackwork configuration.
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4

4.1

Station Depth Evaluation

4.1.1 Introduction
Station depth is the most critical variable to account for in beginning to lay out site-specific
station configurations. All aspects of station configuration, especially in terms of passenger
experience, fire and life safety, and maintenance requirements, are affected by the station
depth. Egress during normal and emergency situations, as well as the configuration and
operation of ventilation shafts, are of utmost concern to BART. From a passenger experience
point of view, station depth influences vertical circulation, travel distances, and wayfinding. For
BART, it affects maintenance access and procedures in addition to normal daily operation.
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This section details how the Downtown San Jose (DTSJ) Station can be configured to
accommodate the required depth of the single bore while maintaining safety and convenience.
Figure 4-1: DTSJ Station East Entrance - Section

4.1.2 Station Depth Determination
Based on the conclusions of Section 3 Task A, Tunnel Profile, and its specific sub-task 3.2
Single Bore Depth, the minimum distance from the tunnel crown to the street at station locations
is 50 feet. This dimension governs the optimal depth of the lower platform (85 feet below grade)
for the Downtown San Jose Station. This places the upper platform at 66 feet and 6 inches
below grade and provides slightly more than one tunnel diameter of ground cover above the
single bore (Figure 4-1). The tunnel alignment deepens to the east and west of the Downtown
San Jose Station to avoid buried obstructions such as the foundations of the Coyote Creek
Bridge or Guadalupe River retaining wall and viaduct foundations. For more information, refer to
Section 3.3 Single Bore Alignment: Plan and Profile and Exhibit A.1.
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4.1.3 Safety
Safety is a major consideration for deep underground stations because of the increased
distance between the station platform(s) and a public way at the surface. The single bore station
configuration satisfies all NFPA 130 requirements including the 4-minute and 6-minute
evacuation tests. In addition, the ventilation systems are configured to maintain the adit to the
vertical access shaft as a Point of Safety in the event of a train fire at the platform. This means
that passengers will reach a Point of Safety the moment they enter the adit from the station
tunnel, and all passengers will evacuate from the most remote point on the platform to a Point of
Safety in less than six minutes. The evacuation of the station occupant load in four minutes or
less is satisfied by providing sufficient vertical egress capacity. Emergency egress stairs via firerated corridors are also located within 20 feet of either end of the platform, providing direct
access to the paid zone at street level.
The depth of the station allows for separation of the station entrance and the platforms housed
within the single bore. Compared to a conventional cut and cover station box configuration,
where the station mezzanine is located directly above the platform, the single bore layout allows
passengers to exit the platform in a fire/smoke scenario on the same level rather than via stairs
or escalators. Once in the vertical access shaft and away from the incident source, passengers
can proceed to street level within tenable and safe environment. Despite the added depth, the
single bore station configuration offers enhanced safety.

4.1.4 Passenger Experience
While the deeper station depth does represent a departure from traditional cut and cover
subway station configurations, it should be noted that there are numerous examples of deep
transit stations within the United States. The recently opened 34th Street-Hudson Yards Station
on the No. 7 line subway extension in New York City is located 95 feet below street entrance
level. In addition, multiple stations on the new Second Avenue Subway line in NYC are 85 feet
deep from grade. The deepest metro station in the United States, Washington Metropolitan Area
Transit Authority’s (WMATA) Forest Glen Station, runs 196 feet deep and is accessed
exclusively with high speed elevators. These precedents show that a deep station is feasible
and not uncommon from a passenger safety or experience perspective.
The proposed configuration of the DTSJ Station consists of an open entrance shaft housing the
vertical circulation elements. The shaft allows for direct sightlines from the platform adit to the
exits at street level. Passengers will be able to see all areas of the station entrance shaft and
orient themselves within the greater urban context, making wayfinding exceedingly intuitive. The
34th Street-Hudson Yards Station employs inclined elevators and long escalators within mined
caverns to carry passengers down to platform level. Compared to both Hudson Yard and the
Forest Glen Stations, the DTSJ concept offers more flexibility to passengers with the choice of
stairs, escalators, and elevators during normal station operation, as well as an emergency
event.
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The design of deep stations yields numerous opportunities, especially in terms of introducing
better lighting and openness in the underground spaces. Floor slabs within the station entrance
shaft are minimized and staggered to allow for natural light infiltration and dispersion (Figure 42). The goal of this station configuration, which will be explained in greater detail in the following
sections, is to leverage the increased depth to provide a more pleasant and intuitive experience
for both commuters and visitors.
Figure 4-2: DTSJ Station West Entrance - Section
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Station Tunnel Section

The diameter of the single bore tunnel, (45-foot outer and 41-foot inner diameter), is the
minimum size necessary to accommodate the critical scenario: the track configuration at
transitions between side-by-side and stacked track configurations. Please refer to Section 3.1.
The tunnel governing section determines the typical station section housed within the single
bore arrangement.
For the vertical bi-level configuration at each station, the platforms are stacked and serve one
trainway each. The 41-foot tunnel internal diameter, determined for the critical section at
transitions, provides an allowance of 15-foot 6-inch width by 8-foot (unobstructed) height, for the
platform (Figure 4-3). In addition to tolerances for fireproofing, liner tolerance, and mining
tolerance, explained in Section 3.1, an additional 6 inches are reserved for the architectural
finishes at the platform areas. Also, there are provisions for lighting, select signage, and
additional finish surfaces within the station section, which accommodates vehicle clearance
envelope and guideway elements.
Figure 4-3 below depicts the typical configuration of the tracks, track equipment, train dynamic
envelope, platforms, signage, utility chases, and seating over the course of the 700 feet long
platform. The platforms and trainways are separated by the 2-foot 6-inch thick intermediate slab.
Figure 4-3: Typical Stacked Configuration at Station - Section
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BFS requires a minimum platform width of 8 feet at non-continuous obstructions and 10 feet at
continuous obstructions. As noted above, the platforms in the single bore station are 15-foot 6 inch wide and unencumbered by vertical circulation elements (VCE) and column obstructions.
Accessed via level ground from the entrance shafts, each platform maintains 15-foot 6-inch by
700 feet clear. Amenities such as seating, map cases, and trash receptacles are located outside
of this area. Additionally, more than 8 feet of vertical clearance (the minimum specified by BFS),
is available to passengers. This translates to a Level of Service (LOS) A, or 29 ft2 of platform
area per passenger. BFS requires a minimum of LOS C, or 7 ft2 of floor space per passenger.
Egress and access will be streamlined by eliminating VCE queueing on the platform areas;
rather, the VCEs will be located in the vertical access shaft, where they are configured to
minimize queueing and cross-flow passengers. For a detailed analysis of egress capacity and
passenger flow, see Section 4.5 Normal Passenger Capacity Analysis.
In the trainway, all BFS requirements, as specified in Figure 4-3, are met. Spaces for the vehicle
clearance envelopes, required tolerances, emergency refuge spaces, and third rail working
envelopes are all provided. In the event of a train fire or other emergency situation, the two
trainways are separated by the intermediate slab. The non-incident trainway and station
platform would be isolated from any smoke generated by fire incident.
Figure 4-4: Single Bore Platform Rendering
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Station Access and Egress

The station access and egress study involves considering several variables to determine the
optimal station layout for the DTSJ Station. This section explains the factors and alternatives
that helped guide the analyses toward a recommended option.

4.3.1 Requirements
In addition to BFS criteria the station needs to comply with provisions of CBC and NFPA 130.
The following requirements were found to be the most restrictive and governed the station
access and egress planning:
a. Evacuation of the station occupant load from the platforms in four minutes or less.
b. Evacuation from the most remote point on the platforms to a Point of Safety in six
minutes or less.
c. No point on the platforms shall be more than 300 feet from a Point of Safety.
d. There shall be a minimum one exit within 20 feet from each end of the platforms.
Ventilation requirements for the station and platforms are also a determining factor for the
station layout. Ventilation equipment and exhaust shaft layouts were coordinated during the
Studies to ensure proper allocation for these components underground and at grade. Additional
information regarding the ventilation design can be found in Section 6.3 Fan Plant Conceptual
Design and Layout for Single Bore Configuration.

4.3.2 Site Considerations and Current Acquisition Plan
The site context and plans previously completed for the DTSJ Station in 2009 were studied to
establish site-specific station layouts. VTA’s conceptual acquisition and construction staging
area plan from August 17, 2016, positions the station along Santa Clara Street, between San
Pedro Street to the west and 4th Street to the east. The urban fabric of this area consists of
medium to high-density, mixed-use development with limited undeveloped parcels on Santa
Clara Street. However, VTA owns a significant amount of property on the block north of Santa
Clara Street between Market Street and 1st Street, referred to as Mitchell Block. The downtown
area has additional constraints due to its historical context. All of the buildings on the southern
side of Santa Clara Street between 1st and 4th Streets are located in San Jose’s Downtown
Commercial Historic District. The Downtown Commercial Map created by the Preservation
Action Council of San Jose indicates limited viable parcels on the southern side of Santa Clara
Street. The northern side has more potential for station entrances.
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Figure 4-5: Downtown Commercial Map by the Preservation Action Council

The existing transportation network in this area provides for convenient intermodal connections.
The Santa Clara Light Rail Stations, operating the Mountain View–Winchester and Alum Rock–
Santa Teresa lines, are located just south of Santa Clara Street on 1st and 2nd Streets. There
are also local buses and a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) line that run along Santa Clara Street with
multiple stations within a quarter-mile walking distance.
The land use within close vicinity to the station is zoned as the Downtown Primary Commercial
District. This area has some significant public uses, with City Hall and San Jose State University
located to the east. At a larger scale, the downtown area extends a quarter-mile of walking
distance to the west and south of the station. To the north and east of downtown is
predominantly zoned for low density residential uses. With these regulations, the Downtown
Primary Commercial District may be developed to higher intensities than the residential zones1.
This is evident through numerous developments that are currently planned or under
construction in the downtown area. An analysis mapping of these developments shows that

1

Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates, Inc. (2016). San Jose BART Station Area Planning (Final Report). Retrieved
Winter, 2016, from https://www.sanjoseca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/59700.
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there are more residential, retail, and office developments planned and under construction west
of 1st Street.
Figure 4-6: Downtown San Jose Site Analysis

VTA’s conceptual plan dated August 17, 2016 has numerous entrances along and adjacent to
Santa Clara Street. The plan uses one of VTA’s existing properties within the Mitchell Block as
an entrance. This parcel of land is on Santa Clara Street with a building currently used as a
Chase Bank and VTA offices. The conceptual plan indicates the main entrance in this parcel,
and eight additional entrance options: one in parcels on the northwest corner of Santa Clara and
3rd Street, and seven sidewalk entrances. Additional parcels, including the Mitchell Block and
Chevron Service Station, encompass the extent of the construction staging area.
VTA’s DTSJ Station location extents (between San Pedro Street to the west and 4th Street to
the east) are presented in Section 4.3.4 Alternatives Studies, allowing primarily VTA property to
be utilized for an entrance and/or station facilities. Furthermore, the location is in the heart of
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downtown San Jose, with convenient intermodal connections and numerous planned
developments within walking distances. These factors will help increasing BART ridership.
Figure 4-7: VTA’s Conceptual Plan, August 17, 2016

4.3.3 ‘Ideal’ Station Configuration
As opposed to traditional cut and cover stations that mostly opt for smaller sidewalk entrances
within dense urban context, the single bore’s requirement for stairs and escalators at stations
could be better accommodated with a configuration that integrates these elements in one large,
open circulation/entrance shaft that extends the public space at street level into the entrance
enclosure.
The preferred station layout locates the vertical access shafts at the quarter-point from each end
of the platform. This evenly distributes the passenger volume on the platform into two equal
tributary areas for both boarding and alighting. Per BFS, the required platform length is 700-foot
long, therefore the ideal locations for entrances are 175 feet from each end of the platform. With
this ‘ideal scenario’, each half of the platform would have a centered access point to ensure that
any point on the platform is a quarter of distance (175 feet) or less from an exit. For passengers
entering the platforms the placement of the platform access point will guide where one boards a
train. Additionally, for alighting passengers, the location of access points determines how
efficient their travel distance is and how many passengers would use each exit. This station
layout concept was used as a guide in determining the station access and egress options for the
DTSJ Station.
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4.3.4 Recommended Station Configuration
The recommended station configuration distributes the station and platform access points
between two entrances. The western entrance is maintained in the same location and serves as
the primary entrance. To the east, two smaller sized parcels on Santa Clara Street, between 1st
and 2nd Streets, are designated for the secondary entrance. This entrance is centrally located
between the two LRT stations and allows for convenient transfer between the two modes.
Furthermore, the distance between these two entrance locations correlates to more practical
platform access locations. The configuration best matches the goal of maintaining a quarterpoint from each platform end. These two entrance locations distribute passengers more evenly,
while still complying with egress, ventilation, and code requirements.
Figure 4-8: Recommended Station Configuration - Site Plan

Although the east entrance is located beyond the VTA’s originally designated right of way area
(limits in red dash lines) the new right of way limits are significantly decreased in area. See
Figure 4-9 for the proposed right of way limits (in blue dash lines). At the street level there are
three vertical shafts that contain all the necessary station components. The western entrance
shaft has three access points: Santa Clara Street, Mitchell Block for direct access from future
development, and North Market Street. As the platform placement allows the ventilation and
egress elements to connect from the end of the platform directly to the shaft, VCEs, ventilation,
and allowance for egress stairs can be consolidated in one entrance shaft. This layout utilizes
the parcels currently housing the Chase Bank and VTA facility, the adjacent empty parcel to the
west, and additional land in the Mitchell Block for the extension of the entrance to North Market
Street. The main footprint is estimated to be 159 feet wide by 172 feet deep.
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Figure 4-9: Recommended Option Right of Way

The eastern entrance is economically sized to accommodate the required public and emergency
egress circulation. This entrance utilizes two parcels that currently contain two-story, mixed-use
buildings. Their footprints are estimated to 48-foot wide by 96-foot deep and 46-foot wide by 69foot deep; combined, they total 94 feet in length of the front façade. The third shaft contains the
eastern emergency egress stairs and the ventilation shaft. This combined shaft utilizes the
previously designated parcels located on the northwest corner of Santa Clara Street and 3rd
Street.
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Station Passenger Circulation Analyses

4.4.1 DTSJ Station West Entrance
The west entrance of the DTSJ Station takes advantage of a large mid-block footprint to provide
a grand civic space for the community. The priority of the entrance design is the safety of
passengers, which is why careful planning of the VCEs ensures safe egress for passengers in
addition to convenient and streamlined circulation during normal operations. The configuration
of the entrance circulation, combined with the station entrance enclosure design, offers a unique
and exciting experience for both passengers and the public. The west entrance circulation is
organized across four main levels: lower and upper platform levels, a mezzanine level, and the
street level. These floorplates cascade down to the overall station depth of 85 feet below grade,
taking advantage of the large scale of the entrance shaft to provide sightlines to the street,
future development, platform entrances, and the sky above.
At street level, entrances are provided at three key points of entry around the lot: a main
entrance at Santa Clara street, a back entrance at the opposite side (serving the future
development of the Mitchell block), and a side entrance (feeding into Market Street). A public
walkway along the center of the station directly connects the front and back entrances. Station
amenities such as Ticket Vending Machines (TVM), station maps, and an information kiosk are
also located along this walkway, in addition to passenger elevators (in the paid area) at the
midpoint. The main fare array is oriented parallel to Santa Clara Street providing a highly visible
and direct mode of entry for passengers into the paid area of the station, without impeding the
flow of passengers who cross the entrance from Santa Clara Street to Mitchell Block.
Figure 4-10: West Entrance Axonometric Circulation Diagram
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Figure 4-11: West Entrance Street Level Concourse

From both the front and back entrances, VCEs lead users to the mezzanine level, which is
located at 33 feet below grade. At this vantage point, the upper platform entrance (33 feet below
mezzanine) and lower platform entrance (52 feet below mezzanine) are visible to passengers.
The large, open space provided at the west entrance not only offers a richly daylit architectural
volume, but also enhances sightlines for passengers so that wayfinding and passenger flow is
optimized. Taking advantage of the larger footprint of the west entrance, the VCEs from the
mezzanine level provide direct passage to lower and upper platform levels. This creates the
need for only one “switchback” necessary for all passengers during normal operations to arrive
at their destination platform. The VCEs that direct passengers toward platform levels are set at
an angle so that the passenger travel distances at the mezzanine level are minimized. A set of
VCEs is provided between lower and upper platform level mezzanines to increase the egress
capacity from the lower platform level, and to provide redundancy and convenience for
passengers in the case of either a non-functioning primary escalator or eastbound-westbound
transfer.
Passenger convenience in terms of vertical travel could be improved through the addition of
high speed/high capacity elevators. The Downtown San Jose West entrance currently integrates
two passenger elevators along the central station walkway, though more could be added to the
station configuration. By redistributing station amenities such as TVMs and mapcases, up to five
elevators could be accommodated along this walkway. Adding elevator capacity could alleviate
congestion at elevator waiting areas during peak passenger times. An increase in elevator
capacity and efficiency was executed in the new 72nd Street Station on the Second Avenue
Subway line in New York. Convenient passenger conveyance is established with five highefficiency elevators traveling 72 feet vertically from the street to the mezzanine level.
Bicycle infrastructure is an important element of Downtown San Jose circulation. In addition to
private bike users, there are eight Bay Area BikeShare stations within a four-block radius of the
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Downtown San Jose West Entrance. To the south, San Fernando Street also provides a Class II
bikeway for cyclists. Considering the importance of bicycles as a mode of transportation in this
area, bicycle parking could be accommodated at the West Entrance in multiple areas. Outdoor
bicycle parking could be aligned along the side entrance path that leads to Market Street.
Bicycle parking could also be incorporated near the northwest and south west corners of the
building. Canopies extending from the North and East facades could be designed so that these
bicycle parking areas are sheltered, integrated components of the station.

4.4.1.1 Design by Nature
The enclosure design for the DTSJ Station west entrance emphasizes the key advantage of this
station construction typology for users - access to sunlight at great depths before directly
entering station platforms. The scale of the west entrance allows for a streamlined passenger
circulation experience, as detailed previously, and creates a landmark for Downtown San Jose.
Rather than a large, square box placed in the middle of this historic district, the mass of the
station entrance is carved by the paths of the sun. Utilizing a “design by nature” approach allows
the station itself to emphasize the shifting paths of the sun throughout the year, to welcome an
abundance of daylight into depths of 85 feet below grade, and to broadcast an ever-changing
display of light and shadow within the station volume.
Figure 4-12: Base Volume On Site
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Figure 4-13: Design by Nature

The main gesture that organizes the shape of the station entrance volume is the orientation
toward the solar south axis. This delineation is apparent at the top edge of the South façade,
which begins at the southeast corner of the lot, then follows a line at true east, rather than
running parallel to the lot line as the base of the façade does. The resulting surface between
these two edges creates a dynamic frontage for the station and maximizes the surface area
receiving direct sunlight between the winter solstice and the spring/autumn equinoxes. The
“back” façade of the station is treated similarly, in that the volume is carved away at angles
corresponding to the peak sun elevation at the winter solstice (at the eastern end of the north
facade) and at the spring/autumn equinoxes (at the western end of the north façade). The blend
between these two angles defines a frontage for future development of the Mitchell Block. The
carving away of the station entrance volume ensures that the shadows cast by the large
enclosure are minimized and that any future pedestrian activity to the north of the station
entrance would continue to receive direct sunlight during the winter. The southern and northern
facades, along with the roof for the station entrance are anchored to the east by a volume
containing ancillary functions, such as ventilation and the emergency egress tower for the
station. The ancillary structure is integrated into the overall volume of the station, but its
presence is minimized along the north and south sides of the station to maximize public space
at the entrances.
While one of the main goals for the station enclosure design is maximizing natural daylight into
the interior space of the vertical shaft, careful consideration is also placed on the need to
subdue the amount of solar heat gain within the station. The opaque portions of the enclosure
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striate the surface of the whole station enclosure with continuous bands running from the south
to north. These bands fluctuate in width to accommodate views and protect the interior space of
the station from excessive heat gain. At sidewalk level along Santa Clara street, these bands
are minimized to structural elements along a storefront, providing almost uninterrupted views to
street level from the station. As the southern façade rises and twists to align with the solar eastwest axis, the bands gradually expand in width. This allows a visual continuity for views towards
the sky from the station, but also filters the direct radiation into streaks of light that transform the
interior space of the deep vertical shaft throughout the course of the day. As the opaque bands
run toward the northern exposure of the enclosure, they once again thin out to maximize views
towards the sky at the north façade of the station where only indirect daylight enters the space.
The overall effect of this strategy for transparency/opacity is to create a continuity of the station
surface between Santa Clara street and the future development of the Mitchell Block,
uninterrupted lines of sight towards the surrounding urban context and sky, and the capacity for
the interior spaces of the station to become filled and transformed by the abundant natural
daylight offered by San Jose. Each passenger is blessed with natural daylight throughout the
progression of the day and year.
Figure 4-14: Interior Rendering Looking Down – DTSJ West Entrance
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Figure 4-15: Interior Rendering Looking Up – DTSJ West Entrance

4.4.1.2 Adapt to Urban Scale, Respect Legacy
The DTSJ Station has a unique place in the Phase II project alignment because it is in
Downtown San Jose’s historic district. This makes the large diameter single bore station
construction methodology ideal, in that large swaths of public streets do not have to be
disturbed by “cut and cover” construction for the station and entrances. This also requires large
vertical shafts to accommodate necessary circulation for the station entrances. At the DTSJ
Station west entrance, the scale of the entrance enclosure is much larger than a traditional
sidewalk entrance. The two principle strategies used to fit the station within its context are its
scale and layout. As discussed previously, the frontage façade on Santa Clara street has a
gentle curvature that allows it to align toward the solar east-west axis. Additionally, the frontage
façade surface is controlled in height along Santa Clara street per its adjacent buildings. To the
east of the station, the station reaches a peak of approximately 55-foot 6-inches to match the
neighboring 1 N. First Street building, while the west side of the façade only reaches the cornice
of the historic building at 81 W Santa Clara Street. By rising less than the approximately 34-foot
10-inches high historic building, the station enclosure and volume respects the historic nature of
its neighboring landmark structure, while creating a dynamic façade along its length.
The layout of the station entrance includes an ancillary building that is integrated with the station
volume. This ancillary structure is positioned against the west side of the station entrance,
creating a degree of separation between the historic 81 W. Santa Clara Street building and the
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modern transparent façade that encloses the public space of the station entrance. Considering
its immediate context, the west station entrance enclosure both adapts to the scale and
respects the historic legacy of the urban fabric it sits within. The presence and geometry of the
enclosure itself does not aim to imitate the historic motifs present throughout the buildings in the
historic district. When considering the overall development of Downtown San Jose, it is
important to recognize and respect both the richness of its history and its great potential for
growth and innovation.
Figure 4-16: Adapt to Urban Scale, Respect Legacy

The city is currently looking at plans to develop St. James Park into an exciting and modern
public space just one block north of the station, and the development plans for a modern high
rise just half a block south at 27 S. 1st Street exemplifies just one of multiple potential
developments throughout Downtown San Jose. The new station entrance must reflect a future
vision for San Jose, while respecting the city’s past.

4.4.1.3 Catalyze Future Development
The DTSJ Station west entrance not only functions as a means to reach the station platforms
below, it also becomes a catalyzing agent for the future development of the core downtown
area. One of the largest areas of land to be developed in Downtown San Jose is the Mitchell
Block. The west entrance will serve as a gateway to this future development area by providing a
promenade that connects Santa Clara street to the center of the future Mitchell Block
development. A side entrance is also accommodated towards the northwest corner of the
property, providing vital pedestrian linkages from three different axes.
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The central promenade within the entrance provides pedestrians a unique path through a grand
civic space, with both side walls providing ample space for public art. This promenade can serve
as the base of a new “paseo” that traverses through the redeveloped Mitchell Block and
ultimately connects to the redesigned St. James Park to the north.
The urban landscape of Downtown San Jose is undergoing rapid change with the potential for
much more active streetscapes. The station design celebrates this opportunity by creating a
station that works at multiple scales. From the interior, the station enclosure offers an ambitious
and active space to engender civic pride. At street level, the enclosure follows a simple
geometric form to a dynamic effect by orienting itself towards the sun and tailoring its scale to its
immediate context. The relationship between the station circulation configuration and enclosure
work together to offer passengers a landmark start or end to their journeys.
Figure 4-17: Catalyze Future Development

4.4.2 DTSJ Station East Entrance
The east entrance at DTSJ Station is configured within the allotted footprint to convey
passengers from the street to platform level efficiently. At ground level, the station concourse
and transparent enclosure serve to extend the streetscape and draw passengers in. In this
compact single-level arrangement of the concourse, wayfinding is inherent by providing
unobstructed sightlines and a simple arrangement - unpaid area to the right and paid area to the
left. This will allow passengers to intuitively visualize their path of travel. A transparent enclosure
on Santa Clara Street would further improve wayfinding and passenger flow by providing views
of the interior concourse layout from the street and vice versa.
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Figure 4-18: East Entrance Axonometric Circulation Diagram

The unpaid area is organized to minimize the cross-flow of passengers, with fare gates located
to the left of the entrance, setback enough so the queuing area does not interfere with the
entrance. This provides passengers who are entering or leaving the station a direct path free of
obstructions. Additional space is provided in front and to the right of the entrance for concourse
elements such as TVMs and system maps. This area is sufficiently sized for these elements,
their queuing areas, and circulation space for passengers who stop to digest travel information
and purchase tickets. The separation of these two zones (fare gate and ticketing) avoids the
collision of passengers moving in different directions or at different velocities.
From the paid area at the street concourse level, passengers are able to directly access all
VCEs - three escalators, a stair, and two elevators - that are clearly visible from either side of
the fare gates. The escalators are paired with stairs, and a total of three sets, with two
switchbacks, are required to reach the upper platform level at 66-foot 6-inches below grade. An
additional set of VCEs, consisting of two escalators and one stair, circulates passengers from
the upper platform level to the lower platform level located at 85 feet below grade. This means
that passengers leaving the lower platform will merge with passengers at the upper platform
level before continuing towards the exit. This is addressed by providing one additional escalator
(three total) and a wider stair for the remainder of the travel to the street level.
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The elongated vertical travel distance can be improved with high efficiency and capacity
elevators. An additional elevator (three in total) can be accommodated at the east entrance with
minor reconfiguration. Three elevators would accelerate circulation during peak hours.
In addition to the public VCEs, an egress tower with 88 inches wide stairs provides increased
egress capacity for emergency situations. The tower is located adjacent to the public VCEs and
is easily accessible from both platforms. The egress capacity satisfies NFPA 130’s requirement
for evacuation of the station occupant load from the platforms in four minutes or less. The sixminute evacuation to a Point of Safety is satisfied by engineering the adits as a Point of Safety.
The travel distances from the most remote point on a platform to the Point of Safety is 222 feet
for the upper platform and 190 feet for the lower platform. This adheres to CBC’s requirement of
no point on the platform being more than 300 feet from a Point of Safety. The travel distance
from the Point of Safety to the entrance at the street is 405 feet from the upper platform, and
488 feet from the lower. Given the long vertical travel distances, the east entrance circulation
configuration simplifies the passenger experience by minimizing the amount of switchbacks
within the parcel boundaries. The repetitiveness and simplicity of the VCE’s configuration
inherently guides passengers in the most efficient manner.
Safety and security have also been addressed with unobstructed lines of sight; elimination of
long passageways, nooks, and dead ends; and the opportunity for natural sunlight to cascade
below street level. The East entrance could be designed to be an unmanned entrance
monitored remotely with a CCTV system to ensure patron safety. A station agent booth located
in the west entrance would allow facility staff to have close surveillance of all public areas of the
station from one location. If BART requires both entrances to be staffed, an additional booth can
be placed within the east entrance to enhance patron safety and security.
Figure 4-19: Upper Platform Plan
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Normal Passenger Capacity Analysis

A spreadsheet-based analysis was conducted of passenger circulation capacity in the DTSJ
Station (West) conceptual configuration under normal AM and PM peak period conditions. The
analysis considered the capacity and level of service on platforms, vertical circulation elements,
and the passages connecting the platforms to the entrances. A separate analysis of emergency
evacuation was also conducted and is described in Section 5.1.
The analysis of passenger capacity is based on 2035 forecast passenger volumes at the DTSJ
station as presented in Table 4-1. The analysis focuses on the AM and PM peak 15-minute
periods and on individual peak train boarding and alighting during those periods. No attempt
was made to determine the directions that passengers would access the station - passengers
are evenly split between the east and west entrances in the analysis.
Table 4-1: 2035 Forecast Passenger Volumes at DTSJ Station

Peak Hour Ridership by Direction 2035
AM Peak Hour
Downtown SJ
On
Off
Total
Northbound
540
640
1,180
Southbound
460
2,110
2,570
Total
1,000
2,750
3,750

PM Peak Hour
On
Off
Total
2,240
490
2,730
680
580
1,260
2,920
1,070
3,990

Peak 15 Minutes by Direction 2035
AM Peak 15 Minutes
Downtown SJ
On
Off
Total
Northbound
189
224
413
Southbound
161
739
900
Total
350
963
1,313

PM Peak 15 Minutes
On
Off
Total
784
172
956
238
203
441
1,022
375
1,397

Passengers Per Peak Train by Direction 2035
AM Peak Hour
Downtown SJ
On
Off
Total
Northbound
76
90
165
Southbound
64
296
360
Total
140
385
525

PM Peak Hour
On
Off
Total
314
69
382
95
81
176
409
150
559

Source of Peak Hour Forecast: VTA

The analysis included a “platoon” factor of 2.0 applied to 15-minute analyses to account for the
effect of surges of passengers after each arriving train. Trains are expected to operate on 6minute headways during peak periods in both directions.
Two key measures of pedestrian density and crowding are used in the analysis. Pedestrian
level of service (LOS) is a scale from A to F, where A represents very uncrowded conditions and
F represents extremely crowded conditions where movement is difficult. Target LOS during
peak periods is typically LOS C, which is moderately busy but allows free movement for most
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people. For escalators, a ratio of volume/capacity (V/C) is used where V/C = 1.0 is full capacity,
and a number approaching 1.0 is congested and may cause intermittent queues.
Platforms are 15-foot 6-inch wide by 700 feet long in this conceptual design. There are no stairs,
escalators, or other significant obstructions within the platforms, so this space is available for
passenger circulation and waiting. The largest volume of passengers forecast to occupy either
platform is 382 passengers (northbound platform in the PM peak). This conservatively assumes
that all passengers alighting a train are still on the platform before any of the waiting passengers
have begun to board, which is unlikely. Nonetheless, this results in a density of 29 ft2 per
person, which is uncongested and well into LOS A.
Each platform is connected to two station entrances by corridors that are 16-foot wide. These
corridors will experience a steady flow of passengers entering the station and departing by train,
but will experience their greatest demand immediately after arrival of a train. Allowing for this
platooning, the corridors will experience a sustained flow rate of 4.6 people per foot of effective
width per minute (northbound platform in the PM peak), which is within LOS A.
The conceptual station plan provides escalators and stairs in each of the two entrances for daily
use. Additional emergency stairs are provided, but are not available for normal daily use. The
analysis of vertical circulation capacity considered only escalators in the two entrances. While
passengers may use the stairs if they desire, it was assumed that most passengers will use
escalators and that the primary function of the public stairs is also for emergency use or special
events mainly in the down direction. At least three escalators are provided in the conceptual
plan at each location (except the connection from lower platform to upper platform in the east
entrance where two are provided). With three or more escalators, at least one can be operated
in each direction even if one is out of service.
The analysis indicated that with all escalators operating, the V/C ratio will be 0.5 or lower on all
escalators, except the one serving the peak flow between the platform levels at the east
entrance. This allows adequate escalator capacity even with one escalator out in most areas.
Only in the AM peak 15-minute period, the up escalator from lower platform to upper platform
level at the east entrance will operate at a V/C ratio of 0.73. While this is closer to capacity, it
will provide adequate service. If one of the escalators should be out of service in that area, it is
recommended that the remaining escalator run in the up direction and that descending
passengers use stairs or elevators.
In conclusion, the conceptual design provides ample capacity for forecast 2035 normal daily
peak passenger volumes at the station.
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5 Heading i1

5.1

Station Evacuation Systems

Pedestrian evacuation and emergency egress in underground transit systems that include
running tunnels and stations must be designed to facilitate patron self-rescue activities and
responsible agency response procedures. As such, BFS and applicable state and national
codes and standards, including NFPA 130, provide both prescriptive and performance-based
criteria. Locations where tenable environment can be provided indefinitely to enable evacuation
and emergency rescue activities are considered Points of Safety for both pedestrian evacuees
and incident response personnel. Ventilation system operation in tunnels and stations will play a
key role in establishing such tenable environment along identified emergency egress and
incident response access paths.
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During a tunnel fire incident, the tunnel ventilation system must provide smoke and fire hazard
control to establish tenable environment indefinitely within the system Points of Safety – along
the identified emergency egress/incident response paths in the tunnel and within passageways
and circulation areas in an underground station. Proper functioning of the tunnel ventilation
system and its capability for smoke and fire hazard control must be demonstrated by detailed
engineering analysis.
At locations throughout the United States, it has been deemed impractical to evacuate deep
stations to the street in six minutes. Solutions that meet national professional design standards
have been developed for such cases and are applicable to this project. NFPA 130 has defined
performance standards to establish Points of Safety, rather than prescriptive solutions.
Referring to 2014 NFPA 130:
a. Section 5.3.35, the Point of Safety definitions include an enclosed exit that leads to a
public way or safe location outside of the station, trainway, or vehicle.
b. Section 5.3.1.2 requires the design of a means of egress to be based on an
emergency condition requiring evacuation to a Point of Safety.
c. Section 5.3.4 permits the concourse in an enclosed station with an emergency
ventilation system to be defined as a Point of Safety, when designed to provide
protection for the concourse from exposure to the effects of a train fire at the
platform, as confirmed by an engineering analysis.
In addition, our review of the applicable codes provided in Exhibit C.6 establishes the following:
a. Point of Safety is specifically a safety feature that is identified for buildings using
performance-based requirement language, and not prescriptive parameters.
b. The standards and codes do not preclude designs that utilize ventilation systems for
establishing Point of Safety.
c. The 2016 CBC has a new Section 443 for fixed guideway transit and passenger rail
systems which requires that NFPA 130 and CBC provisions shall apply. Section 443
requirements and Chapter 35 standards do not preclude the design of a concourse Point
of Safety supported by an emergency ventilation system.
While analyzing station emergency egress scenarios for The Studies, a prototype station was
developed first for the single bore tunnel configuration. It was determined that queuing at the
bottom of escalators and stairs within shafts that house VCEs must be evaluated to confirm the
time duration required to clear both upper and lower platforms during an emergency. Ventilation
system operation and makeup air flow paths are key elements to permit entrance shafts as
Points of Safety. Analysis demonstrated that the tenable environment is extended from the
lateral adit connection to the station platforms all the way to the street level. Therefore, the
station and emergency ventilation conceptual design, including supporting analyses in
subsequent report sections, demonstrates where the single bore station configuration safety
systems perform within requirements of NFPA 130.
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The ventilation system modeling for both the station environment and the system wide network
flow conditions was completed utilizing computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and subway
environmental simulation (SES) applications, respectively, to identify Point of Safety locations
within the station areas, including platforms, and the running tunnel guideways. Figure 5-1
shows potential evacuation pathways from the DTSJ Station West Entrance and the locations of
the West Entrance Points of Safety.
Figure 5-1: Station Points of Safety and Evacuation Pathways – DTSJ West Entrance
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Emergency Egress: DTSJ Station (West)

Two analyses of emergency egress from the Downtown San Jose Station (West) were
prepared: 1) an initial spreadsheet-based analysis, and 2) a simulation of an evacuation using
Legion Spaceworks software.
Both analyses were conducted pursuant to criteria in the NFPA 130 Standard for Fixed
Guideway Transit and Passenger Rail Systems, which is referenced in the BFS. The key criteria
are to be able to clear the station platforms in four minutes or less and for everyone to reach a
Point of Safety in six minutes or less.
For both analyses, a peak train load of 2,500 passengers was assumed to be on the track and
platform serving the peak direction, and a train with 1/4 of that load or 625 passengers, was
assumed to be on the other track and platform. The number of people waiting on each platform
was derived from the peak period forecast and a delay equal to one 6-minute headway was
applied, so the number on the platform was double the forecast. The platform volume will range
from 129 (AM southbound platform) to 627 on the PM northbound platform.
The ventilation analyses demonstrate that the conceptual ventilation design provides a tenable
environment, free of smoke, within the entrance shafts and the corridors connecting the
entrances to the platforms, indefinitely.
For the purpose of these analyses, Points of Safety are defined, designed, and supported by an
engineering analysis at the following locations:
a. Where the corridors from the entrances (adits) meet the platforms.
b. At the entry points to the corridors leading to the emergency stairs. Thus, passengers
would reach an effective Point of Safety at the same time that they exit the platforms.

5.2.1 Spreadsheet Analyses
The initial spreadsheet analysis, included as Exhibit C.1, considers the effects of the “pinch
points” where passengers leave the platform and enter the four passageways. It also analyzes
the capacity of the vertical circulation beyond the pinch points. It did not, however, take into
account queueing from the VCEs that would back up through the connecting corridors and onto
the platforms. Such queuing could be only captured via dynamic analyses - a simulation of an
evacuation using Legion Spaceworks software, presented later in this Section.
Consistent with NFPA 130, the analysis assumed that one escalator was out of service and not
available for exiting (i.e. as if the service panels are removed). In order to remove the escalator
with the greatest impact on exiting time, one of the escalators in the eastern entrance at each
level was assumed to be unavailable. All other escalators were assumed to be either running in
the exit (up) direction or to be stopped so that people can walk on them.
Based on walking distance on the platforms and the capacity of the thresholds and doorways at
the platform exits, the spreadsheet analysis indicates that the lower platform would clear in
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3.0 minutes in the morning and the upper platform would clear in 3.58 minutes in the evening
(when those are the peak direction platforms). Thus, the spreadsheet analysis indicates that the
conceptual station plan would comply with both the “4-minute” and “6-minute” evacuation rules.
As noted, a spreadsheet analysis cannot readily represent the possibility of a backup from the
stairs and escalators through the connecting corridors and onto the platform. However, the
simulation analysis described below confirmed that such queuing will clear the platform area in
less than four minutes with the current design.

5.2.2 Simulation of Evacuation using
Legion Spaceworks Software
The simulation of evacuation was based on the same forecast volumes as the spreadsheet
analysis, but, as an “agent-based” simulation, it represents the movements of each individual in
the evacuation. This more fully accounts for the variable nature of pedestrians passing each
point and fully represents the effects of queuing at points where demand exceeds capacity.
The evacuation simulation represents a single scenario with a maximum volume on the lower
platform. Consistent with NFPA 130, the simulation assumes that all exits are available for use
and one escalator at each level in the eastern entrance is excluded from the simulation. The
simulated configuration did not include an emergency stairway within the eastern entrance that
was added to the conceptual design after the simulation was run. This additional stair will
reduce reliance on the eastern emergency exit and reduce clearing time.
The simulation indicates that queues will back up from the stairs and escalators in the west and
east entrances and onto the platform for a period of time dependent on dynamic evacuation flow
conditions. Nonetheless, the lower platform clears in 3.55 minutes, and therefore, the simulation
confirms that the conceptual station design would comply with both the “4-minute” and “6minute” evacuation rules.
Figure 5-2 presents a graph of passengers on the platform over time after the evacuation begins
at 08:00:00. As indicated in the figure, while the last person would exit at 08:03:55 (three
minutes and 55 seconds), most people would be out by 08:02:30 (two minutes and 30 seconds).
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Figure 5-2: Passengers on Platform during Evacuation

Figure 5-3 presents a graph of passengers anywhere in the station during an evacuation. While
the final passengers would exit the station to a sidewalk after 12 minutes, most people would be
out of the station in seven minutes.
Figure 5-3: Passengers in Station during Evacuation

Figure 5-4 presents a still image of the lower platform from the simulation 30 seconds after the
evacuation begins. At this point in the evacuation, most people are still on the platform, some
people are still exiting train cars onto the platform, and some others are reaching the stairs and
escalators. A video clip showing the evacuation at this level is presented in Exhibit C.2 and as a
separate attachment.
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Figure 5-4: Image from Simulation of Emergency Egress at Platform Level

5.2.2.1 Conclusion
In conclusion, both the spreadsheet analysis and Legion simulations confirm that the conceptual
site specific plan for the DTSJ Station provides sufficient capacity to meet BFS and NFPA 130
requirements.
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Emergency Egress: Running Tunnel

The egress walkway width, cross-passage location, and geometry (especially the crosssectional area of an enclosed guideway) are the key elements that impact the ventilation flow
capacity for self-evacuation and rescue operations within the tunnel. The unique geometry of
the single bore dual trackway presents viable conditions for establishing an adequate egress
configuration according to BFS and national standards. The single bore tunnel houses both
track guideways and has three types of track configurations – side-by-side, stacked, and
transition sections – each with a unique cross-passage layout.
Cross-passage configuration of the side-by-side guideway resembles cross-passages in a cutand-cover box tunnel configuration, with a center wall (as shown in the BFS), and does not need
further evaluation. Stacked and transition guideway sections introduce cross-passages with
stairwells, that are not covered in BFS. These configurations are evaluated in this section for
expected performance in comparison to side-by-side guideways. The entire single bore
alignment has a total of 76 cross-passages: 51 configured side-by-side and 25 that include a
stairwell.
The single bore cross-passage configuration complies with BFS and NFPA 130 standards with
a minimum width of four feet and maximum cross-passage spacing of 300 feet along the length
of the tunnel guideways. However, there are two locations along the alignment where the crosspassage spacing needs to be extended to 600 feet, exceeding BFS criteria but complying with
NFPA 130 prescriptive criteria of spacing not more than 800 feet. By increasing the track
walkway width at those two locations, the evacuation performance for these guideway sections
will be improved to similar levels as for sections with 300-foot cross-passage spacing. Similar
request for variance was granted by BART on preliminary engineering contracts for the Phase I
segment in 2008.
The vertical cross-passage configuration of the stacked transit system guideways with stairwells
decreases the flow capacity of the cross-passage evacuation system. However, this decrease in
pedestrian evacuation flow capacity can be mitigated by:
a. increasing stair width,
b. decreasing cross-passage spacing, or
c. providing staging or stand-by areas in cross-passages.
With the introduction of the vertical egress configuration, per ADA access design criteria, the
cross-passage solution with stairs will require a staging area and/or refuge area. Fresh air
supply pressurization of the egress enclosures may be necessary to prevent buoyant smoke
flows from a fire incident guideway on the lower track, via cross-passage enclosures, up to the
non-incident guideway located at the higher elevation.
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5.3.1 Cross-passage Configuration and Analyses
Evacuation analysis was prepared to demonstrate how the conceptual designs of single bore
evacuation systems would perform compared to the standard side-by-side guideway
configuration with center wall doorways. Several design elements are identified as important to
the cross-passage design:
a. Walkway width is a governing factor for determining the rate of evacuation from the
incident bore to non-incident bore.
b. Decreasing spacing between the egress passageway doors will increase the evacuation
flows from the incident bore to the non-incident bore and develop a noticeable reduction
in the required safe egress time for evacuees to exit the incident bore.
c. Stairs in cross-passages will decrease evacuation flow rate through the cross-passages
unless adjustments are made to increase stair widths.
d. Consideration of the effects of mobility-impaired individuals can dramatically reduce
evacuation flow rate at stair elements. Refuge and/or staging area must be provided to
allow self-evacuation and assisted-evacuation operations; this will reduce impacts of
mobility impaired individuals to overall evacuation flow.
e. Pressurized stair enclosures can be incorporated into stair egress elements to allow
evacuees to queue inside a tenable environment and provide a noticeable reduction in
required safe egress time. Optimal flexibility for refuge and staging of mobility-impaired
evacuees is provided by properly configuring pressurized enclosures that 1) minimize
converging paths, and 2) allow for an increased staging space at the top and/or bottom
of the stair landings to facilitate evacuation flow.
Pressurized longitudinal egress corridor enclosures would be fed fresh air from a redundant
supply fan system that incorporates redundant power supply infrastructure (similar to design
criteria and standards dictating the design of tunnel ventilation fan plants). These enclosures
represent a fundamental design element that allows for the cross-passages and emergency
walkways to be configured safely along the transition track sections where the walkway must
move from one side of the train to the other. Figure 5-5 below (tunnel longitudinal cross section)
depicts pressurized enclosed corridor, parallel to the guideways, that is required at the
guideway transition section from side-by-side to stacked configuration. Track crosswalk is
required at several cross-passage doors at the lower track as shown in Figure 5-6.
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Figure 5-5: Single Bore Section - Longitudinal Corridor Egress Passageway Configuration

Figure 5-6: Track Cross Walk at Cross-passage Door

Detailed conceptual design of the guideway transition section is provided in Exhibit C.3 along
with initial pedestrian flow analysis of guideway evacuation flows. The pedestrian flow analysis
indicates that peak evacuation flows for side-by-side cross-passage doors with joining
pedestrian flows would be 36 persons/minute based on 30-inch wide walkway adjacent to
tracks. This condition represents early self-evacuation prior to the arrival of a rescue train, and
considers the following elements:
a. Sliding door flow rate of 48 persons/minute
b. Walkway flow rate of 36 persons/minute
c. Potential converging flow rate of 56 persons/minute
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When a rescue train arrives, the pedestrian flow rate could increase to 48 persons/minute if the
rescue train doors are aligned to maximize pedestrian flows from non-incident track walkway
into rescue train.
The cross-passages with stair enclosures introduce an additional flow resistance into crosspassage flows of 37 persons/minute based on a 7-inch rise over 11-inch depth stair riser/tread
ratio, along with several other transition elements for stair landings, including turns. However,
the peak evacuation flows would go down to 18.5 persons/minute if the stair width is set at the
same width as the cross-passage door, and considering evacuation flow modifications
introduced by stairway landing transitions. This lower flow rate can be mitigated with several
different design enhancements as follows:
a. Provide a wider stair width to increase flow (49.3 persons/minute)
b. Providing fire/smoke protected stand-by or staging corridor at both the upper and lower
stair landings
A detailed design effort would establish the configuration of the longitudinal stand-by or staging
corridor with ADA refuge area and sufficient standoff distance from stairs to maximize the rate at
which patrons would be able to enter into protected enclosure and not be subjected to
pedestrian flow choke points created by stairs or door entrances into corridor.
Alternative single bore guideway evacuation systems can be evaluated with simplified
evacuation flow calculations (see Exhibit C.3) as follows:
a. Conventional lateral evacuation system with cross-passage door spacing at 300 feet.
Incident train stops at location such that only two cross-passage doors are adjacent to a
10 car train.
i. Worst case lateral cross-passage evacuation system (cross-passage door spacing at
300 feet) performance consists of evacuation flows through two cross-passage doors
adjacent to incident train and two walkways, for a total max flow rate of 144 persons/
minute. Estimated total evacuation time for 2,500 peak train load is 17.36 minute.
b. Enclosed stairwell with cross-passage door spacing at 300 feet. Incident train stops at
location such that only two cross-passage doors are adjacent to a 10 car train.
i. Stair width of 36 inches provides a peak system flow estimate of 74 persons/minute.
Estimated total evacuation time 33.78 minute. Provide staging refuge area for ADA
considerations of approximately 20 feet of 36-inch wide corridor. Provide protected
enclosure for queuing 2,500 patrons – 74 persons/minute (17.36 minutes) = 1,285
persons. Queuing area requirement is 6,425 ft2, for a total combined 36-inch corridor
length of 2,142 feet. This length of corridor cannot be accommodated in the system.
c. Wider stair width of 44 inches increases flow total max flow rate to 170.6 persons/
minute. Estimated total evacuation time of 14.65 minutes.
d. Enclosed stairwell with cross-passage door spacing at 150 feet. Incident train stops at
location such that only four cross-passage doors are adjacent to a 10 car train.
i. Stair width of 36 inches provides peak system flow estimate of 111 persons/minute.
Estimated total evacuation time 22.5 minutes.
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ii. Provide staging refuge area for ADA considerations of approximately
20 feet of 36-inch wide corridor.
iii. Provide protected enclosure for queuing:
2,500 patrons – 111 persons/minute (17.36 minutes) = 574 persons.
iv. Queuing area requirement is 2,870 ft2, for a total combined 36-inch corridor length
of 956 feet. This length of corridor cannot be accommodated in the system.
Conclusions from the evacuation systems flow analysis identified wider 44-inch stair widths are
required in order for stair enclosure cross-passages of over-under track configuration to provide
performance equivalent to a traditional lateral cross-passage evacuation system. To provide a
sufficient fire\smoke protected staging area for ADA considerations, the enclosed stair systems
are also required to have a 44-inch wide corridor extending 20 feet from the sliding crosspassage door in the opposite direction from the stairs
The unique space proofing challenges of single bore transition track sections required additional
considerations for evacuation systems. Wider 44-inch stairs were incorporated into the design
with the following considerations:
a. Incident train location could require entire train population to evacuate down single
44-inch wide stair. Total evacuation time would be 50.71 minutes (2,500 persons /
49.3 persons/minute)
b. Required staging area occupancy is 1,645 persons [2,500 persons – (17.36 * 49.3)]
c. System provides continuous corridor between four sliding doors of 900 feet.
d. Required corridor width to stage persons in 900-foot continuous corridor would be
9.2 feet (1,645 x 5 ft2/persons / 900 feet)
Numerical simulation of evacuation flow conditions within the stacked running tunnel was
completed utilizing the Evac module included with the Fire Dynamics Simulator program. This
agent-based model includes some simplifications to represent individual pedestrian movements.
Evacuation simulation animations included in Exhibit C.4 demonstrate the need for clear and
concise communication of incident operations instructions to transit system patrons and BART
operating staff. Simulated clogging of emergency walkway, as shown in Figure 5-7, is created
by the software tool’s inability to develop an adequate algorithm for real world conditions, poor
pedestrian flow dynamics, or both. However, the following should be considered;
■

The region in the simulation where clogging created by error and/or poor pedestrian flow
dynamics occurs, would have the same emergency evacuation system in both twin bore
and single bore configurations.

■

BART design standards and current industry conventions for static, dynamic, and/or
illuminated signs could be improved to mitigate pedestrian clogging on emergency
walkway. Industry-proven safety equipment for wayfinding under emergency evacuation
activities, such as lighted emergency exit signage, strobe lights, dynamic light arrays and
other similar products, could be employed.

■

Stacked running tunnel cross passage stair flows with wider stairs are as good or better
than conventional lateral cross passage configuration due to the increased pedestrian
“flow area” created by the additional width.
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Figure 5-7: Stacked Running Tunnel Section – Emergency Walkway Clogging
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Detailed design of running tunnel evacuation systems should include additional and refined
calculations to evaluate the required time duration for filling egress corridor through sliding
cross-passage doors.
Exhibit C.4 shows computer simulations of evacuation flows that are consistent with initial
pedestrian flow analysis described above. A video is also provided as a separate attachment.

5.3.1.1 Conclusion
Based on the above analyses, the single bore guideway configurations, including stacked
guideways and guideways at transition areas along the track alignment, both containing the
enclosed stairwell cross-passages, can be designed with longitudinal fire/smoke protected
corridors to provide evacuation flow conditions equivalent to those prescribed by BFS.
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6 Heading i1

6.1

Tunnel Ventilation Systems

Normal ventilation modes for the tunnel segment include piston effect ventilation, congested
tunnel ventilation assist operations, and maintenance tunnel ventilation assist operations. The
traditional ventilation system configuration, already applied throughout the existing underground
BART system, consists of ventilation shafts and fan plants located at both ends of the station to
control both tunnel and station ventilation. Fan plants include isolation and control dampers
designed in a simple configuration to allow reversible ventilation fans to be operated in a
push/pull tunnel ventilation mode or a station exhaust mode.
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The single bore, dual-guideway, tunnel ventilation network of segregated guideways and station
platforms, mimics traditional system configurations and incorporates state-of-the-art designs
developed according to BFS. Piston effect ventilation capacities of the single bore system will
be slightly different from traditional design; however, we anticipate that no special design
elements will be required in detailed design development. We also expect that the single bore
ventilation assist conditions represented by congested and maintenance operations will only
slightly vary from traditional design according to BFS, due to the potential opportunity to relocate
or eliminate the midpoint ventilation plant as shown in Figure 6-1.
Figure 6-1: Tunnel Normal Ventilation Modes with Tunnel Ventilation Assist
and Modifications to Midpoint Ventilation Plant

The single bore dual guideway configuration does not introduce special considerations for future
application of platform edge doors. However, analyses will need to be completed later to identify
operation mode revisions, control interfaces and possible modifications to ventilation plant
capacities based on the type of platform edge door selected (i.e. full height, partial height,
perforated, etc.).

6.1.1 Tunnel Emergency Ventilation
The original (2008) ventilation design is based on a medium-growth rate fire per BFS R2.1.
For comparative purposes, a medium-growth rate fire was also used to assess the single bore
ventilation concept in The Studies. Since the original (2008) design was completed, BART has
stipulated an instantaneous fire growth rate in BFS R3.03 (this requires implementation of
mechanical ventilation in a station, in combination with other measures to provide a tenable
environment for the evacuation period, further described later in this section).
The most significant controlling factor for tunnel ventilation system design in the emergency
ventilation mode is the tunnel cross-sectional area. The tunnel airflow velocity is determined
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from BFS requirements and/or the velocity necessary to control smoke (achieving critical airflow
velocity). The critical airflow velocity is the velocity of ventilation air flow down the tunnel toward
the fire capable of developing sufficient momentum to counteract the buoyant plume forces
generated by fire hot gases, flowing up the tunnel after reaching the tunnel ceiling. Below critical
velocity, the buoyant forces will cause part of the smoke plume to flow back into the direction of
egress; therefore, the longitudinal ventilation airflow must be at critical velocity to offset the fire
buoyant forces and push all smoke to the downstream side of the fire.
Establishing critical velocity of the ventilation airflow is crucial to ensuring a tenable environment
is maintained in the evacuation path. The required airflow is the product of this required velocity
and the cross-sectional area at the fire incident location. The cross-sectional area at the fire
incident location is the annular area made up by the tunnel cross-sectional area, reduced by the
BART vehicle cross-sectional area. For the single bore dual guideway configuration that
includes divider walls and ceilings, this area is approximately 114 sq-ft, providing industry
standard flow requirements and hydraulic characteristics. Therefore, the ventilation plant
requirements for the single bore meets industry standard configurations.
The single bore tunnel configuration with segregated guideways for each direction and a
dividing structure (concrete wall and slab for ‘stacked guideway’ configuration, or concrete wall
only for ‘side-by-side’ guideways), has a ventilation network configuration that closely resembles
that of the twin bore ventilation system design. At the same time, the single bore configuration
introduces the following fundamental changes to tunnel ventilation network configuration and
station ventilation conditions:
a. The tunnel ventilation network flow paths between stations are revised with different
cross-sectional areas and hydraulic resistances.
b. The flow paths between the DTSJ and Alum Rock Stations are modified with an increase
in the distance between the DTSJ Station and the track cross over.
c. With a segregated ‘stacked guideway’ configuration there is an increase of tunnel
ventilation plant efficiency in terms of its ability to develop airflow in the incident bore.
d. The tunnel ventilation plant’s ability to mitigate fire hazards developed from a BART train
fire is enhanced by the passive fire protection features of the platform access
passageways. These passageways have a reduced cross-sectional area and are
generally located at lower elevations and closer to platforms (as compared to a
traditional ‘cut and cover box’ station design’ with a concourse accessed by stairs
leading from center platform).
Modeling the tunnel ventilation flow network with Subway Environment Simulation (SES)
software demonstrates that the single bore configuration introduces modifications to the air flow
development within the tunnel when utilizing fan selections proposed in the 2008 65% Tunnel
Ventilation Report. It should be noted that the BFS design criteria for minimum velocity is
maintained (see Exhibit 0.1 - Design Criteria and Key Assumptions).
The current alignment and distance between the stations require two additional independent
ventilation structures to comply with BFS stipulated maximum ventilation zone length of 3,000
feet. This maximum ventilation zone length is based on train control requirements to minimize
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operating headways while preventing two trains in the same ventilation zone. Two trains
operating in the same zone creates an unsafe operating condition for non-incident train when
longitudinal ventilation flows are established during push-pull ventilation operations. The single
bore configuration creates an opportunity to eliminate these midpoint ventilation structures with
an additional airflow pathway in the non-trainway galley (adjacent to guideways but separated
by divider wall), achieving the same functional ventilation zone separation. This is an
opportunity that requires further analysis, however, some possible design solutions based on
the scope of The Studies are described further below.
The midpoint ventilation shafts were evaluated with a SES ventilation network analyses to
determine if the single bore concept offers any change (increase or decrease) in system cost or
complexity. The 2008 twin bore ventilation design includes ventilation shaft spacing between
stations of more than 3,000 feet, which is a variance to BFS 3.03 Mechanical Line Sections,
which states that the “maximum spacing between vent shafts shall be 3,000 ft.” The limited SES
analyses of the single bore configuration indicate that the functional elements of the twin bore
design could be maintained with little or no change to cost or complexity, assuming the current
variance in terms of the ventilation shaft spacing is maintained. Additional tradeoffs in system
cost and complexity are identified in the opportunities described below and should be further
discussed with BART.
The single bore concept provides the following opportunities:
a. Opportunity 1: Install the midpoint ventilation plant at same location as shown in 2008
twin bore ventilation design.
b. Opportunity 2: Relocate the midpoint ventilation plant with associated fan installations
into the interior of the single bore with a simple ventilation shaft connected to the
surface. A circular ventilation shaft could be constructed out of the public right of way on
the property already planned for acquisition by VTA, and connected to single bore via
mined adits.
c. Opportunity 3: Extend a longitudinal duct from the original (2008 design) ventilation
shaft location to the adjacent station. The station ventilation plant could be located at
grade or within the single bore, which would involve:
i. reconfiguring the original (2008 design) ventilation modes to eliminate the
requirement for equipment at the midpoint ventilation plant, and
ii. allowing upgraded ventilation fans at the adjacent station ventilation plant to supply
exhaust air at the original midpoint ventilation shaft location, through a longitudinal
duct.
For Opportunity 3, the single bore configuration will require a longitudinal duct with a dedicated
control damper at the DTSJ Station North Fan Plant in order to provide adequate fire safety
conditions for the revised alignment configuration (with the track crossover located farther from
the station). Upgraded ventilation fans will be required at each end of the longitudinal duct
between the DTSJ and Alum Rock Stations. Also, additional control dampers will be needed
between the two stations. Figure 6-2 demonstrates how system configuration could be modified
to either:
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a. move the midpoint ventilation plant from the BFS midpoint vent shaft location to adjacent
station locations – north end of the DTSJ Station, south end of Alum Rock Station, and
south end of Diridon Station (see Figure 6-1) or,
b. eliminate dedicated ventilation equipment for BFS required midpoint ventilation shaft and
incorporate the midpoint ventilation plant requirements into the station ventilation plants,
by reconfiguring the station plants at the north end of the DTSJ Station, south end of
Alum Rock Station, and south end of Diridon Station (see Figure 6-1). This configuration
would require additional isolation and control dampers.
Figure 6-2: Tunnel Emergency Ventilation Modes with Modifications to Midpoint Ventilation Plant

The SES tunnel ventilation network analyses of the single bore guideways conclude that the
required ventilation flow capacities are very similar to the 2008 twin bore flow capacities. There
are, however, minor escalations in the fan horsepower to address small increases in operating
pressures. Exhibit D.2 provides the 2008 tunnel ventilation design simulation results and
graphics, annotated with the revised simulation results developed for The Studies. Note that
only one SES scenario was chosen as it represents a conservative design condition for the
single bore configuration. Simulation results showed that the longitudinal air flow volume
(adequate to maintain air velocities above the critical velocity needed to prevent smoke
backlayering) could be established with the original (2008 concept design) ventilation plant
operations, adapted to the single bore configuration.
In addition, The Studies concluded that the tunnel and station ventilation requirements for the
single bore concept were similar to the twin bore alternative, primarily because the trainway
cross-sectional areas were similar for both tunneling methods. Also, the single bore concept
provides for additional flow paths and further opportunities to reduce the midpoint tunnel
ventilation structure requirements, however, as noted above, this would require further
analyses.
As previously mentioned, a medium-growth rate fire has been used to assess the single bore
ventilation concept in The Studies for comparative purposes with the twin bore design concept.
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Since the original twin bore design was completed, BART revised their standards to stipulate an
instantaneous fire growth rate. Instantaneous fire growth criterion is often associated with
anticipation of an extreme event, such as an intentional act involving accelerants. Time to detect
and respond to this type of event involves use of enhanced detection systems, and system
capacity to stratify, store or ventilate smoke through buoyancy, before the system itself is able to
reach its full capacity through mechanical ventilation. The single bore concept establishes a
configuration with a low ceiling volume for smoke storage; this condition causes an untenable
region at the incident station platform that can grow more rapidly than that of other more
traditional designs with the larger ceiling volumes. However, the segregated platform
configuration of the single bore station is intrinsically conducive to an increase in the time of
tenability in terms of providing for tenable conditions along the path(s) of egress. Lateral access
corridors (adits) connecting both platforms with entrance shafts offer an advantage during selfrescue operations during a condition where an instantaneous fire growth criterion is introduced
to the design fire scenario, causing rapid deterioration of visibility on the incident platform.
It is recommended that tenability conditions with rapid fire growth design fire scenario be
evaluated in future efforts. However, it is suggested that consideration be given to early start of
ventilation fans operation through enhanced detection (linear or video heat detection), and
operational modes compatible with ventilation requirements. In addition, continuously running
fans could be one of the methods used to mitigate effects of instantaneous fire growth scenario.
There are also numerous passive fire-life safety elements that could be introduced such as
additional ventilation shafts with vertical paths upward for buoyant venting of smoke, down
stands, platform screed doors, stairs/escalators enclosures with additional fresh air blowing
along the egress paths, etc. All these potential measures need a separate evaluation and
coordination with BART to make sure NFPA 130, BFS and BART safety, maintenance, and
operational requirements and policies are met.
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Station Ventilation Systems

6.2.1 CFD Assessment of the Station Ventilation
As noted previously, a medium-growth rate fire was used to assess the single bore ventilation
concept in The Studies. The single bore ventilation system capability to mitigate fire hazards
within the station area is governed by the following:
a. Limited availability of the station ceiling volume to collect smoke above occupied
regions.
b. Limitations in special sizes and geometries at connections of the tunnel guideways to the
station platform region.
c. Limitations in special sizes and geometries at platform pedestrian connections (adits) to
the station entrances housing station vertical circulation elements.
d. Locations of exhaust terminals including their areas and related air velocities.
e. General station geometry and arrangement that establishes makeup air stream locations
and velocities.
Table 6-1 provides a comparison of the modeling parameters of the CFD Supplement (2008
design) and the CFD modeling parameters used in The Studies.
Table 6-1: Comparison of CFD Modeling Inputs

2008 Ventilation System Design
for Twin Bore Configuration
Single in-car fire incident in a mid-train location.
Incident train stopped in the station, with no other
trains in the station.
Peak Fire Heat Release Rate (FHRR) of 50.8
MBtu/h with 25% of the heat assumed radiated
through the air rather than convected to it.
Initial FHRR equivalent to four minutes on the
medium t^2 growth curve when the train is stopped
in the station and the doors open for evacuation.
2008 report provides full capacity fan operation at
240 seconds with ventilation flows in tunnels from
adjacent tunnel network.
The most critical fan is out of service; this is
generally one exhaust fan at the incident station.

Tenable conditions are to be maintained in
the evacuation path for the time required to
evacuate those who can self-rescue.

Single Bore Tunnel Technical Studies
Same
Same
50.8 MBtu/h = 14.9 MW Same
No reduction for radiation
Fire growth and smoke allowed to accumulate in station
until 300 seconds, at which time fans are turned on.

CFD analyses completed to develop a conservative
assessment of stacked station ventilation performance.
Results confirm ventilation quantities sufficient to
account for single piece of equipment out of service.
CFD analyses confirm tenable conditions can be
maintained along evacuation path indefinitely
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2008 Ventilation System Design
for Twin Bore Configuration
Self-rescue time is assumed to be the exiting
capacity time specified by NFPA 130:
Four minutes to clear the platform and
six minutes to reach a Point of Safety.
Street entrances to the stations are those shown
in the 65% design submittal, but may be subject
to change.

Single Bore Tunnel Technical Studies
Same
Emergency egress analyses completed in Task C
demonstrate that 4-minute time to clear the platform
and 6-minute time to Point of Safety can be achieved.
Both single bore station prototype and site specific
configuration for DTSJ station were analyzed and
ventilation flow confirmed

Additional simulations were completed with fan systems at full capacity at 300 seconds. as a
comparison to December 2008 CFD Report Supplement. The following observations were
made:
a. Boundary conditions established from SES network modeling will impact flow conditions
within the station. However, ventilation conditions within the station platform and makeup
air conditions from station headhouse area would be similar.
b. Fire location at the center of the platform represents a challenging condition where
ventilation system operation needs to be configured to limit the spread of untenable
region between platform access adits.
c. Untenable region is minimized for fires at the ends of the platform with longitudinal
ventilation scheme (both platform access adits on same side of fire). This scheme would
be capable of maintaining tenable evacuation conditions for all platform areas upstream
of the fire.
CFD simulations also demonstrate the rate of smoke spread from a train fire is impacted by the
following:
a. Fire growth rate.
b. Train enclosure configuration with open doors or windows impact smoke plume
velocities and related smoke mixing.
c. Makeup air velocities created by makeup air flow geometries and their effect on tunnel
ventilation flow rate.
d. Ceiling height and related air volume of platform available for smoke storage.
e. Presence of entire 10 car train adjacent to platform.
f.

End of platform areas available for ‘back of house’ spaces, which reduces available
smoke storage volume and increases flow resistance for smoke traveling down the
tunnel.
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Ventilation and other fire safety system preservation of self-evacuation is the most important
component to limiting fire hazard exposure to patrons within the system. Tunnel ventilation
operations are initiated when either a fire detection system or manual fire alarm is activated.
Table 6-2 provides key time dependent boundary conditions utilized for the prototype station
CFD evaluation.
Table 6-2: Prototype Station CFD Simulation Boundary Condition Summary

Parameter

Value

North and South ventilation plant capacity each
for station smoke control exhaust operations

250 kCFM

Fire ignition

0 seconds

Fire detection, fire alarm

60 seconds

Evacuation movement starts

90 seconds

Station smoke exhaust ventilation turned on

90 seconds

Station ventilation at full capacity

300 seconds

Peak fire HRR 14.9 MW

1,128 seconds

6.2.1.1 Prototype Station CFD Analysis Conclusions
Traditional station ventilation strategies can include (a) over-track exhaust, (b) longitudinal
ventilation, and (c) station-end head-wall exhaust. There are several challenges to implementing
these strategies with the single bore stacked platform due to its limited station cross-sectional
area and ceiling space configuration. Limited ceiling volume above occupied zones make
ventilation strategy (a) impractical, and establishes conditions where ventilation strategies (b)
and (c) will create untenable conditions for large occupied areas of the platform. Segregated
platform occupancies and specific platform access adits are the key elements to establishing a
ventilation scheme for the single bore station configuration, as follows:
a. Initial automatic ventilation response establishes transverse exhaust ventilation at the
“backwall” opposite the platform for train fire locations along the entire length of platform.
b. Subsequent fire command intervention and operation of ventilation systems can
augment transverse exhaust, with station-end exhaust, to affect longitudinal ventilation
flows. This would limit the spread of fire hazards from a fire incident at end of platform
beyond all platform access tunnels.
Running tunnel ventilation flows for train fire hazards within the tunnel, along with tunnel
network fugitive air flow conditions, establishes ventilation plant peak flow demand. Plant
capacity sized for running tunnel fire hazard ventilation would be sufficient for station ventilation
demands; however, fan selections would need to be checked for increased station exhaust
operating pressures to account for high velocity transverse duct flow conditions.
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The ventilation flow capacities for The Studies are established to follow the original (2008)
design flow capacities and the following modifications are implemented:
a. Conceptual fan plant configuration is assumed either at grade or
within single bore envelope.
b. Additional pressure drop conditions are provided for longitudinal
duct (to cross over track or midpoint ventilation shaft).
c. Additional pressure drop conditions are provided for high
velocity station transverse exhaust duct.
The simulation results confirmed that the adits between both platform levels and the entrance
shaft connect to the upper and lower platforms are Points of Safety. The finding presents a
competent design solution when considering egress queuing conditions developing from stairs,
during emergency conditions. The following demonstrates that the conceptual ventilation system
provides adequate fire hazard mitigation, and meets 4-minute and 6-minute evacuation criteria
for clearing the platform and arriving to Point(s) of Safety:
a. Fire detection at 60 seconds
b. Evacuation begins at 90 seconds to account for pre-movement delay
c. Ventilation system operating at full capacity starting at 300 seconds (five minutes).
This is a conservative assumption that allows fans to start at 120 seconds (accounting
for operational delays from fire detection).
d. Platform tenability is maintained during platform evacuation to Point(s) of Safety until
540 seconds (nine minutes).
Therefore, four minutes after the evacuation begins, tenable conditions are maintained at the
occupied level of platform locations, where patrons are not very near the initial fire development.
At this time, all evacuation paths out of the platform area are tenable (Figure 6-3). Tenable
conditions for evacuation path within the platform area is maintained until 540 seconds. It is
important to note that patrons evacuating from the fire would be able to stay ahead of the
developing untenable region toward Point(s) of Safety, and patrons that are remote from the fire
location have uninterrupted tenable access to the Point(s) of Safety.
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Figure 6-3: Prototype Station, Lower Platform Train Fire at Four Minutes After Evacuation Initiated

Ventilation systems are capable of maintaining a Point of Safety indefinitely at the platform edge
entering the connection adit between the platform and the station headhouse vertical circulation
structure (entrance shaft) as shown in Figure 6-4. Egress calculations presented in Section 5 of
this report demonstrate that evacuation flows, including queuing for pedestrian flows at the base
of stairs and escalators, comply with design standards for platform to clear in four minutes and
station occupants to reach Point(s) of Safety within six minutes.
Figure 6-4: Prototype Station, Lower Platform Train Fire at Stabilized Peak
Fire Conditions (14.5 Minutes After Evacuation Initiated)
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The single bore station with stacked platforms has the intrinsic safety feature of separating and
segregating fire hazards from high occupancy areas of the station. One indicator of this is the
relatively large delay of 600 seconds (10 minutes) for fire hazards to enter station headhouses
in the event no ventilation systems are turned on, as demonstrated in Figure 6-5.
Figure 6-5: Prototype Station, Lower Platform Train Fire, Axonometric View
at 10 Minutes when Fire Hazards Begin Flowing into Headhouse

Exhibit D.4 provides comparison images to demonstrate impacts of ventilation system
operations on fire hazard development within prototype station.

6.2.1.2 Site-Adapted DTSJ Station CFD Analysis Observations
Train fire located opposite the pedestrian access tunnel between the platform and station
headhouse will drive smoke into the station headhouse. However, passive fire protection
elements, such as platform edge downstand and platform entry ceiling smoke baffle, are
effective at reducing the rate of smoke flow from the platform into the headhouse prior to
ventilation systems operating at full capacity.
The asymmetrical, site-adapted DTSJ station geometry includes different flow resistance
conditions for makeup air being drawn into system from ventilation systems evacuating smoke
from the station. This imbalanced flow condition was considered along with prototype station
modeling results to identify the most promising configurations capable of demonstrating the
single bore stacked platform as a viable alternative to conventional dual bore center platform
configuration. Furthermore, additional considerations for fault tolerant (‘fail safe’) system
operation were included to demonstrate Point of Safety determination, at the bottom of the
headhouse, is a viable approach for both normal and emergency operations.
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Site-adapted station modeling was modified from the prototype station model as follows:
■

Site-adapted station geometry was included

■

Modified fire model with initial fire heat release rate was set at five minutes and
ventilation systems on at this time. This represents a more conservative condition than
both the prototype station model and the 2008 study.

■

Fire growth rate is t^2 medium

■

Simplified fan plant model is utilized

Figure 6-6 shows the entities incorporated into the CFD model along with fire locations that
were considered.
Figure 6-6: Site Adapted DTSJ Station, Upper Platform Train Fire Locations,
Axonometric View

Southwest
Headhouse
Northeast
Headhouse

Fan Plant

Adits to Platform
(4 total)

Midpoint Upper Platform
BART Vehicle Fire Location
Image Cross Section at
Northeast Adit
Northeast Upper Platform
BART Vehicle Fire Location

Fan Plant

CFD modeling of the single bore station concept found that emergency (and normal) ventilation
systems would be operated in modes and capacities that mimic the configuration established for
the twin bore concept. However, ventilation analysis of the single bore station was extended to
address concerns for establishing Point of Safety at the bottom of the headhouse through the
operation of ventilation systems. Initial modeling was developed considering ventilation
operations at only the incident station. This modeling was used to evaluate fault tolerant system
operation considering adjacent station ventilation systems time based capabilities for developing
full capacity flow. Under this nonstandard operating condition, where only the DTSJ station is
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providing ventilation to mitigate fire hazards within the station, the system is able to limit the
spread of hazards into headhouse for up to 18 minutes (780+300 sec) after fire ignition as
shown in Figure 6-7.
Figure 6-7: Off Design Ventilation System Operations Limiting Smoke Flows
into Headhouse until after 18 minutes

Tenable conditions can be established within the entire headhouse under standard station
ventilation operations by the fan plant nearest to fire incident location operating in exhaust
mode, the fan plant at the opposite side of the platform operating in supply mode, and net
exhaust conditions established from adjacent station fan plants in exhaust. The axonometric
view of the station in Figure 6-8 shows the volume of the station where untenable conditions are
present after the fire growth phase is stabilized.
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Figure 6-8: Ventilation System Operations Maintaining Tenable Conditions in
Headhouse Indefinitely with One Critical Fan Out of Service

The following elements contribute to the conditions shown in Figure 6-8 to assure headhouse
can be considered a point of safety:
a. Fresh air supply along the entire length of the egress path
b. Air velocities required for effective smoke control will be provided at the interface
between the headhouse/entrance shaft with both platform levels, upper and lower,
actively preventing smoke inflows into the headhouse egress paths
These system performance elements are central to establishing a point of safety in enclosed
station. National standard recommendations clarify this as “emergency ventilation system
provide(ing) protection for the concourse from exposure to the effects of a train fire at the
platform as confirmed by engineering analysis, that concourse is permitted to be defined as a
point of safety” (ref 2014 NFPA 130, see Exhibit C.6). Several examples of similar station
configurations on other large transit systems that establish Point of Safety within enclosed
station through the design (and operation) of tunnel ventilation systems can be found in Exhibit
B.3. Conceptual layout of the single bore station identified a transverse duct installation
configuration that would be effective at limiting fire hazard spread within the station. Figure 6-9
shows where smoke hazards can be drawn into this duct to reduce smoke spread along the
occupied areas of the platform.
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Figure 6-9: Station Visibility Conditions for BART Vehicle Fire at Mid Platform
Location - Flow Pathlines Indicating Visibility and Flow Field

Report exhibits provide plan view plots of tenable conditions within occupied zone of the
platform. Simulations indicated that the platform edge downstands and entry celling smoke
baffles are the most effective at maximizing available safe egress time for both the platform and
headhouse areas. These elements are effective even with the incident station ventilation not
functioning. With the ventilation system operating, they enhance the safe patron exit while
meeting the BFS and NFPA 130 requirements.
It is recommended that the following be considered for future development of the single bore
ventilation:
a. Refinement of station network ventilation analysis with considerations for the following
features:


Complete segment configuration with revised station configurations and all
detailed trackway configurations



Roof level vent openings to augment makeup flow capacity into headhouse



Evaluation of longitudinal duct geometry flow improvements at track crossover
section to improve tunnel ventilation fan efficiency and minimize energy costs

b. High performance fire detection systems that may include linear heat or video
c. Momentum jet (saccardo) nozzle applications for station ventilation terminals operating
in supply mode
Single bore concept with stacked platform configuration is viable for future design development.
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Fan Plant Conceptual Design and
Layout for Single Bore Configuration

The single bore dual trackway configuration has several different options for ventilation plant
configuration at the station and midpoint ventilation shaft locations. The baseline approach for
the plant configurations, as reflected in the twin bore design, would be locating fans, dampers,
and other equipment at-grade, with connections to each of the station or midpoint ventilation
shafts. Emergency ventilation airflow would be delivered to the trackways along similar flow
paths to those employed for the twin bore system. Fan capacity requirements, horsepower, and
fan room dimensions would also be similar. However, the single bore configuration with stacked
track arrangement at the station and available space within the 41-foot inside diameter tunnel
cross-section, introduces an opportunity to locate ventilation fans and equipment within the side
galleries at either end of each platform.
These spaces are directly adjacent to each trackway and segregated from the trackways by
walls. This approach capitalizes on unused underground tunnel volume to eliminate the need for
construction of large fan plants outside the tunnel envelope. Space constraints within the
galleries do pose some challenges to the fit and accessibility of fans and related equipment.
Due consideration must be paid to equipment access, space for maintenance, and paths for
removal and replacement of equipment.

6.3.1 Tunnel Gallery Fan Room Layout
Fan plants at the stations can be configured to serve both tunnel and station emergency
ventilation needs. Figure 6-10 is a plan and elevation of a representative option for fans laid out
in the lower tunnel gallery. Other configurations are possible. This option is presented as a
typical one that addresses the layout and space constraints and addresses functional
requirements, as well as the accessibility of each fan plant. In this scenario, exhaust to grade is
through a center adit and shaft located between the fans.
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Figure 6-10: Tunnel Gallery Fan Room Plan and Elevation Views

For a tunnel fire emergency, the air flow path would be established by tunnel dampers located in
a vertical plenum adjacent to the fan room on the tunnel side of the fan room. The upper gallery
above the fan room would be used as the flow path to the fan nearest the platform, as illustrated
in the elevation. The flow path to the station exhaust plenum, described earlier, would be via a
continuation of the station exhaust plenum into the tunnel and to crossover ducts located at the
ends of each fan plant, as shown in Figure 6-11. Fans would be provided with sound
attenuators, dampers, transition fittings, and ducting, as required. Conceptual system frictionloss calculations were performed for this system as described above. The results show that
required fan power is in line with what would be required in a twin bore tunnel. Fan size and
duty points are in the range of what are considered standard units.
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Figure 6-11: Tunnel Gallery Fan Room Transverse Section

6.3.2 Access and Maintenance
Access to each fan room could be either from the tunnel walkway or through a service walkway
accessed from the station platform. Service walkways adjacent to fans and in-line equipment
are illustrated in Figure 6-11. While the available space for these walkways is limited in a 41-foot
interior diameter tunnel, it falls within industry standards and complies with egress requirements.
There is additional space directly adjacent to each of the fans, owing to their narrower profile
relative to the sound attenuators and ductwork at each end. Maintenance platforms (as
identified in Figure 6-11) would be provided in these locations to facilitate repair work and for
equipment laydown. Removal and replacement of bulky pieces of equipment could be
accomplished in either of two ways:
a. Equipment could be lifted through hatches provided overhead of fans, and then
set on rollers and wheeled to doorways to the adjacent trackway or the platform.
b. Equipment could be hoisted laterally through doors provided in walls separating
the tunnel/gallery interface and set onto a BART service train.
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6.3.3 Sound Assessment
Sound attenuation is dependent on many air path elements, most of which have not yet been
defined for the single bore study. A single bore tunnel that can accommodate two trains and
includes continuous walls and ceiling structures, as proposed in The Studies, will have
comparable individual trainway cross-sectional area when compared to two twin bore tunnels.
Ventilation system flow capacities and related sound power generation is dependent on
ventilation flow capacities required to establish airflow velocity sufficient for controlling smoke
flow – hence the term “critical velocity.”
In other words, unless the trainway space is designed to minimize the flow area, the required air
flow to obtain the critical velocity for smoke control must be increased to obtain this critical
velocity across the enlarged flow area. The larger this trainway flow area, the greater the
ventilation equipment necessary to obtain this additional flow to maintain the same velocity.
Since the most important parameter – trainway flow area – has been determined for single bore
guideways, its similarity to that of the original (2008) design, makes these alternatives quite
similar in terms of noise attenuation requirements. The number of fans and hydraulic
characteristics are also similar.
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Task A. Tunnel Profile
A.1 Single Bore Diameter
The Studies arrived at a preliminary minimum inside tunnel diameter of 41 feet to satisfy the
minimum clearances and vehicle envelopes stipulated in the BFS throughout BART’s preferred
guideway layout that maximizes utilization of ‘side-by-side’ rather than ‘stacked’ track
configuration.
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The tunnel section at transitions between the two track configurations:
a. essentially governs the minimum tunnel diameter that meets the BFS safety and
maintenance provisions,
b. accommodates walkways and provisions for cross passages and resilient tracks,
c. is adequate in terms of BART systems space planning within the running tunnel
environment, and
d. provides for additional radial tunnel construction tolerances to account for normal
variations in the precast concrete segmental liner construction and TBM steering
allowances.
A 41-foot tunnel inside diameter provides judicious design allowances for future design
development of elements that are of ‘advanced design nature’ and not defined by the scope of
the Studies, including: structure fire resistance, stand-off distances to accommodate future
threat assessment/vulnerability criteria, and additional clearances and seismic design details as
may be required for crossing the Silver Creek Fault Zone. During detailed design, as design
criteria are better defined in terms of future threat assessment and structural fire durability
aspects, the design allowances will be assessed and the tunnel diameter finalized.
Special one pass liner design details will be implemented, as required, by better definition of the
Silver Creek Fault Zone via supplemental investigations and studies, followed by detailed track
evaluation to accommodate creep and/or potential fault rupture within the affected tunnel zone.
The Silver Creek fault zone side-by-side configuration of the tracks allows sufficient space for
future track realignment, special ties and fasteners, as required, and accommodation of BFS
seismic clearance requirements. If future studies confirm a credible potential for fault rupture,
the tunnel diameter may be revisited.
A final noise and vibration analyses will also be required to estimate noise and vibration impacts
of the single bore guideways. The analyses should take into consideration the fact that the
upper deck will be isolated from the final liner by resilient pads for seismic considerations and
contemplate the use of resilient ties or ‘floating slabs’, where required, to mitigate noise and
vibration impacts from train operations. All the above considerations have some potential to
affect the tunnel diameter during detailed design, however, it is expected these impacts, if any,
will be minor.
Both structural and operational redundancy are desired attributes of modern systems. By their
nature, tunnels are continuous structures, and inherently redundant by virtue of the three
dimensional load resisting ability of the tunnel liner. However, as the question of redundancy
may continue to be raised in comparing the single and twin bore concepts, we recommend
providing a separate evaluation of comparative redundancy aspects for these two concepts,
structurally (especially in terms of extreme events—seismic, blast, fire event), and operationally
(tracks, ventilation, rail, and facility systems).
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A.2 Single Bore Alignment
In terms of track alignment, the horizontal and vertical geometry of the mainline tracks for the
single bore tunnel complies with BFS and is not a key differentiator compared to the twin bore
design concept. Maximizing the side-by-side, same level track configuration allows an overall
typical section that more closely resembles existing configurations of BART tracks. Through
continued coordination with BART, additional refinement could be made to the location of
systems elements to best suit the needs of ongoing maintenance.
The final locations of Alum Rock and Diridon Station platforms may provide the opportunity for
further improvements to the track geometry and design speed. Notwithstanding different options
considered for the Diridon station location in the environmental documents and planning efforts,
the location of the Diridon station platform proposed in The Studies positions the station within
the public right of way of Santa Clara Street to minimize interference with subsurface
obstructions, and allow for reductions in overall track and tunnel lengths of roughly 600 feet,
which would reduce travel time by upwards of 15 seconds.

A.3 Crossover and Operational Analysis
The high-level run time analysis to assess travel times through the single bore indicates that the
single bore alignment provides shorter travel times for all runs, primarily due to the shorter
overall length (approximately 600 feet) of the single bore alignment. East of Downtown San
Jose Station, the change from a No. 10 scissor crossover to a No. 15 allows a higher crossover
speed, which helps to offset its location farther east from the station (2,000 feet). Trains
bypassing the crossover, as would be typical during normal operations, would see an overall
improvement in run time ranging from 10 to 15 seconds resulting from the shorter alignment.
Though a No. 15 scissor crossover is proposed east of the downtown San Jose station, there is
opportunity with the single bore configuration to increase the special trackwork to a No. 20
turnout, and modify the layout from a scissor to a universal crossover. Both configurations
comply with BFS. This would allow for higher design speeds through the turnout, improved
runtime, and decreased maintenance requirements; all these aspects could be further explored.

A.4 Single Bore Depth
Industry standard investigation guidelines require subsurface data within one tunnel diameter
beneath the profile. Thus, due to the larger diameter of the single bore, additional subsurface
investigations are needed at approximately 10 to 15 locations along the alignment. In addition,
portions of the twin bore alignment that had very little subsurface data (e.g. west of Diridon
Station in the broad curve area), will need additional investigation prior to the final design in
either tunnel configuration. Additional investigation will also be important in areas where the
proposed alignment deviates from the twin bore alignment, specifically in the area of the
northern alignment alternative for Diridon Station (if adopted). The new geotechnical information
from the additional investigations and studies should be compiled with the existing data, and an
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evaluation of the new profile stratigraphy informed to confirm the suitability of the geologic
material to tunneling using a Slurry TBM or an EPB TBM.
In the Santa Clara Valley, groundwater within the alluvial basin is used like a reservoir to store
water used in agriculture, domestic and industrial supply. Until supplemental water supply was
introduced to the basin in the 1960’s, the water table was significantly drawn down and basinwide surface settlement of up to 12 feet was observed in the valley. Groundwater levels have
generally recovered with the additional water supplies provided by the Santa Clara Valley Water
District (SCVWD), causing a decrease in basin-wide groundwater pumping.
Along the alignment, the groundwater table is generally expected to be high, within 10 to 15 feet
of the ground surface, therefore both single and twin bore configurations will be in the ground
water table. In places along the alignment, prior investigations indicate slight upward hydraulic
gradients creating mildly artesian conditions. This hydraulic pressure regime will need to be
anticipated for either the single bore or twin bore tunnel concept. Careful consideration of the
hydrogeology will be needed at each shaft or station entrance site to evaluate the level of
groundwater control required. Groundwater cut-off methods such as slurry walls or secant pile
walls that extend to an aquitard (impervious strata), or ground improved base, are necessary to
control excavation stability without inducing groundwater withdrawal-related settlement or
impacting nearby water well users.
The tunnel alignment transects the central part of the Santa Clara Valley where the early
development of the City of San Jose occurred. Groundwater wells were the primary source of
water during these and later years. According to the SCVWD, many of these older wells are not
in use, and have been identified and decommissioned. A number of old wells remain and there
may be additional wells that are not documented since the requirement to report on domestic
wells was not instituted by the SCVWD until the late 1970’s. The future tunnel project should
incorporate a formal well survey to identify potential well obstructions and decommission these
wells prior to tunneling. Geophysical monitoring at the TBM face may also be warranted to
identify potential obstructions ahead of the working face.
The seismicity of the tunnel alignment will most likely be governed by seismic sources on the
San Andreas and Hayward/Calaveras Fault zones. Since the twin bore design previously
considered the impact of faulting and seismicity in 2008, revisions have been made to the San
Francisco Bay Area earthquake probability statistics for these sources by the California Working
Group on Earthquake Probabilities. Final seismic design should include these updated seismic
source characteristics.
In addition, in 2010 the U.S. Geological Survey published a new compilation of research
examining the northern portion of the Silver Creek Fault. The tunnel alignment for either tunnel
configuration will cross the Silver Creek Fault just west of the Alum Rock Station location.
Changes in the depth of the alluvial basement and water levels on either side of the Silver
Creek Fault indicate that there has been fault movement in the Pleistocene, and further
investigation should be considered to evaluate potential for Holocene movement and potential
rates of creep that may occur. The side-by-side track configuration that is planned for the Silver
Creek fault crossing will provide ample space and flexibility for the single-bore tunnel to
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accommodate BART seismic fault zone envelopes and track adjustments. The Silver Creek fault
delineates the western edge of the Evergreen Basin. Because the thickness of alluvial
sediments in the Evergreen Basin is much deeper than the broader Santa Clara Valley to the
west, the potential for Basin Effects to influence ground shaking should be considered in the
future design of either tunnel configuration.
A parametric analyses of surface settlement due to tunneling, performed for a variety of
geologic/hydrologic conditions and geotechnical parameters, concluded that a minimum soil
cover of 50 feet over the top of the tunnel, at stations, is feasible given the current performance
of pressurized face TBM machines demonstrated on other projects. During the course of these
analyses the following was considered: geology and hydrogeology at key sections along the
alignment, soil behavior criteria for different sediments that would be encountered at each
section, potential volume loss values between 0.2 and 0.5%, additional settlements that may
occur near station excavations, and the potential effects on critical buildings/facilities along the
alignment. A minimum 50-foot cover and a volume loss value of 0.3% are deemed reasonable
and practical based on the current state of TBM technology and control systems, industry
experiences, and lessons learned. Additional studies should be performed for the portal areas to
ensure a practical construction approach for the areas with a lower cover, which will include
‘safe havens’ for TBM maintenance and contingency measures for unanticipated interventions
at the machine face.

Task B. Station Configuration
Downtown San Jose is a dynamic, evolving city core currently undergoing rapid growth. The
station configuration for the single bore concept in this area minimizes disruption to street-level
activities and ensures sustainability of the city’s minimally impeded surface functions during
construction. The overall station configuration with west and east entrances has been carefully
studied; also, current and future density of Downtown San Jose’s urban fabric were carefully
considered along with intermodal aspects of the existing LRT system. In addition, available
right-of-way was analysed to minimize short and long term environmental impacts, especially on
the southern historic district.
The resulting Downtown San Jose Station design concept represents a feasible and practical
use of the single bore in terms of station depth, entrance configurations, passenger circulation
configuration, normal-operation circulation capacity, and emergency egress analysis.
Importantly, station design with the single bore can meet both BFS and NFPA 130 provisions for
underground stations, as well as state and local codes and ordinances. While the typical station
layout provides for sufficient circulation capacity during normal and emergency operations,
passenger experience is enhanced with a unique, open, and airy entrance design concept that
creates an exceptional civic space.
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Task C. Emergency Egress
Evacuation analysis and simulation for the Downtown San Jose Station design concept
confirmed that the station layout would comply with the NFPA 130 requirements to clear the
platforms in four minutes or less, and to reach a Point of Safety in the corridors leading to the
emergency stairs or the station entrances in six minutes or less. The design concept also meets
other criteria by having exits near both ends of each platform and multiple exit routes from each
platform.
Evacuation flow modeling, developed for incident response train operations in the running
tunnels, confirmed that pedestrian flow conditions are established by guideway emergency
walkway flow conditions. Simulation output included in Exhibit C.4 shows where congested flow
conditions created by potentially misunderstood or confused evacuation paths can lead to
blockages in the passenger flow that usually becomes a bottleneck for the entire evacuation
process. Augmented stair widths included in the model were effective at maintaining flow from
incident guideway to non-incident guideway where rescue train would be positioned.
Based on pedestrian flow calculations and agent-based pedestrian flow simulations, the
enhanced stair widths of 48 inches ensure good evacuation performance at the relatively short
sections of stacked tunnel configuration. The widened stairs perform similarly to cross passages
of the conventional, side-by-side, center wall design.

Task D. Ventilation
Advanced numerical modeling of the single bore ventilation concept demonstrates that the
single bore configuration, with dual segregated guideways, performs similar to conventional twin
bore system, constructed with cut and cover (box) stations. A lateral access to the stacked
platform station configuration provides several features that enhance fire-life safety aspects of
the patrons, service crew, and first responders, as follows:
a. The self-evacuation process for patrons includes lateral movement always away from
buoyant fire hazards (smoke) developed above the platform and the trainway itself.
b. Platform and trainways for northbound and southbound trains are always separated by
fireproofed structure (incident and non-incident trainway and platform are always fireseparated and housed within their own fireproofed enclosure).
CFD modeling of the single bore station confirmed that ventilation system equipment is
operated in a similar manner as that of the twin bore concept. Station ventilation is
accomplished via the ventilation equipment/fan plant nearest to fire incident location that is
operated in exhaust mode, with the fan plant at the opposite side of the platform operated in
supply mode. However, adjacent stations would all be operating in exhaust to create station net
flow conditions in exhaust. The incident station net exhaust conditions will establish fresh air
makeup flows from the surface headhouses, at both entrances, down to the platfom levels, and
provide for the following:
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a. Fresh air supply is established along the entire length of the egress path(s),
b. Air velocities required for effective smoke control will be provided at the interface
between the headhouse/entrance shaft with both platform levels, upper and lower,
actively preventing smoke inflows into the headhouse egress paths
In addition, fire hazard analyses identified the following additional features of the single bore
ventilation system:
a. The functioning ventilation system at the incident station has a capability to limit fire
hazard exposure to occupants of each headhouse for up to 13 minutes after fire ignition,
considering sole operation of incident station fan plants (all other station ventilation
plants are off). Refer to Exhibit D.6 - Appendix F (780 sec image).
b. There is an opportunity to establish a longitudinal duct at the side of the incident tracks,
opposite to, and away from, the platform, capable of pulling smoke away from occupied
areas and extracting it directly through the duct/shaft system of the affected station.
Development of fire hazards in the form of high temperature gas and smoke within the platform
are exacerbated by the limited ceiling volume available for smoke storage. To add redundancy
to the active ventilation system, the following passive (built-in) fire protection elements could be
added to mitigate conditions on the platforms, where low ceiling volume limits the available
smoke storage above the occupied zone. These elements limit the ceiling plume jet and
minimize ambient air mixing with dense smoke plume being generated at the fire source:
a. Platform edge downstand
b. Transverse platform downstand
c. Platform entry ceiling smoke baffle
Inspection of the CFD modeling results indicates that the platform edge downstands and entry
celling smoke baffles are the most effective at maximizing available safe egress time for both
the platform and headhouse areas. These elements are effective even with the incident station
ventilation not functioning. With the ventilation system operating, they enhance safe patron exit
while meeting BFS and NFPA 130 requirements.
Further analyses will also be needed should BART choose to pursue the implementation of
platform edge doors; this would require identification of operation mode revisions and control
interfaces as well as modifications to ventilation plant capacities, based on the type of platform
edge door selected (i.e. full height, partial height, perforated, etc.).
The single bore concept with stacked platform configuration is viable for future design
development. While the deeper station geometry increases the time for occupants to reach the
public right of way at surface that is ‘open to the outside air’, active and passive components of
the ventilation system are capable of establishing tenable environment along the entire path(s)
of emergency egress down to the transit platform levels.
The active system maintains a teneable environment for an indefinite period of time, meeting
BFS and NFPA 130, as well as local and state ordinances. The passive system enhances the
effectiveness of the active system and provides for a tenable environment along the egress
paths for a limited amount of time, even if the ventilation system does not start immediately.
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Numerical modeling demonstrated that the passive elements ensure a continuous tenable
environment along path of egress during the period of time when ventilation systems are
developing full capacity operation.
In combination, the active and passive elements of the single bore ventilation/fire life safety
systems are most effective, and provide for a ‘fail safe’ approach that is sensitive to BART
operational, maintenance, and safety requirements and practices.
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VTA'S BART Silicon Valley ‐ Phase II Extension Project
Responses to Comments Received on Single‐Bore Tunneling at the September 22, 2017 VTA Board Workshop
Single Bore Technical Study
Final Report Reference
Study Report Section 4 (Stations),
Section 5.3 (Running Tunnel
Emergency Egress)

# Category/Topic

Comments/Questions

VTA Response

1 ADA

Is the single‐bore configuration designed to provide access and
egress for people with disabilities?

Yes. The station configuration for the single‐bore option developed as part of the Single Bore
Technical Study incorporates ADA and mobility requirements .

Why doesn't VTA consider a mining approach for the
construction of Downtown San Jose Station?

In 2003, at the inception of the project, VTA considered the mining methodology as an option for
the Downtown San Jose Station. A study indicated that, due to the ground conditions, mining was
N/A
not a viable option. The study was reviewed again in 2014 and the 2003 conclusions were
confirmed.

2

Is the single‐bore configuration designed to provide evacuation
of disabled passengers in emergency situations?

Yes. The criteria for Safety, a vital element of the transit system, was established at the onset of
the Single Bore Technical Study. The various emergency egress concepts developed for the single‐
bore running tunnel / guideway configuration meet applicable codes and standards including BFS
and NFPA 130. The single‐bore concept utilizes conventional approaches to address the mobility
Study Report Section 5.3
requirements. As is typical for these approaches, special holding areas within the enclosed
passageway are provided as designated safe refuge areas. Passengers utilizing these refuge
locations would not impede other exiting passengers while awaiting for first responder’s help. This
is the same approach that would be included in the twin‐bore option.

3

Does the single‐bore configuration provide access for first
responders to reach disabled passengers in station, without
being impeded by other passengers exiting to the surface?

Study Report Sections 5.1 and 5.2
Yes. The emergency protocol to be used by first responders, and station configuration to meet this
outline station evacuation
protocol, would be finalized with the first responders and the agencies with jurisdiction during the
considerations, along with Section
engineering phase. This process is similar to the one that would be followed for twin‐bore.
4.1.3.

Is the single‐bore deign compliant with California Building Code
(CBC) requirement for emergency exiting of passengers?

Yes. Exiting analysis was simulated using computer models with passenger loads and other
parameters provided to VTA by BART. The results/ findings of this analysis indicate all applicable
requirements established in regulatory standards, including California Building Code and National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 130, are met and passengers can exit the station safely and
ultimately reach the surface.

Does the single‐bore configuration's emergency ventilation and
egress analysis comply with the applicable codes and standards
for point of safety? The operator, BART indicated they preferred
the surface as the point of safety.

Yes. The parameters and guidelines to be used in performing the emergency egress analysis was
based on criteria established with BART. The results/ findings indicate that the concept developed
meet all applicable codes and standards, including BART Facility Standards (BFS) which does not
explicitly designate the surface as a point of safety. BFS does refer to NFPA 130, which allows for
Study Report Sections 5.1 and 6.2.
performance based engineering solutions to be used in emergency situations. Passengers, in an
emergency, will safely reach the surface through usage of the concourse and vertical circulation
elements that are sustained as tenable environments through mechanical ventilation to allow for
safe evacuation of all the passengers. This approach is similar to the twin‐bore design.

Constructability

Emergency Egress
4

5
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# Category/Topic

Comments/Questions

VTA Response

6

Did the independent risk assessment consider safety?

Yes. Safety was an essential criteria and factor used during the independent risk assessment
process. The independent risk assessment included interviews with BART subject matter experts,
operation and maintenance personnel. Input received from BART, including those regarding
safety, was evaluated and included in the analysis/risk model. Additionally, the risk assessment
team interviewed subject matter experts from other transit agencies.

7

Can the majority of the risks associated with the single bore be
mitigated without significant costs?

Yes. The Independent Risk Assessment analysis indicates that a significant number of top risks for
the single‐bore option can be mitigated through design development. This would be accomplished
by engaging technical experts to address and eliminate or reduce known risks in the final design of
the system.

Single Bore Technical Study
Final Report Reference

Independent Risk Analysis

Why did the independent risk assessment team assume the
single‐bore would be delivered via a design‐build method while
the twin‐bore would be delivered via design‐bid‐build method?

8

9

The Independent Risk Assessment included discussions with construction subject matter experts.
From these interviews, it was evident that the design‐ build approach for the twin‐bore
configuration would pose significant risks to VTA due to the complexities in construction
staging/phasing and inter‐dependencies between the tunnel and the station construction
activities, including multiple stakeholder involvement.
The single‐bore option assumes a design‐build delivery for the tunnel and tunnel structures only.
Systems, stations, and other elements may be delivered by design‐Build, design‐bid‐build, or other
methods based on project delivery contracting analysis to be conducted as part of the design
development phase. Further analysis would be needed before final procurement strategies are
determined.

Will the two main exits of the single‐bore station function like
chimneys pulling fire up into the exit?

No. In the event of a fire at the station, the single‐bore station concept provides that the
ventilation system will move fresh air into the station, and draw smoke and heat away from the
station into the tunnel. This provide fresh air and sustains a tenable environment from the
platform to the street while passengers are exiting. The technical study developed simulations
demonstrating the efficacy of the emergency ventilation system performance to assure the safe
passage of passengers to the surface.

What is the impact to the upper platform structure in the event
of a significant fire at the lower platform?

For the single‐bore configuration, the upper platform structural elements will be fireproofed and
designed to withstand impacts of the design fire scenario of a specified amount of time sufficient
to safely evacuate all passengers and allow fire extinguishing operations.
Study Report Section 3.1.1.
The general layout of the twin‐bore has the concourse located directly above the station platform
and a similar approach to the one noted above would be considered in the case of a train on fire
scenario in the station.

Study Report Section 6.2.1.2.

Safety/ Fire

10
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Report focused on DTSJ
configuration, but a shared
concourse concept is reflected in
the station layout exhibits in the
Supplemental EIR/EIS.

# Category/Topic

Comments/Questions

VTA Response

11

Will event crowd management at the Diridon Station be a
challenge?

No. The station concept developed for the Diridon station includes a shared concourse for crowd
control and queuing in order to safely manage a large volume of passengers. This concept will
further be refined during engineering. Similar provisions would be made with the twin‐bore
option.

Misuse of elevators

This issue was discussed during the preliminary meetings VTA had with BART. The station concept
developed for the single‐bore configuration has vertical circulation elements including elevators
Study Report Section 4.4.
only in the paid area, limiting access only to BART passengers.

13

Comparison of platform sizes between single‐bore and twin‐
bore.

The two 15’ 6” unobstructed platforms in the single‐bore option provide greater total square
footage per passenger (approximately 15% more) than a 28‐foot center platform as currently
designed for the twin‐bore configuration at Downtown San Jose station. The single‐bore station
concept for Diridon includes a shared concourse for safe crowd management.

14

The general arrangement and capacity of the tunnel ventilation system for the single‐bore option,
is very similar to that of the twin‐bore as was confirmed through Single Bore Technical Study. The
Possible noise impacts to neighboring communities due to usage
detailed locations of the fans and other equipment will be developed during the engineering
Study Report Section 6.6.3.
of ventilation fans at night for routine tunnel maintenance.
phase. Noise levels of fans in the single‐bore option are expected to be comparable to the twin‐
bore option.

12

Station Configuration

Study Report Section 4.5.

Comment received regarding passengers seeking the street in
case of emergencies.

In emergency situations, for both single and twin bore configurations, passengers will ultimately
reach the street at the ground surface. To meet applicable NFPA 130 requirements, the station
concourse and/or passageways (for single‐bore) are designated as the point of safety, supported
by an active ventilation system to ensure safe evacuation of all passengers from the platform to
the street at the surface.

Study Report Sections 5.1 and 6.2.

16

Challenges of moving a large volume of people that is
associated with a heavy rail system.

Exiting analysis was simulated using computer models with passenger load of 2,500 and other
parameters provided by BART. The analysis demonstrates that the single‐bore station
configuration meets all applicable requirements. This simulation also showed that this large
volume of people could be moved safely in the event of an emergency.

Study Report Section 5

17

Perceived complexities with emergency ventilation system.

The general arrangement and the capacity of the tunnel ventilation system for the single‐bore
option, is very similar to that of the twin‐bore. The specific location of the fans will be finalized
during the engineering phase in consultation with BART staff.

Study Report Section 6.1.1.

15
Ventilation
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